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Abstract
This thesis is a biographical case study of Olympic, World and Commonwealth
sculling champion Peter Antonie, whose career at the elite or high performance level
spanned some 23 years – from 1977 to 2000.

The thesis examines the exploits of an oarsman and sculler regarded within his sport
as one of Australia’s greatest ever, despite his being considered physically
disadvantaged at every phase of his career. Antonie was, most notably, a man of small
stature – widely considered a handicap at the level of rowing to which he aspired, and
at which he ultimately succeeded. The study also examines what it was, despite those
perceived disadvantages, that drove him to excel. The thesis further examines, in
thematic form, parallel developments within Australian rowing and sculling in the
quarter of a century in which Peter Antonie competed. This was a period during which
fundamental changes were seen in Australian sport, notably in the areas of funding
and administration, and which saw a transformation from amateur to professional
participation at the Olympic, Commonwealth Games and world championships levels.
There were also marked changes to high performance rowing as a result of
technological advances that produced new types of equipment, and scientific
developments that brought new training and selection methodologies.

The research was carried out as part of a systematic attempt to examine and
investigate Peter Antonie’s reputation, particularly as it compares with his betterknown contemporaries, the so-called Oarsome Foursome, and to analyse that
reputation in light of the administrative developments in Australian rowing and
Australian sport. The historical approach used was the biographical method of
research and analysis, with the preferred technique the obtaining of oral testimony
from 50 interviewees, some of whom were interviewed more than once.

The research clearly indicated that throughout his career Peter Antonie continually
defied

assumptions

about

his

potential,

particularly

where

science-based

preconceptions about talent identification were concerned, and achieved success far
beyond initial expectations. As a result his achievements, nationally and globally, are
perhaps unparalleled, and he is held in the highest regard, particularly by the higher
profile Oarsome Foursome. Despite this accolade, however, Antonie’s public profile
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remains very low, to the extent that beyond the rowing fraternity he is virtually
unknown. Despite, too, rowing’s status as an Olympic sport and the commensurate
increases in funding during Antonie’s career, he himself maintains a fundamentally
amateur approach to his participation in rowing and is critical of several facets of its
current ‘professional’ administration. Despite, too, rowing and sculling once being
among Australia’s major sports a hundred or so years ago, within contemporary
Australian society it has a low profile, a situation which, given that current
administration, appears likely to continue.

Problems encountered during the research included some diffidence on the part of an
essentially humble and self-effacing subject and a lack of literature relating to Antonie
and his sport. But these were to an extent offset by the enthusiasm displayed for the
project by other interviewees. The results of the research are significant in that, like
the subject, they defy some precepts concerning facets of Australian rowing and
sculling, which in turn might encourage further investigation.
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Abbreviations, Acronyms
AARC

Australian Amateur Rowing Council

ABC

Australian Broadcasting Commission, later Corporation

ACT

Australian Capital Territory

AIS

Australian Institute of Sport

AOC

Australian Olympic Committee

AOF

Australian Olympic Federation

ARC

Australian Rowing Council

FISA

Federation International des Societes d’Aviron – the international
rowing federation

IOC

International Olympic Committee

ITC

Intensive Training Centre

MUBC

Melbourne University Boat Club

n.a.

No author (in footnotes)

NSW

New South Wales

NSWRA

New South Wales Rowing Association

OAP

Olympic Athlete Program

PA

Peter Antonie (in footnotes)

VRA

Victorian Rowing Association

WA

Western Australia
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Glossary of terms
Blade(s)

The part of the oar locked in the water during a stroke, but also
a generic term for ‘oar’

Bow

Front of the boat. Also the position of the rower sitting in the
bow, e.g. bowman

Bow side

The side on which the scull or oar is on the left (starboard side)
of the sculler or rower

Coxless

Without a coxswain

Crew

Those in a boat containing more than one person. (It is
incorrect to refer to a crew as a ‘team’)

Double

Abbreviated reference to a double scull crew

Eight

Crew of eight rowers each using one oar, which always has a
coxswain

Four

Crew of four rowers, each using one oar that can either have a
coxswain or be coxless

Lightweight

Lightweight rowers are required to race under a specified
weight. The lightweight class was initially introduced to
encourage more universality in the sport, especially among
nations with less statuesque people, and was added to the
World Championships program in 1974 for men and in 1985
for women. After a close vote by the FISA Congress in 1993,
the category appeared in the Olympic Games program for the
first time in 1996. The three events, a men’s coxless four and
double scull and a women’s double scull, replaced the ‘open’
weight events of the men’s coxed pair and four and the
women’s four. 1 Lightweight women’s crews must average 57
kg, with no member heavier than 59 kg, and lightweight men’s
crews must average 70 kg with no member heavier than 72.5
kg 2

Pair

Crew of two rowers, both using one oar, that can either have a
coxswain or be coxless

Quad

Crew of four scullers that is almost invariably coxless

Rating

Rate of strokes, usually per minute

1

www.worldrowing.com, retrieved 7 July 2003.
n.a., ‘Rowing’, Australian Olympic Team Handbook, 2000 Olympic Games, Sydney, News Limited,
2000, p.215.

2
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Repechage

A French word meaning ‘second chance’ (to qualify for further
rounds)

Rigger

An adjustable metal frame attached to the side of the boat to
support the swivel that holds the oar or scull at its pivot point

Scull

A boat used by a rower or rowers using two oars (sculls), i.e. a
single, double or quadruple scull. Also a term used for the oar
used by scullers

Shell

A rowing boat

Spoons

A particular shape of oar blade

Squad

A team of rowers, scullers and crews. See also ‘Team’

Stroke

The act of placing the oar in and extracting it from the water.
Also the position of the rower or sculler sitting in the stern of
the boat and setting the pace and/or rhythm

Stroke side

The side on which the scull or oar is on the right (port side) of
the sculler or rower

Sweep (–oared)

A boat/crew propelled by rowers each using one oar

Team

A squad of rowers comprising scullers and/or crews
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Peter Antonie – The Record
International
1977
World Championships, Amsterdam Lightweight Coxless Fours

Silver medal

1978
World Championships, Copenhagen

Lightweight Coxless Fours

Bronze medal

1979
World Championships, Bled

Lightweight Eights

Sixth

1981
World Championships, Munich

Lightweight Double Sculls

11th

1982
World Championships, Lucerne

Lightweight Eights

Fourth

1983
World Championships, Duisburg

Lightweight Eights

Silver medal

1984
World Championships, Montreal

Lightweight Eights

10th

1985
World Championships, Hazewinkel

Lightweight Single Sculls

Ninth

1986
Commonwealth Games, Edinburgh

Lightweight Single Sculls

Gold medal

World Championships, Nottingham

Lightweight Single Sculls

Gold medal

1987
World Championships, Copenhagen

Lightweight Single Sculls

Fifth

1988
Olympic Games, Seoul

Quadruple Sculls

Fifth

1989
World Championships, Bled

Double Sculls

Fourth

Double Sculls

Bronze medal

1991
World Championships, Vienna

Single Sculls

Fourth

1992
Olympic Games, Barcelona

Double Sculls

Gold medal

1993
World Championships, Roudnice

Double Sculls

Seventh

1994
World Championships, Indianapolis

Double Sculls

Ninth

1990
World Championships,
Lake Barrington, Tasmania

x
1996
Olympic Games, Atlanta

Double Sculls

Eighth

2000
Olympic Games, Sydney

Eights

Reserve

Henley Royal Regatta, England
1988

The Queen Mother Cup for Quadruple Sculls

1995

The Double Sculls Challenge Cup

National interstate events
1977, 1978, 1984

Penrith Cup (Lightweight Fours)

1988

King’s Cup (Eights)

1989

Unofficial King’s Cup (following cancellation of national
interstate events due to WA cyclone)

1991

President’s Cup (Open Single Sculls)

National interclub events (representing Melbourne University Boat Club)
1977

Lightweight Coxless Fours

1978

Lightweight Coxless Fours, Lightweight Eights

1979

Lightweight Eights

1980

Lightweight Eights

1981

Lightweight Eights

1982

Lightweight Double Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

1983

Lightweight Single Sculls, Lightweight Double Sculls

1984

Lightweight Pairs

1985

Lightweight Single Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

1986

Lightweight Single Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

1987

Lightweight Single Sculls, Open Double Sculls, Open
Quad Sculls

1988

Open Double Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

1990

Open Double Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

1991

Open Single Sculls

1992

Open Single Sculls

1993

Open Single Sculls, Open Double Sculls

1994

Open Double Sculls, Open Quad Sculls

xi
1995

Open Single Sculls

1997

Open Coxed Fours

Prologue
What can one say about Peter Antonie? He seems to have done it all – winning World
Championships (medals) in lightweight crews and in the single, and then combining
with one of our brightest young prospects in Stephen Hawkins to stand head and
shoulders above the rest of the world, even though physically they were much shorter
and lighter.
Ken Matts, Editor, Australian Rowing, December 1992,
following the Barcelona Olympic Games
Antonie is truly one of the greatest sportsmen Australia has produced, yet only a few
people know who he is…(but) those who know (rowing) regard him as one of the
greats, up there with…Bobby Pearce and Merv Wood.
Rob Woodhouse, Sunday Age, 4 February 1996
The founder of the modern Olympics always said it was the struggle that was
important, not necessarily the winning or losing…he might have had Peter Antonie in
mind.
Ron Reed, Herald-Sun, 25 April 1996
“It’s not just the racing and winning, it’s the challenge and knowing it’s not easy. If
something is easy to achieve, it’s not that worthwhile.”
Peter Antonie, Australian Rowing, June 1997
“He’s an unsung hero.”
Father Edward Dooley, Xavier College, 26 October 2003
Somebody said that it couldn’t be done
And he, with a chuckle, replied
That maybe it couldn’t but he’d be the one
Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried.
He buckled right in with a trace of a grin
On his face: if he worried he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done – and he did it.
Anon
Quoted in Viscount Castlerosse’s Londoner’s Log,
Sunday Express, London,
and a source of some inspiration to the author’s family ever since.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the study
The present study pursues three key objectives. First, it illustrates and examines the
life of a great Australian athlete who, nationally and indeed globally, is regarded
within his own sport as one of the greatest ever. Second, it investigates what drove
Antonie to excel, particularly given considerable physical disadvantage and a variety
of other setbacks. Third, it also examines what his life in rowing and sculling can help
us understand about the history of Australian sport in the final quarter of the 20th
century, a period during which the administration of high performance sport made a
marked transition from an essentially amateur to an almost wholly professional level.1
A key metaphor for that is that at the start of the period Australians were ruing
perceived failings at the Montreal Olympics 2 but at the end of it celebrating,
following Sydney 2000, ‘the best Games ever’. 3

1.2 The subject
A summary of Peter Antonie’s career and achievements is needed, to set the stage for
a detailed biography.

On Saturday 30 August 2003, during the World Rowing Championships in Milan,
Peter Antonie received the highest honour in international rowing: the Thomas Keller
Medal. This 18-carat gold medal, named after the man who from 1958 until his death
in 1989 was President of the international rowing federation, FISA, is awarded by the
world body ‘to recognise an outstanding career in rowing and exemplary
sportsmanship’. 4 Among many distinguished previous recipients of the Keller Medal
has been British ‘legend’ Steven Redgrave, winner of five consecutive Olympic gold
medals. 5 Antonie was, and at the time of writing still is, the first Australian to receive
the coveted award. It was a fitting addition to the Order of Australia Medal he
received in 1987 for his services to Australian rowing. 6
1

J. Bloomfield, Australia’s Sporting Success, UNSW Press, 2003, pp. xiv-xv.
Ibid, p.44.
3
Ibid, p.185.
4
www.worldrowing.com/?iType=6472&icustompageid=12495, retrieved 19 October 2005.
5
www.worldrowing.com/home/default.sps, retrieved 1 August 2003.
6
R. Poke, ‘Awards and Celebrations Continue for the 1986 World Champions’, Australian Rowing,
vol. 10, no. 1, 1987, p.6.
2

2

Why was Peter Antonie thus regarded? What led to such acclaim among his sporting
peers? And why are his achievements worthy of such examination? The criteria are
varied but interlinked.

At the Australian interstate level, Antonie, a member of the Melbourne University
Boat Club, represented Victoria at the annual national regatta eleven times between
1977 and 1999, and is the only competitor to have won all three interstate events for
men: the Penrith Cup for lightweight fours, the President’s Cup for open single sculls
and the King’s Cup for open eights. In fact he won the Penrith Cup three times. 7
Antonie also won every national interclub lightweight sculling and sweep event it was
possible for him to win, some of them several times, and he performed likewise in the
open sculling ranks. In open sweep events, as well as the King’s Cup he also won the
coxed fours – his final national title. He eventually won 35 interstate and interclub
titles – and 36 if an unofficial King’s Cup race in 1989 is factored in.

Remarkably, Antonie represented his country on far more occasions than he did his
state. From 1977 to 1996 he rowed or sculled for Australia 18 times - every year bar
1980 and 1995 - at the World Championships, Commonwealth or Olympic Games. In
that time he won two World Championships silver medals and a bronze in lightweight
‘sweep oared’ events (rowing on both stroke side and bow side) before switching to
single sculling and, in 1986, winning the Commonwealth then the World lightweight
title. 8 With the goal of competing in the Olympic Games, which at the time did not
include lightweight rowing events, he switched, following the 1987 World
Championships, to the ‘open’ sculling ranks, which meant that in terms of both weight
and height he was at a considerable disadvantage. At the elite level, lightweight men’s
crews must average 70 kg, with no member heavier than 72.5 kg 9 , but in the open
ranks weights are unlimited. At 182 centimetres, Antonie was too short for a
heavyweight and by now too heavy for a lightweight – essentially, he was a natural
middleweight in a sport with no place for ‘in-betweens’. 10 But he refused to be
7

K. Matts, ‘Perfect Conditions, Great Racing’, Australian Rowing, vol. 14, no. 2, May 1991, p. 6.
www.rowinghistory-aus.info/ retrieved 2 August 2003.
9
n.a., ‘Rowing’, Australian Olympic Team Handbook 2000 Olympic Games, Sydney, News Limited,
2000, p.215.
10
F. Farouque, ‘For Antonie, the Show Must Go On’, The Age, 15 October 1992, p.25.
8
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deterred, and just one year after making the transition stroked the Australian open
quad scull to fifth place at the 1988 Olympic Games, 11 went one place better the
following year in the double sculls at the World Championships, 12 the year after that
won World Championships bronze in the ‘double’, 13 and in 1991 was fourth in the
world in the single sculls. 14 Then, on 1 August 1992, Peter Antonie crowned a truly
great sporting career when, with Tasmania’s Stephen Hawkins, he won the gold
medal in the double sculls at the Barcelona Olympic Games. 15 In doing so, he secured
his position in the eyes of many, not only within his own sport but also in others, as
one of the greatest rowers and scullers Australia had ever produced. As if to prove the
result on Lake Banyoles was no fluke, Antonie returned to the single scull a few
months later, and in a long-distance event in Switzerland accounted for the Barcelona
gold, silver and bronze medallists. 16 Following these wins, Peter continued to
compete at the highest level. He contested two further World Championships and, in
1996, a third Olympic Games. 17 He was still winning premier events such as the Head
of the Charles in Boston, USA, in 2003, 18 so his career spanned virtually a quarter of
a century.

One aspect of Peter Antonie’s career about which he is particularly proud is that he
was at the forefront of an Australian sculling renaissance: was part, indeed, of
rejuvenating one of the longest and richest traditions in Australian sport. 19 Sculling
has spawned a long line of champions, professional and amateur; winners of world,
Empire, Commonwealth and Olympic titles almost from the time sport began in
Australia.

At first it was the professionals who were in the public spotlight. Australia’s first
world champion in any sport, Edward Trickett, won the world professional sculling
title on the Thames in London on 27 June 1876 – a year before the first Test cricket
11

P. Shakespear, ‘Australians and Others at Seoul’, Australian Rowing, vol. 11, no. 4, p.6.
R. Poke, ‘1989 World Rowing Champs’, Australian Rowing, vol. 12, no. 4, December 1989, pp. 1213.
13
n.a., ‘A Great Success’, Australian Rowing, vol. 13, no. 4, December 1990, p.32.
14
n.a., ‘Aussies Pick Up Two Golds in Vienna’, Australian Rowing, vol. 14, no. 3, September 1991,
p.3.
15
P. Pinkerton, ‘Diary of a Spectator’, Australian Rowing, vol. 15, no. 3, September 1992, p.9.
16
P. Koelliker, ‘FISA News’, Australian Rowing, vol. 16, no. 1, March 1993, p.21.
17
n.a. Olympic Rowing Team’, Rowing Australia 1996 Annual Report, pp. 63-64.
18
www.boston.com/sports/other_sports/articles/2003/10/19/ retrieved 19 October 2003.
19
Personal contact, PA, 4 December 1992.
12
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match and twenty-five years before federation. 20 Then came a succession of worldbeaters. William (Bill) Beach took the Australian title from Trickett in 1884 and
shortly thereafter convincingly beat the seemingly invincible Canadian, Ned Hanlan,
to secure the world crown. There followed six successful title defences, including two
against Hanlan, before Beach retired undefeated. He handed the title to Peter Kemp,
who also defeated Hanlan twice before being beaten by compatriot Henry Searle in
1888. One year later, in London, Searle, known as the Clarence Comet, defeated
another Canadian challenger, William O’Connor. During the trip home, however,
Henry Searle contracted typhoid, and died in Melbourne. The response to the death of
the young hero extended throughout the colonies. 21 A column in his memory, Searle’s
Monument, stands in Sydney’s Parramatta River, at the end of the course over which
Trickett, Beach, Kemp and Searle performed their great deeds. 22 A succession of
professional scullers then ensured that between 1880 and 1907 Australia retained a
virtual monopoly over the world title. 23

Between then and the Second World War, regarded as the finest of them all,
professional or amateur, was Bobby Pearce. His victories at the Olympic Games of
1928 and 1932 made him the first Australian to win gold medals at successive
Olympics, and the only single sculler before the Second World War to win the event
twice. He had in the meantime won the Empire Games title in 1930 and the coveted
Diamond Sculls at England’s Henley Royal Regatta a year later. 24 The most tangible
example of his supremacy is that the time he recorded in Amsterdam in 1928 – seven
minutes eleven seconds, a new Olympic record – was not bettered until the Munich
Games, forty-four years later. 25 After his second gold medal Pearce turned
professional, won the world title, and remained undefeated until his retirement in
1943. 26

20

H. Gordon, Australia and the Olympic Games, University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1994,
p.121.
21
D. Adair, ‘Two Dots in the Distance’, Sporting Traditions, Vol. 9, No.1, Nov. 1992, pp.52–83.
22
A. May, Sydney Rows: A Centennial History of the Sydney Rowing Club, Sydney Rowing Club,
1970, p.33.
23
S. Bennett, ‘Professional Sculling in New South Wales’, Journal of the Royal Australian Historical
Society, Vol. 71, No.2, Oct. 1985, pp.136-7.
24
H. Gordon, Australia and the Olympic Games, p.120.
25
D. Wallechinsky, The Complete Book of the Olympics, Aurum Press, London, 2004, pp.891-3.
26
H. Gordon, Australia and the Olympic Games, p.120.
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Bobby Pearce was succeeded by Mervyn (Merv) Wood, who switched to sculling
having rowed in the Australian eight at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games. Following
war service Wood won a record seven straight Australian single sculling titles (19471953), and added another in 1955. But it is his international career that secured
Wood’s place in Australian rowing and sculling history. In 1948 he first won the
Diamond Sculls at Henley, then on the same stretch of water won the London
Olympics gold medal. Wood again won the ‘Diamonds’ in 1952, but at the Helsinki
Olympics that year severe pain from a chronic arm injury suffered in childhood told
against him and he had to be content with the silver medal. However he had in the
meantime won gold medals in both the single and double sculls at the 1950 Empire
Games in Auckland, partnered in the latter event by Murray Riley. In 1954, in
Vancouver, Wood and Riley again won the double sculls, while Wood was also in the
winning coxed four. Riley and Wood, by then 39, won a bronze medal in the double
sculls at the 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne, at which Wood, in recognition of his
long and distinguished Olympic career, became the first person to twice carry the
Australian flag at the opening ceremony. He had also performed the task in Helsinki.

Wood’s place in the single sculls in Melbourne, however, was taken by Stuart
Mackenzie. Just nineteen years of age, Mackenzie was beaten in the final by
Vyacheslav Ivanov of the Soviet Union, who went on to win a ‘hat trick’ of Olympic
gold medals. Mackenzie nevertheless established himself as one of the greats of his
sport by winning the Diamond Sculls a record six consecutive times between 1957
and 1962, in the process beating Ivanov twice. 27 In 1958 he also won the Empire
Games title. 28

Following a hiatus of a little under twenty years in Australian sculling Peter Antonie
took up the sport - and the renaissance began. Such were his deeds that many within
Australian rowing and sculling believed that Peter, too, became one of the sculling
‘greats’ and the inheritor of a mantle handed down over almost a century-and-a-half.
Given, however, his success in the lightweight ‘sweep-oared’ ranks prior to
converting to sculling and winning the world lightweight title, then his success when
27

M. Andrews, Australia at the Olympics, ABC Books, Sydney, 1999, pp.373-5.
J. Blanch and P. Jenes, Australia’s Complete History at the Commonwealth Games, John Blanch
Publishing, Coogee, 1982, p.270.
28
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switching to the open ranks and challenging the ‘giants’ of the sport, Peter’s
supporters believe he might be the greatest ‘all round’ oarsman and sculler Australia
has ever produced. 29 Some outside rowing and sculling believe he is one of
Australia’s greatest ever sportsmen. 30

1.3 Importance of the study
Despite the sporting achievements outlined here, Peter Antonie is virtually unknown
by the Australian media, and has a low profile within Australian sports history.
Despite his extraordinary achievements over such a long period he enjoys a life of
almost total anonymity, particularly compared with those of contemporaries, James
Tomkins, Nick Green and Mike McKay, the three permanent members of the
Oarsome Foursome. They, by comparison with Peter, are ‘household names’, but
outside the rowing world the name Peter Antonie is hardly known at all. 31

The genesis of this phenomenon can be traced to 2 August 1992, the day after the
Antonie-Hawkins triumph at the Barcelona Olympics, when, as expected, the
Oarsome Foursome also won a gold medal. 32 For 24 hours the two double scullers
dominated the headlines, but once the Foursome had also won, the pair virtually sank
without trace amid the media frenzy surrounding the four.

Personality factors help to account for this low profile. Antonie is a shy, self-effacing,
almost humble athlete, diffident about his achievements and the accoutrements of
success, and averse to seeking commercial benefit from his sport. While the
Foursome, too, have always displayed remarkable humility, they were very much at
the centre of a concerted and deliberate marketing campaign. After Barcelona they
embarked on a national tour of ‘personal appearances’ 33 resulting from sponsorships
they secured, and also featured in a television commercials. When they won again in
1996 at the Atlanta Olympics the crew took part in street parades and other civic

29

Personal contact, Terry Phillips, 5 July 2003.
R. Woodhouse, ‘Unsung Hero Rows On’, Sunday Age, (Focus), 4 February 1996, p.18.
31
M. Murrill, ‘Do As I Say, Not As I do’, Personal Investment, November 1995, p.16.
32
n.a., ‘Barcelona ’92’, Australian Rowing, vol. 15, no. 3, September 1992, p.17.
33
R. McLennan, ‘Graftom’s Awesome Visit’ Australian Rowing, Vol. 16, No. 1, March 1993, p. 28.
30
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activities, 34 and in 1999 were said to have ‘made a massive contribution to lifting
their sport’s profile’. 35

A further key measure of Antonie’s career is that it was set against a background of
almost quixotic struggles, even from the outset. As a junior he was rejected when
applying to join the rowing program at school because he was ‘not big enough’, 36
then spent many years battling the scales while competing in the elite lightweight
ranks. The issue of physical disadvantage arose again when he sought to switch from
the lightweight to the ‘open’ ranks, and began striving for what his contemporaries
believed were the most improbable of goals. 37 He also experienced concerted paternal
opposition while establishing his international rowing career, 38 so for many years
sought to reconcile sporting ambitions with study goals and the need to establish a
professional career. There was, too, some social and emotional upheaval. 39

And this despite his coming from a secure and privileged background. Antonie’s
father was a surgeonp; the family lived in the ‘exclusive’ Melbourne suburb of Toorak
and Peter attended one of the city’s top schools, Xavier College. One further facet of
Antonie’s character thus becomes all the more intriguing: he has a fundamentally
proletarian outlook on life despite having experienced many of the trappings of
elitism.

It is for these reasons that this study has been undertaken: it presents the opportunity
to establish Peter Antonie’s reputation as an athlete, to analyse Antonie the man and
the many facets of his personality and character, and to answer the fundamental
questions: ‘what made him what he became?’ and ‘what lay behind the extraordinary
determination and dedication that saw him achieve what most of his peers saw as
virtually impossible?’
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This is particularly pertinent given the scarcity of academic biography in Australian
sports history, but most particularly that about rowing and sculling, Indeed, despite
the sport’s pre-eminent place in the early years of the Australian sporting story,
Bennett’s biography of Henry Searle 40 remains the sole contribution.

Given, moreover, the extraordinary length of Antonie’s career, the study presents the
opportunity to analyse particular developments in Australian rowing and sculling
during his time in the sport. A month after his Barcelona triumph it was noted in
Australia’s national rowing magazine that: ‘The past 50 years has seen great changes
and improvements in rowing in the areas of equipment … and improved
performances’. 41 It is thought that those changes – and others – were even more
marked in the 25 years during which Peter Antonie was competing. At the start of his
career, for example, the national federation was known as the Australian Amateur
Rowing Council (AARC) and without exception all administrators, coaches and
officials were volunteers. 42 In 1984, in recognition of its increasing professionalism,
notably in the coaching and administrative ranks, the Council dropped the word
‘Amateur’ from its title and thus become the ARC. 43 Since 1995, following a marked
increase in government funding and some political upheaval, the national federation
has been known as Rowing Australia. 44

Linked to government funding was the development of national and state institutes or
academies of sport, which in turn led to improved training and performance levels.
But what of the effects of the institutes and academies on the club system? The
introduction of a degree of commercialisation and sponsorship brought with it the
commensurate need for greater media coverage. Examination of these facets was
thought particularly relevant given rowing is still perceived as a fundamentally
‘amateur’ and ‘silvertail’ sport. Particular developments in equipment and technology
are also examined. These themes, and others, are interwoven, where appropriate, into
the biographical study of Peter Antonie, and the social and cultural milieu in which he
40
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competed during those 25 years. Importantly, however, in examining rowing during
the Peter Antonie years the study may also help further inform an understanding of
the development of Australian sport in the final quarter of the 20th century, when, it is
widely acknowledged, it underwent a major transformation.

1.4 Research methods
This thesis falls into the category of biographical research and analysis, defined by
Roberts as research undertaken on individual lives employing autobiographical
documents, interviews or other sources and presenting accounts in various forms. 45
The generic view of the biography, he adds, is that it provides a ‘picture’ of the
individual. 46 Chu has made the important observation that history is no longer entirely
the account of military, political or economic events or the biographies of a few major
figures: rather, it is nowadays the study of the cultural pursuits, recreations and sports,
which thus provides a much fuller picture of the human past. 47 Bale has referred to the
biographical ‘turn’ emerging as a way of understanding the meaning of being a
sportsperson physically, professionally, educationally and personally. 48

Roberts, too, makes an important point: that biographical research is work which uses
the stories of individuals and other ‘personal materials’ to understand the individual
life within its social context. 49 The appeal of biographical research, he believes, is that
it explores, in diverse methodological and interpretive ways, how individual accounts
of life experience can be understood within contemporary cultural and structural
settings, and how in turn they can help chart major societal changes. 50 Given the
length and breadth of Peter Antonie’s career and the themes addressed herein,
biographical analysis of his life and times in rowing and sculling surely helps provide
greater understanding of the sport itself. To again invoke Chu: ‘In sports history
writings, topics such as the development of specific sports…capitalism and sport, and
the impact of communications…on sport have attracted interest’. 51
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Tosh has noted that the study of history was once based almost exclusively on the
written rather than the spoken word, 52 but that oral history, as it is nowadays known,
has been increasingly exploited, particularly for the light it can shed on recent social
history. 53 Stanford, indeed, contends that the history of the present cannot be written
without oral sources. 54 Roberts also supports the accumulation of oral history, notably
because it provides oral accounts where written sources are lacking. 55

The preferred technique in preparing this thesis has been the obtaining of oral
testimony: the first-hand recollections of Antonie himself, his family, friends, fellow
crew and team members, coaches, opponents and rowing administrators. Some 50
interviews were conducted, with several interviewees, notably Antonie himself,
interviewed more than once. Also used were two interviews carried out as part of
previous research – on a book synopsis then a book chapter – extracts of which
proved useful for the present study. All oral accounts accumulated, however, were
reinforced or corroborated by reference to official records and a variety of other
written and pictorial evidence. Importantly, all interviews cover events that occurred
during what, in historical terms, was the almost immediate past.

The techniques outlined above became increasingly important when it transpired that
Peter Antonie was a biographer’s nightmare. During my first research visit to his
home, for example, enquiries about the availability of primary sources were met by
the response: ‘I’m not a very good archivist.’ Neither was there much evidence within
the apartment of the spoils of success. A world championship winner’s certificate was
hanging in a discreet corner, while his Olympic winner’s certificate was produced
from under a couch. That apart, and taking into account both the length and breadth of
Antonie’s career, there was no evidence of any other trophies. Later, a small
collection of photographs was produced – from a cardboard box in an upstairs
storeroom. What was totally evident, however, was a wooden single scull Peter was
refurbishing, sitting on trestles and dominating the living area. It was difficult to
escape the impression that one was in the company of someone almost dismissive of
52
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his achievements, with former triumphs very much a thing of the past, and that
rowing, pure and simple, was the dominant focus of his life. It mattered not that he
had graced the sport with such distinction; all that mattered was the sport itself. 56

1.5 Research problems
As the research process proceeded, one of the notable features was that the subject
had perhaps the least reliable memory of all the people interviewed for the project.
His recall of key events, particularly national championship wins, was frequently
‘sketchy’ 57 – and required that I constantly undertake additional research in pursuit of
confirmation. This reinforced the perception gained initially: that Antonie cares little
for plaudits and rewards, but rather the sheer pleasure and satisfaction derived from
sculling and rowing. When I enquired of him, for example, why he was not listed
among those taking part in the Athens Olympic Torch Relay in Melbourne, his reply
was: ‘I think I had a chance to be in (it) but must have forgotten to respond.’ 58

It also became apparent that he was fundamentally disinterested in the past and cared
only for what lay ahead, so quite definitely had little sense of or interest in his place in
history. The biography has been completed – yet such is the subject’s reticence and
the private side of his nature that while I have, through others, learnt a lot about him, I
sometimes feel I still hardly know Peter Antonie the person at all.

1.6 Disclosure
Why, then, was Antonie selected as a choice of subject?

I have known Peter since 1978, when I became Honorary Publicity Officer for the
AARC and founded the national magazine Australian Rowing. I later became
Executive Director of the ARC, before resuming my honorary media role. In both
professional and honorary capacities I reported several world championships for the
Australian media between 1988 and 1995, following which I had media liaison roles
with the Australian team at the 1996, 2000 and 2004 Olympic Games.
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Throughout this period I saw Peter compete many times, and while never becoming a
close friend did become very much aware of what an intense competitor he was and of
the contribution he had made and was making to Australian rowing and sculling. I
also became aware of his complex and in many ways contradictory personality. Along
with most of the national rowing community, I watched in awe as he and Stephen
Hawkins won their Barcelona gold medal.

Given my media role with the national federation I was witness to and indeed helped
promote the marketing phenomenon that, following Barcelona, the Oarsome
Foursome became, a fact reflected in the publication, in 1998, of a book recording
their exploits. 59 Only then did I begin to ponder why, given his record, Peter Antonie
had barely been recognised, and why, too, apart from media reports, no biography of
him yet existed. And this despite his being held within Australian rowing and sculling
circles in equal esteem as the Foursome - particularly by the Foursome members
themselves.

This thesis, then, is my contribution towards in some way redressing that balance: the
presentation of a tangible record of Peter Antonie’s career and achievements that
hopefully will help gain for an outstanding athlete the recognition so many of his
peers believe he richly deserves. In doing so, I therefore hope to make some small
contribution to the recording of Australia’s sporting history. For as Bertaux has stated,
‘we must discover the forms of discourse through which elements of knowledge about
socio-historical processes will find their way into living cultures and thus, coming to
public life, become at last common knowledge’.

60

Cathcart places Bertaux’s

sentiments in an Australian context with his contention that ‘…history is not one, long
continuous story that is told over and over…again. History is a conversation. And we
don't have a fully-fleshed historical culture until we let that conversation rip…Our
history needs to be a library…full of stories told by people of all walks of life…and
the result won't be chaos, it will be a rich sense of who we are and what we might
become.’ 61
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CHAPTER TWO
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Australian sports history
In his 1992 book The Story of World Rowing, British journalist, writer and historian
Christopher Dodd stated that until very recently social historians had made only
passing reference to British sport. 62 Likewise, it seems, in Australia. According to
Hutchinson, the academic discipline of Australian sports history is also relatively
new, 63 a sentiment shared by McKernan. He recounts that when the first academic
conference on the history of sport in Australia was designed, well into the second half
of the 20th century, those responsible had few ideas about who was interested in
writing about sport in a historical context. Among those identified were Ken Inglis
and Bill Mandle who, along with conference designers McKernan and Richard
Cashman, were social historians for whom sport was a ‘side’ or personal interest. In
terms of their work as historians, sport was a way of enriching their understanding of
the wider society. In fact it was a metaphor. Then, as what became known as the
Sporting Traditions conferences continued, the study of sport became an end in itself.
It had its own intrinsic interest, and as with, for example, religion and war, could be
studied as an entity in itself. 64 Another member of what became the Australian
Society for Sports History, Colin Tatz, recalls that while at the Australian National
University in 1964. ostensibly engaged in holocaust studies, he enquired of one of his
fellow academics if there was an interest in sports history, only to be told that if he
were interested in sport he should find somewhere else to study. 65

Matthews has recounted that from the beginning of white settlement in Australia,
sport has been not merely a passion but part of the social and political fabric of
national society, but has never been seen as intellectually or artistically respectable.66
That view is countered, however, by Hutchinson, who avers that it would be more
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accurate to argue that it is intellectuals and artists who are ‘not respectable’. 67
Vamplew has also examined the issue, stating that ‘intellectual snobbery’ kept
historians from taking sports seriously, despite sport having had a long documented
history. He bemoans the fact that despite sports historians writing papers and
publishing in prestigious journals such as the American-based Journal of Sport
History and The International Journal of History of Sport, based in Britain, they still
received some chiding for taking seriously what was seen as trivial. 68 Some
academics, it seems, had the same view of sport as some newspaper editors at that
time, one of whom referred somewhat disparagingly to sports reporters as members of
the ‘toy department’. 69 Yet as Hutchinson attests, journalists were at the centre of the
development of sport in Australia. 70 Now, according to Stoddart, daily media outlets
deluge Australians with results, articles, opinion pieces and biographical sketches, 71 a
sentiment with which Adair and Vamplew appear to agree. Non-academic historians,
they note, have been prolific chroniclers of Australian sport and, by their celebration
of past sporting glories, have reinforced the notion that Australians have been
unusually besotted by sports and particularly brilliant at playing them. 72 Somewhat
ruefully, however, Hutchinson notes that sports writing, too, is seen in Australia,
albeit with the best will in the world, as somehow second-rate. 73

2.2 Sporting nation
The intellectual argument notwithstanding, there does nowadays seem general
agreement among researchers that sport has a major role within Australian society,
although there is some disparity in the levels of intensity demonstrated. Stoddart has
described sport as ‘one of Australia’s most prominent social agencies’, 74 while
McKay believes Australia is the most ‘sports drunk’ country in the world.
Participation in and the watching and discussion of sport, he asserts, is more pervasive
67
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in Australian culture than in all others. 75 Adair and Vamplew add a cautionary note,
however, pointing out that a passion for sport has also been a trait among Britons,
Americans, Brazilians and New Zealanders. 76 Horne elevates sport to a philosophical
level when stating that: ‘For many Australians, playing or watching sport gives life
one of its principal meanings’.77 He then introduces nation-building when stating: ‘To
play sport, or watch others play, and to read and talk about it is to uphold the nation
and build its character.’ 78 Dunstan goes so far as to describe sport as ‘the ultimate
Australian super-religion, the one thing every Australian believes in passionately … It
builds stronger Australian men and women and, best of all, it spreads the fame of
Australians overseas. It helps to unify Australia as a nation’. 79 Facets of this claim are
clearly an exaggeration and border on zealotry. A more sober Cashman attempted to
refute such claims, 80 although somewhat surprisingly revived assumptions about
Australia being particularly besotted by sport. 81 He then settled on the view that sport
is a central part of Australian culture and as endorsement cited Headon’s introduction
to The Best Ever Australian Sports History Writing, a volume which, writes Headon,
somewhat forcibly:

…demonstrates, once and for bloody all, that that most pervasive of myths – sport is not
culture, or at least low culture – is as insulting historically as it is utterly false now. Consign
its stupidity to the dustbin of cultural cringe history. Sport in Australia just might be more
deeply and meaningfully cultural than in any country in the world. 82

It can thus surely be argued that it would be unwise to examine Australia’s history
without referring to and exploring its sporting history. For the practice of sports
history, it has also been claimed, offers the promise of nurturing a truly contextual and
critical historical consciousness, through which the consuming populace can begin to
make sense of the ‘totality of its world’. 83
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2.3 A brief history of Australian rowing and sculling
One facet of the ‘totality’ of Australia’s sporting history is the story of Australian
rowing and sculling. Indeed it could be argued, given Captain Cook was rowed ashore
at Botany Bay, that rowing is European Australia's oldest activity! 84 However, the
first rowing race recorded in Australia took place on 16 May 1818, between crews
from three ships, the Batavia, the Guildford and the Minerva, and a crew formed by
Captain John Piper. The race, for ‘a considerable sum’, was rowed from Bradley's
Head, on the North Shore of Sydney Harbour, to Sydney Cove, and was won by
Captain Piper’s crew. 85

The inaugural regatta, arranged by the captains of HMS Rainbow and HMS Success,
was held on Hobart's River Derwent on January 5, 1827. 86 Annual regattas
celebrating the founding of Sydney began in 1837. 87 The first club in the Australian
colonies, Melbourne University Boat Club, was founded in 1859 by M. H. Irving,
from England’s Oxford University, 88 while four years later an inter-colonial fouroared race for amateurs was held on Sydney’s Parramatta River, with a New South
Wales crew defeating their counterparts from Victoria. 89 The first inter-colonial
amateur sculling championship was held in Melbourne in 1868 and won by a
Victorian, Arthur Nichols. 90 The first official race for eights took place on March 6
1878, on the lower Yarra in Melbourne, when a crew from the Mercantile club in
Sydney, representing New South Wales, was invited by the Victorian Rowing
Association to compete against a Victorian crew – and the Victorians won. 91 The
other colonies then began to take part, but it wasn't until 1902, by which time they had
become States, that all competed at the same time. 92 Among the schools, the first head
of the river took place in Victoria in 1868, between Melbourne Grammar and Scotch
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College. A similar contest began in Sydney in 1893 and in Western Australia in 1903,
but not in the remaining states until after the First World War. 93

As Adair has chronicled, however, in a work perceived as the first brief synthesis of
the history of rowing and sculling in Australia, it was scullers who first brought their
nation world sporting prominence, as a result of their deeds within the professional
ranks in the second half of 19th century. By winning the world professional sculling
crown in 1876 Edward ‘Ned’ Trickett became Australia’s first world champion in any
sport. When Bill Beach won the title, he too was embraced in the other colonies as
‘the Australian world champion’, and on his return from London following a title
defence was greeted in Sydney by a welcome even greater than that for Trickett. His
successor as world professional sculling champion, Henry Searle, first won the title in
Australia then retained it in London, only to fall ill en route home and succumb to
typhoid on arrival, provoking an unprecedented outpouring of grief. Australia, or
more precisely New South Wales, produced sculling champions into the twentieth
century, and indeed for 22 of the 31 years between 1876 and 1907, seven Australians
held the world title. 94 The mantle was later taken up by Bobby Pearce and Merv
Wood –and then Peter Antonie.

Australia's first ever win at an international regatta came in 1912, when a Sydney
Rowing Club eight won the Grand Challenge Cup at England's Henley Royal Regatta,
prior to seven of the crew representing Australasia at the Stockholm Olympic
Games. 95 Seven years later, following the Great War, an Australian Imperial Force
crew again won ‘the Grand’, at the Henley Peace Regatta. Six of the eight crews in
the event were drawn from the Allied armies. The trophy won by the AIF crew is now
the King's Cup, which became the annual symbol of interstate eight-oared
supremacy. 96

Australia's first resounding overall success came at the Empire Games in Auckland in
1950, when its crews won all but the coxed fours, in which it had to be content with
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silver. 97 Two years later, at Helsinki, came Australia’s first medal in the Olympic
eights - a bronze 98 - a feat replicated in Melbourne four years later. 99 In 1968 the
Australian eight managed one place better - and very nearly two - when winning
silver at the Mexico Olympics. 100

Australia’s first world rowing championship at any level, however, was won in 1974
by a lightweight four from Melbourne University Boat Club. Colin Smith, Geoff
Rees, Andrew Michelmore, Cam Johnston and their coach Peter Philp brought home
gold medals from the Rotsee course at Lucerne, Switzerland. 101 Their success was the
forerunner to Australia becoming one of the world's strongest lightweight rowing
nations, a fact underlined in 1977 102 and 1978 103 when Smith, Rees, Peter Antonie
and Simon Gillett won world championships silver then bronze, and again in 1980104
and 1981 105 when another four comprising Gillett, Clyde Hefer, Charles Bartlett and
Graeme Gardner won consecutive world titles. Indeed the wins marked the beginning
of an unprecedented period of success in Australia’s rowing history.

In 1983, at Duisburg, West Germany, came world championships silver for a
lightweight eight in which Peter Antonie rowed, and bronze in the men’s open
eights. 106 A year later at Los Angeles Australia won two Olympic bronze medals,
courtesy of the men’s eight and the women’s four, 107 then in 1985 Adair Ferguson
became world lightweight sculling champion. 108 At the 1986 Commonwealth Games
in Edinburgh Australia won four gold medals through Ferguson and Peter Antonie in
their respective lightweight sculls events, and the men’s and women’s eights. A few
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weeks later, at Nottingham, England, Peter Antonie won the world lightweight crown
and an Australian men’s eight became world champions for the first time. 109

Three members of that eight - James Tomkins, Michael McKay and Andrew Cooper have since become part of Australian rowing legend. In 1990, Tomkins and McKay,
together with fellow Victorians Nick Green and Sam Patten, won the coxless fours
gold medal at the first world rowing championships ever held in Australia. 110 The
crew became known as the Oarsome Foursome. Patten retired, to be replaced by
Cooper, and in 1991 the Foursome won again at the Vienna world championships, at
which the Australian lightweight quad stroked by Stephen Hawkins also won gold. 111
Then, one day after the double sculls win by Hawkins and Peter Antonie at the 1992
Olympic Games in Barcelona, the Foursome won Australia’s first ever Olympic gold
medal in ‘sweep’ or non-sculling events. Just days later, at the world junior and
lightweight championships in Montreal, Australia completed a momentous year by
winning the women’s junior pairs, the women’s lightweight fours and men’s
lightweight double sculls, 112 a feat the men’s double of Bruce Hick and Gary Lynagh
repeated in the Czech Republic a year later.113

In 1995 at a world championships held in Finland, Rebecca Joyce won the lightweight
sculls gold medal and Megan Still and Kate Slatter became the first Australian women
to win a sweep-oared world title. The Oarsome Foursome, who had taken a break
from international competition, gained fifth place.114 Shortly afterwards, Andrew
Cooper announced his retirement, and was replaced by another Victorian, Drew
Ginn. 115

At the Atlanta Olympic Games in 1996 the Oarsome Foursome Mark III - Ginn and
the three ‘ever presents’, McKay, Tomkins and Green - won gold again, 116 as did
Kate Slatter and Megan Still, who thus became the first Australian women’s crew to
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win Olympic gold. 117 Australia’s overall total in Atlanta - two gold medals, a silver
and three bronze - saw it installed as top nation in the rowing world. 118

At the 1997 world championships both of Australia’s gold medals were won by
lightweight crew – the women’s pair and men’s eight. 119 The following year the
Oarsome Foursome won the coxed fours title, with Tomkins and Green also winning
the coxed pairs event and McKay and Ginn taking silver in the coxless pairs. 120 In
1999, at St Catharine’s, Canada, James Tomkins became the first oarsman to win a
world title in every ‘sweep’ event when he and Ginn won the coxless pairs. 121

Back injuries suffered by Green and Ginn meant that at the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games the Foursome were unable to defend their title, but McKay was in the eight
that won silver, while Tomkins, partnered by Matthew Long, won the pairs bronze.
Two other silver medals came courtesy of the women’s pair and men’s lightweight
four, while the men’s open four won a second bronze. 122

Since then it is Australia’s women who have been dominant in the international arena,
three gold medals coming at the 2001 world championships and two in both 2002 and
2003. At the latter event, James Tomkins and Drew Ginn signalled their 2004
Olympic Games intentions by also winning, 123 a feat they duly repeated at the Athens
Games, at which Australia also won one silver and two bronze medals. 124 In 2005, at
the first world championships ever held in Japan, Australia won the women’s fours
and eights and the men’s coxed pairs. 125 There has, along the way, been a regular
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spate of other minor medals, indicating both strength in depth within Australian
rowing and its firm place among the world’s top rowing nations.

Australian rowing has therefore experienced three broadly distinct eras. The first, as
Adair has indicated, was between 1876 and 1907, the halcyon years of the
professional scullers, when Trickett and his distinguished successors competed for
what were regarded as huge ‘purses’ and attracted crowds that even by today’s
standards would be regarded as vast. But when Australians no longer dominated at the
international level, interest in professional sculling declined. There was introduced,
however, the ethos dictating that sport was for the improvement of the mind as well as
the body and should be participated in for its own sake rather than for monetary
reward. Rowing clubs and associations thus became profit makers rather than takers,
and generated revenue to improve club facilities and hold regattas. 126 Adair and
Vamplew refer to (crew) rowing in the nineteenth century being ‘amateur’ and
(single) sculling as being one of the sports ‘associated...with professionalism’. 127 And,
despite the fact that the professional scullers had helped greatly in establishing
Australia’s sporting identity by defeating a succession of Englishmen, imperial links
helped promote rowing and sculling, particularly in universities and private schools. A
further indication of such links was the establishment of the Henley-on-Yarra regatta
in Melbourne, named after Henley Royal Regatta in England. 128 It was on this basis
that Australian rowing and sculling proceeded until well into the 20th century.

As Bloomfield has recalled, however, Australia’s poor performance at the 1976
Olympic Games and at the Commonwealth Games in Edmonton resulted in concerted
analysis of the needs of Australian sport and a gradual increase in government
funding. Thus began the third era, during which the administration of sport has
become increasingly ‘professionalised’. These developments have extended to those
sports regarded as still, ostensibly, within the amateur ranks, 129 and it in this latter
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category that rowing was situated 130 - and probably remains. It was also at the start of
this era that Peter Antonie began his rowing career.

2.4 Rowing records
Just as Australia can claim continuous participation in the Modern Olympic Games
since their inauguration in 1896, 131 so too can rowing and sculling rightfully claim a
place in the overall history of sport in Australia since European settlement. To borrow
a phrase from David Headon, rowing has been part of Australia ‘from (the time of)
legends and larrikins to the coming of the corporate box’. 132 The recording of this
history has taken a variety of forms: in books, magazines, newspapers, scholarly
papers and latterly within a variety of websites.

2.4.1 Early accounts
Perhaps not surprisingly given the acclaim accorded them, it is the 19th century
professional scullers who capture pride of place in the recording of the early history of
Australian rowing. The study of Ned Trickett by his grandson, Gordon, while
thoroughly researched and presented, and ostensibly in scholarly form, appears to rely
on limited, mainly newspaper sources and is an essentially genealogical rather than
biographical study. It nevertheless succeeds in establishing Ned Trickett’s unique
place in Australian sporting history. 133

By contrast, Bennett’s case study of the life of Henry Searle is the definitive account
within the genre that the recording of the exploits of the professional scullers became.
Bennett records the emergence of Trickett’s predecessors Michael Rush and Elias
Laycock, as well as the exploits of Trickett himself, then a full account of the life and
untimely death of his subject. In doing so he introduces several themes that remain
relevant to contemporary sport, notably media representation and nationalism. He
recounts the gibing at all things British by The Bulletin on the strength of the wins by
Searle and others against English opponents, encapsulated therein by the poetry of
A.J. (Banjo) Patterson. Bennett also describes the ‘saturation’ coverage by all
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newspapers of Searle’s death and funeral. By no means, however, is the work a
hagiography, dealing as it does in some detail with Searle’s suspect tactics while
engaged in match races in Brisbane against former world champions. Bennett also
provides an extensive and comprehensive bibliography. 134

So, too, does Adair at the conclusion of a paper describing how sculling match races
became one of the most prominent spectator sports during the last quarter of the 19th
century. Adair maintains that the popularity of these spectacles owed much to prize
money, gambling and improved spectator facilities, and the fact that the competitors
represented distinct communities. Adair also avers that after 1907 interest in
professional sculling contests, most of which were held in New South Wales, began to
decline as a consequence of poor performances in world championships challenges. 135

Stuart Ripley has looked a little beyond the period covered by Adair in a doctoral
thesis that argues that professional scullers were not able to capitalise on the great
public interest in their sport because they did not have an effective controlling
authority. He, too, contends that the professional scullers were able to maintain a
popular following only so long as they remained successful and therefore able to
command what in contemporary terms is regarded as sponsorship. His thesis, which
appears to be the first full-scale analysis of the administration of both professional and
amateur sculling, reveals that among those sponsoring the professional scullers were
some also actively engaged in the administration of scullers in the amateur ranks! 136
The ‘backing’ of professional scullers and their administration is a subject also
pursued further by Bennett. 137
Despite their eventual demise, the professional scullers had in their time become
national heroes, a sentiment encapsulated in a 1987 newspaper headline: ‘Sculling put
Australia on the world sporting map before cricket’ 138 Bill Mandle has argued that the
international success of both sports certainly helped dissipate inter-colonial rivalry, 139
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although, as Adair and Vamplew point out, a second referendum was required in 1899
to secure federation – and only half those eligible to vote did so. 140 This appears to
indicate that while sporting success was an important vehicle in terms of the new
nation’s cultural identity, such success did not necessarily transfer to the political
level.

2.4.2 Amateur days
Addressing amateur rowing, Stephen discusses the conduct of the Port Adelaide
Regatta throughout much of the 19th century and into the 20th, an event described as
an integral part of the first 50 years of South Australia’s colonial history. Stephen’s
central theme is class and wealth, with the paper culminating in an examination of the
decision by South Australian rowing authorities to withdraw support for the regatta
following disagreement with the organisers over the definition of an amateur. 141
Adair’s examination of the issue from the 1860s centres on Victoria and New South
Wales as well as South Australia, and in particular on the respective claims of manual
and non-manual workers and on definitions of the term ‘amateur’. It was an issue that
provoked heated debate between Sydney’s ‘gentlemen’ and the more proletarian
Melburnians. 142 Lane and Jobling also examine the struggles encountered in defining
amateurism in Australian rowing, their work centred on the period 1888-1912. The
paper traces the history of amateur inter-colonial eight-oared races in Australia from
the perspective of the two major colonies at that time, New South Wales and Victoria,
and selects a newspaper from each – The Referee in Sydney and Melbourne’s The
Leader - on the basis of their coverage of amateur rowing. Thus is media content
analysis also introduced. The writers demonstrate that the definition of ‘amateur’ in
Australia during the 1890s was class-based, and that the notion of amateurs competing
with professionals was a major element in the evolution of the amateur definition.143
In a similar paper, centred just on Victoria, Crotty concurs. 144 As Adair has noted,
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however, Australia was less constrained by ‘the amateur issue’ than was Britain,
which adopted a far more conservative stance. 145

The results of every race contested at interclub and interstate level since the inception
of rowing in Victoria were chronicled by John Lang, who also referred to the amateur
status wrangling. 146 He referred, too, as Stoddart tells us, to the fact that 1,380
Victorian rowers volunteered for service in the Great War and that 263 lost their lives.
Many were officers, and Lang believed rowing’s athletic training and British
traditions fostered both gallantry and leadership. 147 A future prime minister also
imbued with the British view of sport as character-building, Stanley Melbourne
Bruce, contributed a rowing and coaching manual, 148 and there is also an account of
Victorian oarsman Cecil McKay’s early rowing career at Scotch College, Melbourne,
through to Victoria’s first King’s Cup win in 1930. 149

But it is Gronn who provides probably the most insightful exposition on Victorian
rowing of the time as he describes the efforts of the headmaster of Geelong Grammar
School, J. R. Darling, to reduce the emphasis on sporting endeavours. At the forefront
of Darling’s campaign was his opposition to the annual Associated Public Schools
(APS) Head of the River, in particular the attention paid to the event by the press.
Darling considered this and the inherent ‘social’ connotations a perversion of
traditional public school ideals. Gronn’s work deals with issues of egalitarianism and
elitism as he examines the prominence accorded the Head of the River in the context
of Melbourne’s and Victoria’s cultural and sporting life overall, particularly compared
to that of Sydney and New South Wales. It also describes the opposition to Darling’s
campaign, particularly by the headmaster of Wesley College, L.A. Adamson, an
influential administrator of both Victorian public schools and amateur sport in the
state. 150
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From New South Wales has come Olympic and Empire Games oarsman Ted
Bromley’s account of a career spanning three decades – from the late 1920s until he
retired in 1950 – in which, however, rowing is but a part of a fundamentally
insubstantial autobiography. 151 By contrast, Alan May’s work celebrating the
centenary in 1972 of Sydney Rowing Club provides significant insights into the
history and administration of Australian rowing from its earliest times and addresses,
again, the amateurism question. 152

2.4.3 Contemporary contributions
Prominent within the relatively sparse amount of rowing-specific literature produced
during the sport’s third Australian era have been histories of either clubs 153 or state
associations, some of which mainly contain racing records and are simply reference
books. 154 In attempting to paint a broader picture Jacobsen succeeds only in
addressing Victorian rowing history, but not before providing illuminating accounts of
the seemingly interminable wrangling surrounding eligibility rules. 155 Six years later
Winter examined the development of the international-standard course at Lake
Barrington in Tasmania and the means by which Australia secured and held its first
world championship there, then described in detail the conduct of and results from the
event. 156 It was at Lake Barrington that the Oarsome Foursome first came to
prominence when winning their first world title, the forerunner to their unprecedented
international successes. These are chronicled by Yallop, whose work provides keen
insights into the minds and methods of high performance athletes – notably what
drives them - and the tensions that occasionally arise between athletes and
administrators. 157
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The most comprehensive information about the development of and trends in
Australian rowing in its third era, however, is contained in the 87 issues of the
magazine Australian Rowing, established by the present author in 1978. The magazine
charts and records major national and international events but also significant
developments in the areas of administration, coaching, selection policy, government
funding, the establishment of institutes and academies of sport, scientific
developments, corporate sponsorship, commercialisation, media and marketing;
junior, school and masters rowing, equipment and technology and new course
development. The magazine also features the prominent issues that dominated the
sport in that period, notably an almost perennial debate about the effects of the high
performance institutes on the club system: the elite versus the ‘grass roots’. 158

Peter Antonie’s progress and record is also well documented in these volumes,
notably by Melbourne freelance print media reporter and ABC Radio commentator
Roger Wilson, who followed Antonie’s career closely from his days as a Xavier
schoolboy to his triumph in Barcelona and beyond. In the interim Wilson chronicled
such significant developments as the rise to national prominence of the Melbourne
University lightweight squad, Antonie’s early international career, his switch to
lightweight sculling culminating in the world title, then his further switch to the open
or heavyweight ranks prior to his pairing with Stephen Hawkins and their Olympic
win.

Also useful are regatta programs, annual reports of the state associations and the
national federation, and published guides to Australian teams competing at
international events.

2.4.4 Media old and new
Adair has noted that during the nation’s formative years rowing was one of the few
sports in which Australia competed at an international level, notably against the
British ‘homeland’. As a result, the deeds of the professional scullers, who held the
world title for 22 of the 32 years between 1876 and 1907, attracted great attention
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from public and press alike. 159 Addressing contemporary sport, Stoddart has made the
observation that in a country nowadays preoccupied with so many sports, only a very
small number are covered in depth by the media. 160 In 1985 Geelong sculler Sam
Golding complained that the media paid scant attention to rowing but instead, largely
though ignorance of its nuances, trivialised the sport by way of banal stereotypes, 161 a
view subsequently endorsed with the plaint that there can be no other sport which
makes such demands on its participants yet receives so little exposure. The present
author therefore provided information aimed at assisting the sport raise its media
profile. 162 The exploits of the Oarsome Foursome have in subsequent years helped
offset such concerns, but given its relative lack of profile opportunities rowing
remains very much out of the media ‘mainstream’ and thus out of public
consciousness. Given, too, that information about it is provided to the media by
rowing authorities anyway, the media are in this instance an insignificant research
source.

Likewise a variety of rowing websites, which, like some of their print predecessors,
tend to be instruments of record rather than research. However, the Australian Rowing
History website also contains information on trends in the sport and some club
histories, and is presently preparing biographies of notable rowers, coaches and
administrators. These tend, however, to be of the ‘potted’ not scholarly variety,
similar but not as comprehensive as those found in the Australian Dictionary of
Biography. Interestingly but perhaps not coincidentally, the rowing history site lists as
its sources several of the publications referred to above. 163

2.4.5 Whither biography?
Overall, therefore, there is not what could be considered a great body of existing
knowledge about Australian rowing, with the era of greatest interest, it seems, still
that in which the professional scullers – national heroes before Australia became a
nation – claimed their places in Australian history. Since then there has been produced
what can only be described as a paucity of such literature, a metaphor for which is the
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fact that in Christopher Dodd’s masterly work The Story of World Rowing 164 only two
Australian works – by Jacobsen 165 and Bennett 166 – appear in the bibliography.
Interestingly, Dodd states in his introduction that: ‘For a small sport, rowing is well
endowed with literature’, a reference, it seems, based on his bibliography, to British,
European and North American sources. In what Australian literature there is, the sole
contribution that can be classified biography remains Bennett’s study of the life of
Henry Searle. The Australian Dictionary of Biography contains one-page descriptions
of the lives of Trickett, 167 Beach, 168 Searle 169 and Bobby Pearce 170 , but Searle is the
only one of these sculling ‘legends’ about whom a fully biography has been
completed. The remainder, to quote the Australian Olympic Committee’s historian,
Harry Gordon, are dealt with only en passant. 171

Apart from the coverage afforded him in Australian Rowing and the media, Peter
Antonie has had devoted to him a chapter in a book, Olympic Spirit, about the varying
interpretations Australia’s Olympians place on what precisely the Olympic spirit is or
means to them. 172 Ron Clarke expresses it as ‘achieving your best against the very
best’, 173 while James Tomkins believes that ‘every time you get on the line you’re
racing for one thing – the win – and you get there by training at the highest possible
levels each day…each stroke of every training session’. 174

Peter Antonie was

unaware a chapter had been written about him, but its title ‘The Search for
Perfection’, is an apt one. It is hoped the present study on Antonie will go at least part
way to filling the seemingly large number of gaps in Australian rowing biography,
and become a contribution of some value to the historiography of Australian sports
history. Tomkins and his fellow members of the Oarsome Foursome, while not
164
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individually subjects of biography, are regarded as unique, and part of a fundamental
transformation in Australian rowing. There are many in Australian rowing who
believe Peter Antonie is held in equal esteem.

2.5 Biographical approaches to sports history
To return to the theme of sport as social history, it has been asserted that rather than
be criticised, sport in Australia has instead been eulogised, and that there may even
have been a national determination to exclude sport from the rigorous scrutiny to
which other areas of life are regularly subjected. 175 This is surely as applicable to
sportspeople as it is to the sports in which they participate. Bale has made the
distinction between popular and academic sports biographies, 176 the relative
Australian examples of which might be Channel Nine’s ‘potted’ biographies of
Australia’s sports ‘stars’ – which it unwittingly self-categorises in its introduction by
referring to the volume as a companion to the modern televised product 177 – and
Bennett’s treatise on Henry Searle. 178 In the former category, Bale believes, ‘analysis,
interpretation and insight are marginalised…in favour of the economics of the book
trade…’ and are often banal and cliché-ridden. He notes, too, that many are ‘ghosted’:
authored by journalists either for or in concert with the subject. 179 Stoddart places
such literature in the ‘heroic’ or, more pejoratively, the hagiographic category: ‘a
form that finds no fault and indulges, indeed, in hero worship’. 180

An Australian sporting icon about whom literature in the heroic category appears
almost inexhaustible is Don Bradman. That his cricketing career was remarkable
cannot be denied, and neither can his ‘legendary’ status in Australian history - witness
the fact that, despite cricket never having been on the Olympic program, there was
regular speculation prior to the Sydney 2000 Games that Bradman might be asked to
light the Olympic cauldron. 181 But neither can it be denied that most of what has been
written about Bradman conforms to a stereotype and thus serves only to reinforces
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that ’legendary’ status. Reference has indeed been made to ‘the attendant hagiography
marking much of the established Bradman corpus’. 182

The volume and nature of writings about Bradman – and indeed about the popular
content of Australian sport – is exemplified in Headon’s collection of Australian
sports writing. 183 Several of the works contained in the volume are about Bradman –
and almost without exception are fundamentally uncritical. (Significantly, too, only
one of the works – the aforementioned Mandle dissertation about cricket and
Australian nationalism – even refers to rowing.184 All, moreover, are written about the
‘popular’ sports: cricket, boxing, horse racing, Australian Rules football and the two
rugby codes). In the Bradman items words such as ‘flawless’ and ‘perfection’ are used
regularly in describing the subject’s technique, and even Bill O’Reilly, a latter day
critic, remains respectful – albeit when describing Bradman in his younger days.185
Alex Buzo goes so far as to describe Bradman as ‘an untarnished angel’.186 Only
Headon himself, in describing a meeting with Bradman, introduces a measure of
objectivity, with his hope that obituaries to Bradman did not ‘collapse into
hagiography. He was human, with flaws, like all the rest of us’. 187

It therefore borders on refreshing to study and analyse Brett Hutchins’ biography of
Bradman, even the sub-title of which, Challenging the Myth, indicates that the author
is taking a less than sycophantic approach. Unlike the reverent literature on Bradman,
Hutchins’ work explains how the great batsman’s iconic status was created and
sustained. It also reveals the mythical character of so many representations of
Bradman, and that many of the truisms taken for granted about him and his role in
Australian culture are open to challenge.
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Hutchins refers in particular to the way nostalgia might have shaped the myth,
suggesting that the Bradman era represented certainty and substance: ‘a golden age of
sport, free from drugs, corruption and controversy’. 188 Was the ‘bodyline’ series not
controversial? The author also contradicts constant references elsewhere to Bradman
as ‘the boy from the bush’, pointing out that ‘The Don’ – another expression inferring
omnipotence – lived for most of his cricketing life in Sydney and then in Adelaide: he
only came to cricketing prominence in Bowral. Tellingly, Hutchins refers to the way
some biographies de-emphasise and omit in order to maintain Bradman’s status as an
icon, referring in particular to a 1984 television series. Hutchins notes that Bradman
emerged much more successfully from the series than he did from the bodyline tests
50 years earlier, which he endured with obvious frailty and from which he took some
time to recover both form and confidence. 189 Hutchins also reminds us that Bradman
was in the vanguard of commercial self-promotion and commercialism, a fact
reinforced in the withering assessment that: ‘He may have played for love, but love is
not the only thing cricket helped him accumulate’. 190 Referring, no doubt to the words
in a song about Bradman – ‘Every Aussie tips his lid to you’ 191 – Hutchins states that
Bradman was ‘not a hero for all Australians, neither was he the hero’. He also
expresses the hope that as time passes from the time of Bradman’s death in 2001 more
realistic assessments of his life will be made. 192

In similar vein, Park and Champion set out their intentions in the introduction to their
book, Home before Dark: the story of Les Darcy, a great Australian hero, although
their title is somewhat less objective that is Hutchins’. The book is about the
Australian boxer who, like Henry Searle before him, died young and attracted
thousands to his funeral. Darcy, a blacksmith from Maitland in New South Wales,
travelled during the First World War to the United States in search of the world
heavyweight title so as to, he claimed, make provision for his family. The trip
coincided, however, with heated political debate about conscription, and Darcy was
ostracised amid claims of his being a deserter. He died during the trip from
septicaemia, the result of a wound suffered during a fight in Australia. Rather than
188
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indulge in sanctimony, however, Park and Rafe instead declare their intentions to
make Darcy ‘a real man, and his troubled, raging wartime world, so full of grief and
dissension, a real world’. They then proceed to demonstrate how Darcy’s life was
shaped ‘by momentous events abroad and desperate personalities at home’, and ask,
rhetorically, if the real person can be found behind the myths and misinformation that
accumulated about the boxer. They nevertheless acknowledge that ‘Darcy long ago
became an Australian icon, and we have tried to show why this is so’. 193

One who has become a British icon is oarsman Steve Redgrave, the winner of five
consecutive Olympic gold medals. Redgrave’s is one of three autobiographies (two of
them, including his, ‘ghosted’) 194 emanating from the win by the British four at the
Sydney Olympic Games that ensured Redgrave’s place in British sporting and
Olympic history. 195 Four medals, however, had not. Only following the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta was Redgrave at last named Britain’s ‘Sportsman of the Year’,196
and only after the Sydney triumph four years later was he named ‘Golden Sports
Personality of the Past 50 Years’.197 Such long-term ignorance is a metaphor, perhaps,
for the fact that, just as in Australia, the British media see their sport through a narrow
prism. In fairness, though, the Oarsome Foursome were recognised in book form after
two gold medals, not four, as was the case with Redgrave’s pre-Sydney first edition,
while the present study on Peter Antonie is the author’s contribution to the creation of
new knowledge and the all-too-infrequent ‘serious’ biographical tradition in Australia
sports history.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Selection
The methodology selected to carry out the present study was the biographical method
of research and analysis, while the preferred technique used in obtaining the required
oral testimony was in-depth interviews with selected interviewees, the result of which
is narrative analysis with a biographical focus.

3.2 Historical biography
To first examine the utility and value of the biographical method of recording history:
in essence, to analyse the credibility of the method. Is it believable? On what basis is
it practised? Why is it important?

According to Roberts, biography is an account of an individual life written by
another: the practice of writing about a person.198 The ‘taken-for-granted’ view of the
biography, he adds, is that it gives a ‘picture’ of the individual, and usually the person
described is famous in politics, sport or entertainment’. 199 He tends also to the view
that biographical research is work that uses the stories of individuals and other
‘personal materials’ to understand the individual life within its social context. 200 ‘The
appeal of biographical research’, Roberts states, ‘is that it is exploring, in diverse
methodological and interpretive ways, how individual accounts of life experience can
be understood within the contemporary cultural and structural settings’. In this way,
he believes, it is helping to chart major societal changes. 201 Chu states specifically
that among topics that have attracted biographical interest are the biographies of sport
figures, 202 whereby the life of the individual athletes is a focus. But if the biography is
an academic exercise it is also very much about what the athlete’s story can reveal
about the wider socio-cultural and historical setting in which he or she lived.
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3.3 Qualitative methodology
Roberts contends that the biographical method (as it is increasingly referred to) has in
recent years become an extremely significant approach in social research, 203 and he
makes specific reference in this context to the growth of oral history. ‘The life’, he
asserts, ‘has begun to feature as a subject for methodological texts and research
discussion’. 204 He also cites Denzin, who provides an indication of the qualitative
scope of the biographical research field by listing a ‘family’ of research terms that
combine to shape it. Among them are life, self, experience, epiphany, autobiography,
ethnography, biography, discourse, narrative, personal history, oral history, case
history, case study, life history and life story. 205 Sarantakos describes the biographical
method thus: ‘The study of personal and biographical documents, which intentionally
or unintentionally offer information about structure, dynamics, and function of the
consciousness of the author. Such documents are diaries, memoirs, autobiographies,
letters, witness statements and other sources of a personal nature’. 206 Kohli believes,
citing Szczepanski, that among these documents autobiography constitutes the basic
material in all studies employing the biographical method. 207 For Ferrarotti, the
specificity of the biographical method implies ‘going beyond’ the logical-formal
framework and mechanistic model that characterises the established scientific
epistemology, 208 a tilt, it would seem, at positivist research and a reliance on
quantitative data. Bertaux goes further by declaring emphatically that the
‘scientificity’ of sociology is a myth: ‘If there is such a thing as social knowledge’, he
asserts, ‘the way to reach it is not through quantitative methodology. And the main
obstacle towards it is precisely the belief in sociology as a science’ (his emphases). 209
What, in simple terms, he appears to be stating is that it was at one time considered
that no empirical research meant no research at all, but since the introduction of the
cultural ‘turn’ in social analysis, researchers now speak to people and interpret their
lives.
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Bertaux then outlines the stages of this sociological methodology: a substantive
question, hypotheses, research design, population selection, sampling, data collection,
coding, data analysis, validation of hypotheses, writing and publication - then states
that under what he refers to as the ‘positivist conception’ one stage is missing. Rather
than publication, the final stage should be reading. This stage, he believes, is what
makes sociology a social practice and not just an intellectual one: it introduces not
simply science but social significance. 210 Gagnon, too, is dismissive about what she
refers to as the ‘growing malaise’ provoked by the ‘inadequacy of social research
dependent upon rigidly structured questionnaires’. 211

Perhaps the most cogent analysis is provided by Thompson:

‘For the sociologist disillusioned with the crude mass empiricism of the quantitative survey,
and the aggregating of masses of data abstracted from their sources in timeless, impersonal
slices, the life history appears to offer information which is from its very nature coherent,
rooted in real social experience, and therefore capable of generating wholly fresh
sociological insights as opposed to the self-reflecting answers of predetermined
questions’. 212

He adds that for sociology’s first major theorists, Marx and Comte, Weber and
Durkheim, it was axiomatic that the present was part of history. ‘The life history, in
contrast to the mass survey’, he asserts, ‘gives sociologists a method which carries the
same inherent assumption’. 213 Essentially, Thompson believes, the classic survey
depends upon the ‘once-for-all’ effectiveness and relevance of questions determined
by the hypothesis at the beginning of the inquiry, and is therefore immobilised by any
discovery important enough to challenge its own terms. The life story method,
however, is based, he avers, on a combination of exploration and questioning, within
the context of a dialogue with the informant. It is a basic assumption of this dialogue
that the researcher comes to learn the unexpected as well as the expected; and also
that the overall framework within which information is given is determined not by the
researcher but by the informant’s view of his or her own life. Any questioning must fit
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round this frame, rather than vice-versa, and it is normal for much of the material in
the interview to be narrated independently of direct questions. The precise form of
question cannot therefore be fundamental to the method of analysis, so that to develop
new questions, or to sharpen and shift their focus as the inquiry proceeds, does not
threaten the integrity of the enterprise. As a result, life history fieldwork can become
part of a much more powerful methodology, a continuous process of testing and
reformulating hypotheses, the first finding leading to new theories and new questions
– going back to earlier informants and their stories, as well to new ones – and so on,
reaching eventually to a sociology which is both theoretically alive and substantially
grounded in social reality’ (Thompson’s emphases). 214

This accords exactly with my own findings in researching the present study. It was a
process that constantly took new paths, entered new stages, identified new questions,
provided new findings, promoted different avenues of enquiry and, based on
suggestions by interviewees, encouraged the seeking of alternative or additional
subjects. It reinforced themes already identified but introduced others. The research
thus became a process of constant review, with some interviewees contacted several
times in order to corroborate facts and ensure accuracy of data and its interpretation. It
was also a process that provided regular surprises – ‘wow’ moments – that ensured
the author’s interest, indeed fascination, was maintained. Essentially, it was a process
through which I, as the research ‘instrument’, constantly honed my research skills by
adopting a continuous cycle of observation, reflection (“what have I learned?”) and
discussion (“how is this significant?”…”what new questions does it raise?”).

3.4 Life story and life history
It should be noted, as indeed Roberts has, that there is an important distinction
between the terms ‘life story’ and ‘life history’. The former, Roberts believes, is
commonly applied to the narrated story by the author, while the latter infers the later,
interpretive, presentational work of the researcher.215 He further believes that
distinctions can be made about a life story’s subject matter and comprehensiveness:
that it might be a period in a life, a ‘career’, or the ‘full life’. 216 While the present
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study on Peter Antonie is in the ‘life history’ rather than ‘life story’ category, Roberts’
first and second ‘distinctions’ have been applied to the task in that both the formative
period in Antonie’s ‘life’ then the span of his rowing ‘career’ have been analysed.

Education writer David Myton has referred to ‘the grand, sweeping meta-narrative of
national life – ‘history with all its politicians and prime ministers, what we did in the
various wars’ – and to the fact that ‘in amongst all this are histories of groups,
individuals, genders, classes, unions…and others’. 217 Historian and journalist Peter
Ryan refers to ‘the national story being split into feminist history, gay and lesbian
history…and underdog history generally’, 218 while Miriam Cosic cites Inga
Glendinnen’s definition of historical research:

‘a giant reservoir of human

experience’. 219

Roberts also believes that the study of life histories helps promote a greater
understanding of people whose voice is missing or under-represented in official
records: the working class, various ethnic or religious minorities, indigenous groups
and others. 220 He notes in particular how feminist research has had a very significant
impact on biographical study across the range of social science disciplines: ‘The
emphases on giving a voice, consciousness raising, empowerment, collaboration and
attention to meaning and experience have had widespread influence while also being
subject to much debate within qualitative methods.’ 221 Myton believes this is a debate,
in the Australian context, that centres on whether or not we include the voices of
migrants, women and indigenous people, and how we tell the good and the bad
honestly, fairly and in context. 222 Gagnon is unequivocal, asserting: ‘For he who
would study cultural transformations, determine the laws of social change or elucidate
the historical process of socio-structural relations…biography – lived-experience, life
trajectory or account of practices – spontaneously emerges as the material par
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excellence. 223 These sentiments, however, should perhaps be tempered, as Evans has
noted, by the fact that history tends to be written by ‘the winners’. 224

3.5 Case studies
Case studies such as the present project have been identified by Sarantakos as often
involving a single unit, with the respondent an expert, not just a source of data. He
believes that, like biography, interest in this research method has recently increased,
particularly given theoretical developments in the area of the social sciences that have
favoured the so-called ‘literary turn’ in human research. He also believes that case
studies are employed more in qualitative rather than quantitative research. Tellingly,
in the context of there being relatively little literature and therefore information about
Australian rowing and sculling, Sarantakos asserts that among the several reasons for
embarking on case studies is to gain more information about the structure, process and
complexity of the research object when relevant information is unavailable or
insufficient. In essence, he notes, case studies are a research enterprise of their own,
aimed at developing hypotheses or even theories. They are not second-rank research
or a supplement to quantitative studies, but a research model that is as significant and
worth pursuing as quantitative research. He further notes that among the criteria
involved in undertaking case study research are openness, communicativity…and
interpretativity. Interestingly, the case study protocol that Sarantakos provides largely
mirrors the steps used in undertaking the present study: presentation of an overview of
the aims of the project, the gaining of access to interviewees, the acquiring and use of
requisite resources, the compiling of relevant questions, the assessment of
communication patterns and assessment of a likely audience. Likewise the data
collection process, within which the most common methods employed are open
interviews, narrative interviews, observation, the study of documents (thus invoking
the biographical method) and other archival data. Finally come analysis and the
consigning of meaning to the data, and the formulation of hypotheses. 225
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3.6 The biographical ‘movement’
Roberts summarises thus: ‘While life stories may be collected in different ways and
for specific research purposes, biographical research is part of a movement to reveal
and understand the ‘personal’ and its interlinking with the immediate and wider social
context…’ 226 He cites what appears to be C.Wright Mills’s definitive analysis:

‘We have come to know that every individual lives, from one generation to the next, in some
society; that he (sic) lives out a biography, and that he lives it out within some historical
sequence. By the fact of his living he contributes, however minutely, to the shaping of this
society and to the course of its history…’ 227

Thompson offers a similar perspective: ‘The changing patterns of millions of
conscious decisions…are of as much, probably more, importance for social change
than the acts of politicians’. 228 Dean has written of Cristaudo’s reference to the
‘immeasurable humanities’, and of Borland and colleagues’ writing of core work in
social sciences and humanities. ‘It would be a challenge’, they declare, ‘to seek to
quantify the benefit of this’. 229 The difference, then, between quantitative and
qualitative social analyses appears to be the same as that between rigidity and
flexibility, conclusions and contributions. One serves a specified purpose, the drawing
of conclusions, the other opens up a research area and promotes greater understanding
towards the establishment of findings.

3.7 Critiques
Roberts believes that methodological questions still always arise. He questions the
‘adequacy’ or ‘quality’ of accounts, and how far life story research should follow the
empirical methodological standards of quantitative research or apply its own nonempirical qualitative principles. ‘The study of life stories’, he writes, ‘has often taken
traditional criteria at least as a starting reference point. However, many
writers…argue that the attempt to recognise the meanings given to the social world by
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individuals requires rather different criteria’. 230 He cites Hatch and Wisniewski, who
argue that ‘truth’ and related epistemological issues can be seen in ways that go
beyond the standardised notions of reliability, validity and generalisability. They also
provide a range of alternatives used by writers, including adequacy, accessibility,
authenticity, credibility, explanatory power, persuasiveness, coherence, plausibility,
trustworthiness, epistemological validity and verisimilitude. 231 In this way, Roberts
avers: ‘The…single life history…with some commentary/interpretation, allows us to
gain a feeling of ‘knowing’ a life and situation outside common experience and, citing
Atkinson, establish the ‘warrant for credibility and authority in the text’. 232
Essentially, he believes that evidence is interpreted, and a degree of subjectivity helps
establish meaning; that historians cannot be altogether detached or scientifically
objective about a research subject for which they are attempting to establish meaning.
In essence, history is a ‘claim’ about the past; a particular and limited kind of truth.
Sarantakos agrees: ‘For the qualitative researcher, social reality does not exist
objectively but is created in interaction and though interpretation, of which the
researcher is an integral part’. 233 He cites Richard Rorty’s statement: ‘Our world is
something we make, not something we discover’, 234 and goes on to declare that in this
sense ‘objectivity is impossible in qualitative research’. 235

According to Roberts, much therefore depends on ‘the empathetic orientation to the
“subject” (on the part) of the researcher, who nevertheless has an “objective” role as
the questioner, interpreter and presenter of the finished research text’.236 Put simply,
he wants the researcher to reveal his personal, professional and any other links to the
person being studied. He wants to know, to use contemporary parlance, where the
researcher is coming from. What is his/her ‘agenda’? He is asking that readers have an
underlying perspective of the author. (See 1.6, ‘Disclosure’). Then, in an indication of
some sympathy for both researcher and subject, he writes:
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‘To place the researcher fully within the research is to recognise that we all have stories and
it seems a fundamental part of social interaction to ‘tell our tales’. In the collection of stories
(via interviews), interaction is…helping individuals to reflect and give form and structure to
their lives…’ 237

He then neatly defines the intent of biographical research: ‘to collect and interpret the
lives of others as part of human understanding’. 238

3.8 Sources
How credible are qualitative sources? ‘Credibility’, Roberts has written, ‘is not simply
about factual accuracy but also (sometime more importantly) the sincerity of reported
views of feelings. The motivation to write a document (to justify, rationalise or leave
a ‘record’) and its importance as an activity for the self can be issues.’ 239 Kohli has
referred to a growing scepticism concerning the possibility of a conscious distortion
of the truth by the autobiographer. 240 In other words, the biographical subject and
author of primary sources being studied might potentially, in writing as he or she has
done, have had something of an ‘agenda’: one eye on their place in history and have
written for ‘posterity’. Indeed, according to Tosh, ‘the majority of sources are in some
way inaccurate, incomplete or tainted by prejudice and self-interest’. 241 He refers, for
example, to many biographies during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance being
frankly didactic, while in Victorian times the characteristic form of biography was
commemorative. Honest, ‘warts and all’ biography, he writes, was practised by only a
few brave spirits. 242

A more contemporary example of perceived misuse of a primary source is that
concerning former politician Cheryl Kernot, when releasing her book Speaking for
Myself Again. 243 Kernot’s ‘agenda’ in writing the book was, in part, to justify her
1997 defection from the Democrats to Labor and to ‘tell all’ about her less than
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successful time with the party. Most notably, she denied she had been ‘wooed’ or
‘courted’ prior to joining. Revelations early in July by national Press Gallery
journalist Laurie Oakes that Kernot had had a five-year affair with senior Labor figure
Gareth Evans but that this had not been reported in the book ruined any claim to
credibility: Kernot had only told the part of the story she wanted others to hear. To
quote Canberra Times reporter Ross Peake: ‘She purports to write a “tell all” but
leaves out the crucial factor…[Oakes’ Bulletin article] revealed the book that purports
to be a warts-and-all account on her time with the Labor Party was a con job…The
book-buying public expects honesty and credibility. If you’re not prepared to canvass
controversial issues, don’t write a biography’.244

Former Labour Leader Mark Latham subsequently opined that most people who write
books after they leave Parliament offer sanitised versions of events to the public:
‘They are still part of the system, one compromised foot on the gravy train, hoping for
appointments or other forms of largesse. It is not in their interests to be frank about
the nature of the political system.’ 245 Latham then proceeded in his own postparliamentary book to “burn his bridges” in the most emphatic way imaginable!

Addressing other forms of written source, biographer Aneurin Hughes has revealed
that the records of his namesake and former prime minister Billy Hughes, though
voluminous, contained suggestions of conscious ‘weeding’ and selectivity. He
estimates that in the 50 volumes of papers held by the National Library of Australia
there are very few examples that cast Hughes in a bad light…and evidence of
attempts…to disguise facts. ‘He knew’, asserts Aneurin Hughes, ’that his
accumulation of documents would be examined by posterity, and posterity would only
have what he wanted it to have’. 246

When launching Mark Latham’s book, Senator John Faulkner referred to diaries,
seeing them as reflecting the opinions, the blind spots and biases of those who keep
them, and averred that historians using them as sources should be aware that they are
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no more accurate or truthful than the person making the entry. 247 He quoted Henri
Petain, Commander-in-Chief of French forces in the First World War and leader of
the Fascist-orientated ‘Vichy’ government in the Second 248 : ‘To write a memoir is to
speak ill of everybody except oneself.’ 249 The grand literary tradition of journals,
Faulkner added, lends an air, often spurious, of intellectual legitimacy to what is
sometimes no more than gossip. 250

Tosh provides for the researcher an antidote: ‘The procedure is…to amass as many
pieces of evidence as possible from a wide range of sources – preferably from all the
sources which have a bearing on the problem in hand. In this way the inaccuracies and
distortions of particular sources are more likely to be revealed, and the inferences
drawn by the historian can be corroborated. Each type of source possesses certain
strengths and weaknesses; considered together, and compared one against the other,
there is at least a chance that they will reveal the true facts – or something very close
to them’. 251

Again, this accords exactly with my own findings. When work on the present study
began in 2002, I compiled a comprehensive list of sources. Much initial research was
based on a comprehensive revisiting of every issue of the Australian Rowing
magazine so as to gauge as accurately as possible both the chronology and highlights
of Peter Antonie’s career and the commensurate developments within the sport of
rowing during his time. The magazine was established in October 1978, with the last
edition published in March 2003. Its eighty-seven issues therefore charted almost
exactly the span of Peter’s career and the sport’s developments during that time, and
also facilitated the identification of particular themes relevant both to the story of
Antonie’s life and the story of Australian rowing. .

Sources obtained from the Antonie family included genealogical information, family
journals and diaries, press clippings and photographs. Also of great value was the
family’s collection of videos containing highlights of Peter’s career. Obtained from
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his rowing club were further press clippings, newsletters and annual reports, while
from state and national rowing administrations came their annual reports, regatta
programs, Olympic, Commonwealth Games and world championships team
handbooks, national and international race results, team managers’ reports, award
nominations, media releases, press clippings and other rowing literature.

Other resources used included books and magazines, radio and television reports and
transcripts and websites, while I also studied and analysed in the Australian Sports
Commission’s audio-visual library every one of Peter Antonie’s major national and
international races. I also attended one of his public speaking engagements. The very
private and humble Antonie provided just a few press clippings, some letters and
postcards to friends and business associates, very few photographs, no scrapbook and
had published nothing. From all the information compiled, however, I was able to
ensure, through constant crosschecking and corroboration, that the information
provided within this work is as accurate as it could possibly be.

In consultation with my subject I also established key phases of his life, particularly in
rowing, and what he considered were the key events. I also examined Peter Antonie’s
achievements and how they could be measured, particularly against sporting criteria
such as career longevity and versatility of performance.

Peter and I also compiled a list of key interviewees. These included his parents and
other members of his family; school friends and teachers, his early coaches, club and
crewmates, then state and national team-mates, coaches and opponents. Also included
were rowing officials, administrators and commentators. At forty-eight Peter Antonie
is still a relatively young man, and so too, therefore, are his contemporaries, while
apart from his parents few were approaching old age. This obviated concerns about
any ‘lost’ recollections. Patricia Edgar has referred, for example, when asked to
embark immediately on a biography of businesswoman Janet Holmes a Court, to the
need to move quickly to interview the mother of both her subject and of her subject’s
late husband, Robert Holmes a Court, as ‘they were in their eighties and we did not
want to lose their stories’. 252 I faced no such problems among the great majority of
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my narrators, while my subject’s parents proved both cooperative and reliable as
interviewees.

I then proceeded to interview all those identified and, as mentioned earlier, others
recommended during the interviewing process. I stressed throughout that process the
need for vigilance in the pursuit of accuracy. An oft-used phrase was: “If we corrupt
the information now, it is corrupted forever.” Or, to quote Michael McKernan:
‘Historians are going to say: “What is in this paper is true”. So you hope it is.’ 253
Responses were largely consistent, but as my first interviewee noted when he had
problems remembering particular details and wondering aloud how accurate his
recollections might be, by the time I had conducted interviews with others I would be
able “in the finish, to cross-check all the facts as they really were.” 254 This proved
extremely prophetic – and an antidote, perhaps, to those who deny the authenticity of
oral history. The more interviews that were conducted, the more ‘overlap’ there was –
and the greater became the likelihood of the desired accuracy. I ended the research
process convinced that biography had a key role in the practise of historiography,
essentially defined as ‘the writing of history’. 255

3.9 History choices
Why, then, have I engaged in the case study I have chosen? On the basis of the central
core of biographical history, what is my interest in examining the rowing and sculling
career of Peter Antonie?

Galbraith, cited by Tosh, believes ‘the study of history is a personal matter, in which
the activity is generally more valuable than the result’. 256 Introducing variety to the
theme of ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ histories, Stanford writes that ‘anything can be treated
historically…cheese or banking or opera. History…need not be confined to kings and
battles and great men.’ 257 This is my ‘personal’ contribution to the small store of
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Australian rowing and sculling biography, in the hope that the result, contrary to
Tosh’s expectations, does prove an activity of some value.

3.10 Oral history
As inferred previously, and as Chu stated almost 25 tears ago, no longer is history
entirely the account of military, political or economic events or the biographies of a
few major figures. Study of the cultural pursuits, recreations and sports of the people
presents a much fuller picture of the human past. 258 Four years earlier, Thompson had
suggested a key method for social history. ‘Oral history’, he wrote,

‘provides a source quite similar in character to published autobiography, but much wider in
scope. The overwhelming majority of published autobiographies are from a restricted group
of political, social and intellectual leaders…Oral historians, by contrast, may choose
precisely whom to interview and what to ask about’. 259

Tosh has since pointed to some progress in this are. Fifteen years ago he referred to
the study of history as ‘nearly always…based on what the historian can read in
documents or hear from informants’, and while ‘ever since historical research was
placed on a professional footing…the emphasis has fallen almost exclusively on the
written rather than the spoken word…oral sources…have recently begun to attract
attention once more’. 260 A neat distinction is offered by Tonkin: ‘…documents, after
all, are often orality recorded’. 261 Through the practice of oral history, Thompson
believes, history becomes more democratic. 262 ‘The voice is explicit. Its use changes
not only the texture of history but its content. It shifts the focus from laws, statistics,
administrators and governments to people’. 263

Roberts has also entered the debate about the relative merits of oral and written
history: ‘While proponents of oral history may see their material as a corrective to the
bias of existing historical sources’, he writes, ‘a range of issues concerning evidence,
comparability and cross-checking with other materials – in short, questions
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concerning reliability, validity and representativeness in relation to the use of oral
accounts – have been raised’. 264 He then cites Bornat and Portelli respectively in
defusing the issue: ‘…oral history has shifted from an ‘obsessive concern’ with
validity to a more ‘relaxed attitude’ which has allowed a focus on interpretation by
researched and researcher’. 265 He adds: ‘The credibility of oral sources is a different
(Portelli’s italics) credibility…the importance of oral testimony may often lie not in
its adherence to facts but rather in its divergence from them, where imagination,
symbolism, desire break in’. 266 Roberts also offers Hoffman’s argument: ‘…that oral
history is one primary source among others: written documents in an archive or
elsewhere can also be self-serving’. 267

Mandle has asserted that sport is an activity that lends itself better than most to oral
history, largely because it is easy to check associated facts. Noting the tendency of
reminiscence to conflate, exaggerate, confuse and ‘plain lie’, Mandle points out that
sport has ‘some of the most detailed records known to man’, and it is therefore
possible for such tendencies to be readily corrected. He nevertheless emphasises that
the relationship of sportspeople to their societies is rarely exemplified by their
performances on the sporting arena: what they do there is conditioned by what has
gone on before they appear, hence the constant demand for the ‘inside story’. ‘A
whole library of sporting autobiographies is based upon the public’s right to know’,
he suggests, ‘but it is desperately trivial knowledge they are vouchsafed’. Mandle also
declares that interviewers must not only know their sport, they must also know their
history, and be prepared to probe, even interrogate. 268

Tosh believes there are two distinct categories of oral sources, and that these have
differing status as historical evidence. The first is oral reminiscence – ‘the first-hand
recollections of people interviewed…usually referred to as oral history’. 269 In order to
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illustrate the value of this category he uses an excerpt from a work by Storm-Clark. In
it, a Welsh coal miner relates the privations involved in sharing lodgings. It is a
simple but evocative retelling of domestic arrangements that contemporary readers
would find hard to imagine: of sharing beds with other miners on a rota basis; and of
using, in the absence of a bathroom, an old zinc tub, with water boiled over a fire. 270
‘This narrative’, writes Tosh, ‘conveys something of the qualities which recommend
‘oral history’ to historians…Oral history allows the voice of ordinary people to be
heard alongside the careful marshalling of…facts in the written record.’ 271 He further
states that personal reminiscence is viewed as an effective instrument for recreating
(his italics) the past – the authentic testimony of human life as it was actually
experienced. 272

Tosh further believes that since the late 1960s oral history has been increasingly
exploited, particularly for the light it can shed on recent social history. 273 Roberts is
more effusive: ‘Oral history – the collection of oral accounts of past experiences - has
had a significant effect on the practice of history’, 274 while Stanford cites
Vandecasteele-Schweitzer and Voldman, who state categorically that ‘…the history of
the present cannot be written without oral sources’. 275 Roberts offers a simple phrase
in support of oral history, describing it as ‘providing oral accounts where written
sources are lacking’. 276 Thompson summarises the argument thus: ‘Oral history gives
history back to the people in their own words’. 277

The second category of oral source to which Tosh has referred is ‘oral tradition: that
is, the narratives and descriptions of people and events in the past which have been
handed down through word of mouth over several generations’.278 Given the
relatively short period I am examining, and that it is such a recent part of Australian
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rowing history, it is research in the former category, oral history, that has been utilised
in the fulfilment of this work. A further, compelling reason, as stated earlier, is that
there appears to have been little scholarly attention given to Australian sculling and
rowing during this or indeed any other period: rather, only the recording of events
perceived by the media as ‘newsworthy’.

3.11 Interviews
According to Tosh, the idea that historians might add to the volume of available oral
evidence by conducting interviews themselves continues to arouse misgivings. The
reason, he believes, is partly that historians are reluctant to see any compromise with
the principle that contemporaneity is the prime requirement of historical sources, and
oral sources have an inescapable element of hindsight about them. 279 But he does
acknowledge that the in-depth interviewing of respondents has become an important
source of data, alongside the more commonly practised social survey by
questionnaire. 280

Roberts believes that across a wide range of countries, interviews with people whose
voice is missing or under-represented in official records have been sought, and are
now a common feature of research. 281 Besides, he contends: ‘An oral account may be
presented with written material from other sources – official records, family details,
letters, photographs …These documents have been used to illustrate or confirm a life
story, or as a starting point to stimulate memories (as in reminiscence practice and
research), or to register memories.’ 282 Tonkin believes presentation by the interviewer
of such sources stimulate recall. 283 Thompson asserts that interviews may provide a
means of discovering written documents and photographs which would not otherwise
have been traced. 284 This was certainly my experience, with a number of interviewees
providing me with newspaper clippings, photographs, books and book lists.

Roberts discusses the relative merits of oral and written accounts by individuals of
their historical experiences of the past: ‘A traditional criticism of oral histories is that
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they are not as reliable as written contemporary accounts. Oral historians can reply
that this not only fails to recognise the increasing utility that history finds in oral
history but that written accounts are also fallible and subject to bias’. 285 Mandle pulls
no punches in stating that evasiveness, distortion and plain lying are part and parcel of
the material the historian has to deal with in documentary sources, and it would not
surprise if similar tendencies were displayed on tape. 286 Thompson nevertheless
believes the use of interviews as a source by professional historians is long-standing
and perfectly compatible with scholarly standards. 287 As mentioned, my subject and I
selected a comprehensive list of interview ‘candidates’, all them representative of the
various stages of Peter Antonie’s life and rowing career. The interviews were carried
out in Melbourne, Williamstown, Ballarat, Geelong, Canberra, Sydney, Penrith,
Hobart and London.

Gluck, according to Roberts, has identified three traditional types of oral history
gained from tape-recorded interviews – the ‘topical interview’ (e.g. on a specific
occasion); ’the biographical oral history‘ (an experience of a particular individual) and
the ‘autobiographical interview’ (based on the course of an individual life)’.288 It is a
series in the second of these types of interview that I used in examining the career and
achievements of Peter Antonie. Roberts cites Ritchie’s description of the process:

‘Simply put, oral history is the collection of spoken memories and personal commentaries of
historical significance though recorded interviews…Tapes of the interview are transcribed,
summarised or indexed, and then placed in a library or archives. These interviews may be
used for research, or excerpted in a publication, radio or video documentary, museum
exhibition dramatisation, or other form of public presentation. 289

3.12 Interview preparation
Yow recommends the preparation of what she refers to as an interview guide,
which, in contrast to the questionnaire – a fixed set of questions, each with a
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stated limit on the kinds of answers acceptable – is basically an interview plan.
The guide contains the topics the interview will cover, but does not limit the
interview to those topics because the interviewees – whom Yow refers to as
narrators – may introduce others. Indeed, from my experience as a broadcast
journalist, such tangents may be experienced as a result of an unexpected
answer to the first question, which means that while the interview thus proceeds
in an unscheduled form, the opportunity is presented of exploring alternative
avenues of enquiry. However, as Yow points out, this potentially disconcerting
experience can be offset by placing and asking non-threatening questions
first. 290

Hers is precisely the method I pursued for the present study. Lists of generic
then more specific questions, first for Peter Antonie then for all other
interviewees were prepared. Additional questions were also prepared for
specific interviewees based on preconceptions either of the information
available or of that required. Thompson has provided a list of ‘model’ questions
under generic headings such as The Household, Domestic Routine, Parental
Influence and Discipline, Family Activities, Childhood Leisure, Community and
Social Class, School and Work. 291 I used some of these when questioning Peter
Antonie about his early years.

Yow has also described in detail methods for contacting interviewees, notably
the need to describe the project, explain to interviewees that they have been
selected for their particular knowledge, and that their assistance would be
valued. She also recommends describing in general terms the topics to be
covered. 292

I was fortunate in that I knew almost all of the interviewees I selected – indeed
they were chosen on the basis of my perceived knowledge about them – and
almost without exception they were enthusiastic about the project. I nevertheless
exceeded Yow’s expectations when, having gained consent, I submitted written
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details of the project and its purpose, the anticipated benefits, the procedures to
be used and my expectations of participants concerning the interview process. I
also submitted a written consent form. Yow believes, correctly, that interviews
should be scheduled at a time and venue convenient to the interviewee, 293 a
process I also followed.

3.13 Equipment
Roberts has noted that developments in recording hardware and software are making
sophisticated and better quality recording possible and giving new means of storage to
oral histories. 294 By this he surely means improved forms of tape recorder and
computer, most of which seem constantly to be superseded almost as soon as they
appear on the market. One of the most sophisticated forms of oral history record
keeping currently is the voice-activated tape recorder, which automatically produces
transcribed texts, thus obviating the need to transcribe. As Roberts quite correctly
attests: ‘The ‘technical’ training of oral historians will no doubt greatly increase to
meet these developments.’ 295

For the present study, however, I was content to use a conventional tape recorder, but
attempted at all times to ensure that conditions were as close as possible to those in a
recording studio, with as little extraneous noise as possible. Otherwise, as Yow
correctly contends, citing Treleven, one’s efforts are ‘a menace to the historical
record, a pain to archivists, a disservice to researchers, and, above all, an insult to
respondents who so willingly share their memories for posterity’.296 And, it should be
added, difficult to transcribe. The tape recorder was supplemented always by spare
batteries, tapes, pens and pencils and a note pad.
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3.14 Interviewing techniques
Yow discusses the merits at the start of the interview of repeating the purpose of the
project and running through questions. This, she believes, helps build rapport. 297 I
would add that this also helps the interviewee begin to prepare responses.

Yow also discusses and makes judgments about the types of questions used in
interviews, such as ‘leading’ questions – intended to suit a researcher’s agenda – and
‘open-ended’ and ‘closed-ended’ questions that lead, respectively, to longer and
shorter responses. 298 She further recommends letting the interview flow without it
becoming overly conversational, and that the interviewer tries not to interrupt because
such a practice might preclude the obtaining of valuable information. She also advises
interviewers to concentrate on responses so as to be able to identify ‘tangents’ and the
opportunities for eliciting unexpected information, and offers advice on when to probe
and when to avoid doing so. 299

Thompson, too, has discussed interviewing techniques, among them the need to
occasionally maintain silence. This, he believes can help the informant think and
produce further and perhaps unexpected comment. He advises against pressing too
hard if an informant seems defensive or reluctant to answer, stressing the need to be
sensitive to the feelings of the informant and to the time being taken in compiling the
information. Thompson also invokes Beatrice Webb’s dictum about the importance of
being familiar with technical terms likely to be used by interviewees - an important
skill where the work in question is concerned, given rowing’s unique terminology. He
believes questions should be as simple, straightforward and ‘open’ as possible and,
like Yow, that ‘leading’ questions – those indicating the interviewer’s own views –
should be avoided. He, too, warns against interruptions, because these might cut off
not just one but a whole series of offers of information. 300

Again, I was fortunate in that I knew most of my interviewees well and that I have
had some experience of interviewing as a broadcast journalist. For me, therefore, and,
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I think, for my narrators, all interviews were relatively relaxed. Every effort was
nevertheless made to ensure the product was as professional as possible.

3.15 Transcribing
Yow asserts, correctly, that transcription – the written form of a taped interview – is
painstaking and time-consuming. 301 Thompson’s estimate that it takes at least six
hours to transcribe each hour of recorded tape 302 is accurate. Yow, too, is correct in
asserting that there is benefit in the interviewer also being the transcriber, because he
or she is familiar with the narrator’s speech and the interviewing situation. To this I
would add the benefit of transcribing the interview as soon after it has taken place as
possible, while its ‘essence’ and nuances are still fresh.

Yow also insists that the transcript, while making allowances for words such as ‘well’
and ‘you know’, remains as close as possible to what was said, and cites Allen’s
forceful argument in the Oral History Review:

‘Oral history…has to be captured accurately…or else you violate the integrity of the
interviewee…and the medium. What is on tape…is history already written on the wind, and
if you feel any responsibility to the truth you must see that the original content gets onto the
transcript.’ 303

I was tempted when transcribing to leave out some words or phrases as ‘irrelevant’.
But the thought then became ‘what is irrelevant to me might be more than relevant to
a future historian’. I therefore invoked the old journalistic adage ‘too much is better
than too little’.

Both Yow and Thompson insist that the transcript is returned to the narrator for
correction. Thompson rightly points out that this practice can result in stimulating new
information. 304 Occasionally it also proved a further stimulant to memory and
recollection, notably where my subject was concerned. Graeme Blundell, biographer
of the late Australian entertainer Graham Kennedy, has referred to Kennedy having ‘a
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limited memory of many of the facts of his life’. 305 Peter Antonie’s memory was not
necessarily ‘limited’: he was simply far more interested in the future than the past. On
seeing various transcripts, however, he declared they had brought back memories.

Using the form of triangulation learned as a journalist I liaised, sometimes frequently,
with other narrators following interviews, seeking further facts, clarification or
corroboration in order to ensure the validity of claims. This was complemented, where
necessary, by checks against official results, particularly when comparing Peter
Antonie’s record against both his compatriots and international opponents.

As the project progressed, and sometimes at the recommendation of narrators, contact
not requiring a full interview was made with many others. Such contact was made
either on the telephone or by e-mail. Assistance was obtained not just from within
Australia but also from contacts in the United Kingdom, the United States and
Canada, and resulted in the total number of informants used in the project expanding
to beyond seventy.

3.16 Record keeping
According to Roberts, a topic much discussed in qualitative research is the process of
‘coding’ of the data: how the data are ‘sorted’ and categorised by ‘codes’ that
summarise or order the material. This, he asserts, is a continuous process as the data
are accumulated and scrutinised, and can guide the gathering of future material. 306

Thompson, too, offers cogent advice in this area. He recommends that tapes be stored
where they cannot be affected by dust, damp or heat, that each be clearly labelled. He
further recommends that transcripts be marked to correlate with coding on tapes,
which should include the date and venue of the recording, the name of the informant
and an indication of the subject matter. 307

Thompson notes, importantly, that in explaining a project to an interviewee, not only
its immediate object but also the potential value of the information to wider historical
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research should be made clear. Similarly, permission should always be sought for its
use in a different manner from that originally understood. It remains, writes
Thompson, an overriding ethical responsibility of the historian to ensure that history is
given back to the people whose words helped to shape it. 308

3.17 Interpretation
Stanford has stated that historical knowledge rests upon the interpretation of
evidence. 309 According to Thompson, the essential skills in judging evidence, in
choosing the telling extract, or in shaping an argument, are much the same as when
writing history from paper documents. 310 How best, then, to interpret the oral
information, to analyse the qualitative data accumulated?

Thompson, like Gluck, believes there are broadly three ways in which oral history can
be put together: the single life-story narrative, a collection of stories, and what he calls
cross-analysis: the oral evidence is treated as a quarry from which to construct an
argument, with evidence from one interview being compared with that from another –
or, presumably several others. 311 It is this strategy I used in constructing the case
study of Peter Antonie.
Thompson also believes that writing such a work – one that uses oral evidence, either
alone or with other sources – does not demand many particular skills beyond those
needed for any historical writing. But he then asks: how in practice does the historian
check the reliability of oral source material? 312

Thompson lists a number of basic precautions, notably that each interview needs to be
assessed for internal consistency. It must be read as a whole, and analysed for
evidence of ‘attitudes’ as opposed to facts. 313 This is taken to mean the
aforementioned ‘agendas’ of some narrators. I became aware during the interviewing
process, moreover, that recall and reliability differed occasionally among younger and
older interviewees, although there was no discernible difference based on gender. By
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looking at the interview as a whole, Thompson believes, it is possible to arrive at a
good measure of the reliability of the informant as a witness. He recommends crosschecking with other sources, and cites Vansina: ‘Any evidence, written or oral, which
goes back to one source should be regarded as on probation; corroboration for it must
be sought. 314 In general, a historical interpretation or account becomes credible when
the pattern of evidence is consistent, and is drawn from more than one
viewpoint…The more that an argument can be shown to hold under varying
conditions, the more convincing the proof’. 315

This introduces the issue of ethics involved in divining and interpreting information.
Roberts cites Grele: ‘Because individuals give a great deal to the researcher, there is
an obligation to give a careful consideration of what is told and why it is given.’316 He
also cites Ritchie: ‘The interviewer can prompt respondents to discuss areas they
might not have considered’ 317 and that ‘against the charge that oral history interviews
are often conducted years after the event, when memories have grown imprecise, it is
argued that the trained oral history interviewer can raise further questions where
answers are factually doubtful’. 318 In essence, the researcher is a narrator and an
active producer of ‘knowledge’ in research. 319 However, as Stanford has written, it is
impossible to be sure that all the relevant evidence has been accumulated: it must be
concluded that in many cases historical knowledge is no more than a balance of
probabilities. He adds that ’even certainty rests on no other basis than the
interpretation of evidence’. 320 Stanford believes that: ‘until all the disagreements and
contradictions are ironed out we cannot be satisfied that we have the truth’ 321 and:
‘the more attempts at refutation (a hypothesis) withstands, the nearer to the truth it is
likely to be’. 322 He refers to Carr speaking of the historian as ‘engaged in a continuous
process of moulding his facts to his interpretation and his interpretation to his
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facts’. 323 It is an issue perhaps best illustrated by David Malouf’s reference, in
reviewing the fourth revised edition of Manning Clark’s A Short History of Australia,
to Clark having told ‘his version of the story of Australia’. 324 For the present study,
and as stated above, interviews were conducted or information sought from some
seventy people out of hundreds who would have known the subject. In all research,
therefore, it appears inevitable that there will be a gap between the account produced
by the researcher and reality – that research is always partial – because research is
constrained by what it is practically and economically feasible to do.

It is surely, meanwhile, not simply the researcher from whom an ethical approach is
required. Stanford has joined others in referring to some written evidence being
‘intended for posterity’ 325 – a reference, again, to the writer having one eye on history
and his or her place in it. It is surely not beyond the realms of possibility that oral
history interviewees might be likewise inclined. From the writer’s knowledge of and
experiences with Peter Antonie, the sculling champion is modest to a fault, even
dismissive of his achievements, so any ‘mismanagement’ of his contribution on his
part is regarded as unlikely. And, while wary of ‘agendas’ among others interviewed rivals, the coaches of rivals, some administrators, who might not have had such an
altruistic view of historic research – I was impressed by the willingness to discuss
potentially pejorative issues and am convinced of the sincerity of all contributions.

Tosh discusses the difficulties inherent in producing oral history, notably the effect
each party, interviewer and interviewee, has on each other (‘the presence of an
outsider affects the atmosphere in which the informant recalls the past and talks about
it’). ‘The end product’, he writes, ‘is conditioned both by the historian’s social
position vis-à-vis the informant, and by the terms in which he or she has learnt to
analyse the past and which may well be communicated to the informant. In other
words, historians must accept responsibility for their share in creating new
evidence. 326 Roberts concurs, citing Gluck: ‘the ‘autobiographical oral history’ is a
‘strange hybrid’ – it is a collaborative production between the interviewer and
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interviewee, and so is ‘unique’ in encompassing both voices’. 327 He had earlier
referred to ‘the degree to which the researcher is more than a ‘researcher’ but a
collaborator, friend, therapist, or a mix of various types of relationship’. 328 Roberts
also refers to the fact that the narrator is recognised not merely as a ‘source’ but as an
active part in the historical interpretation.329 He, like others referred to previously,
seeks corroboration, whereby the subject is able to read and approve the transcript. 330
Tosh notes, however, that ‘not even the informant is in direct touch with the past. His
or her memories, however precise and vivid, are filtered through subsequent
experience. They may be contaminated by what has been absorbed from other sources
(especially the media); they may be overlaid by nostalgia…or distorted by a sense of
grievance.’ 331 Indeed, the very subjectivity of the speaker may be the most important
thing about his or her testimony. 332 In other words, ‘oral evidence, like all verbal
materials, requires critical evaluation, and…must be deployed in conjunction with all
other available sources.’ 333 Roberts concurs: ‘Life stories commonly refer to ‘real’
events and experiences – and often the tellers may be the only witness to such
happenings but, commonly, their accounts can be checked against other written,
visual or oral accounts’. 334

3.18 On balance
It has therefore been important, in the interests of balance – and as historians are
obviously compelled to do – to seek ‘all sides of the story’. Writing in the context of
international relations, Tosh refers to ‘a golden rule that both sides of a conversation
must be studied before one can be certain what the subject of the conversation was
and which side put its case more effectively’. 335 In the same way, it has been
necessary to check and crosscheck statements made by and about my subject. Roberts
cites Plummer: ‘the subject may be asked to comment on the document produced, or a
comparison might be conducted with other, similar documents…or witnesses (friends,
relatives or others) for areas of confirmation and difference. Additionally, checks for
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validity can be made with reference to records of biographical details.’ 336 Equally, it
was important to ensure that as comprehensive a range of interviewees was sought,
for as Tosh states: ‘Command of the full range of relevant sources is no less important
for …oral history’. 337 Above all, as Chu has declared: ‘The investigator must seek
truth in an unbiased fashion; despite personal opinions, the evidence that is found
must be fairly evaluated in a spirit of intellectual honesty’.338

The evidence obtained for this work was such that an overriding consideration was
what to leave out, particularly given, as stated, the paucity of available written
material about my subject and his sport. It has been a process of extracting and
interpreting what was perceived as key evidence empathetically but nonjudgmentally, with each narrator thus representing a small piece of a large jigsaw
puzzle that eventually became an overall picture.

Former governor-general Sir Paul Hasluck has written that the prime value of an
autobiography is in what it reveals, either deliberately or unconsciously, of the writer
rather than what it chronicles of historical events in which he took part. A second
value, Hasluck believes, is what it reveals of the sort of world in which he grew up,
the community to which he belonged and the social conditions which helped shape
him. 339

The same surely holds true of biography. Those who have contributed to the narrative
that follows have, it is thought, assisted greatly in informing us about not only Peter
Antonie but also about their ideas and attitudes as evidence of their shared community
and culture, and that a record of Antonie’s life and achievements has been obtained
that is as valid, credible and as close to the truth as it is possible to be.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0 ANTONIE’S CAREER
4.1 In the beginning
Peter Thomas Antonie was born at St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, on 11 May
1958, to Tom and Joan Antonie. The name Antonie is of Portuguese origin: one of
Peter’s paternal great grandfathers, Vincent Antonie Rodriques, migrated to
Melbourne from Portugal around 1840. However, his wife, Mary, was from Ireland –
as were Peter’s other great grandparents on his father’s side, Michael and Mary
Roche. Vincent and Mary Rodriques had eleven children. One of their sons, Emanuel
(Tony), born in 1874, married Ethel Roche, but relatively late in life, and Tom, born
in the Melbourne suburb of Armadale in 1921, was the only child of the union. Tom
says the name Rodriques was legally dropped from the family name in 1927. ‘It was
never used anyway. I was always Tom Antonie.’

Tom knew academic success from an early age. He was dux of his school, St Patrick’s
College in East Melbourne, run by the Jesuit order, and head prefect. He then attended
Melbourne University, from which he graduated in 1945 as a Bachelor of Medicine
and a Bachelor of Surgery, and began his internship at St Vincent’s Hospital.
Following brief service in the army medical corps he returned to St Vincent’s as
registrar/trainee surgeon, where he remained until 1950.

Joan Antonie has an even stronger Irish heritage than her husband. Her mother’s
father, Patrick O’Neill, born in 1852, migrated to Victoria from County Kerry at the
age of 14. Patrick married Mary Agnes Griffin, from Kilmore, north of Melbourne, in
1873. Among his several civic appointments was that of Grand Master of the
Australian Hibernian Society of Irish Catholic Men. Joan’s paternal grandparents,
Patrick and Bridget Cahill, were also of Irish stock. Their son, Jack, Joan’s father, was
born in Boosey, in northern Victoria, and brought up in nearby Yarrawonga. Jack
Cahill was a champion centre half-back with the Yarrawonga football team. He
married Irene O’Neill, the sixth child and fourth daughter of Patrick and Mary
O’Neill, in 1927, and Joan was born at Yarrawonga in 1929. The family moved in
1930 to Moonee Ponds in Melbourne’s inner west. In 1931, Joan’s sister Betty was
born. Joan and Betty began their schooling at St Columba’s, Essendon, later attending
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the Genazzano Convent at Kew. Joan then enrolled as a student nurse at St Vincent’s
Hospital.

Tom had meanwhile lived and worked in London, then, with an old friend, Des
Prentice, opened rooms in Collins Street, Melbourne – the equivalent of Harley Street,
London or Macquarie Street, Sydney. Among Tom’s many roles was that of
outpatients’ surgeon at St Vincent’s – and it was there, in 1954, that he met Nurse
Joan Therese Cahill. They were married within a year. Tom and Joan first lived in
Parkville. Elizabeth was born in 1956, and Peter two years later. Two months after
Peter’s birth the family moved to Cleeve Court, a Toorak cul-de-sac. Later, along
came Suzanne, Louise and Melissa. All five children were born at St Vincent’s, and
all five were christened in the robe in which Mary Agnes O’Neill, Joan’s
grandmother, was baptised. 340 Peter agrees with his parents’ view that he had a
problem-free, comfortable and secure upbringing: his father was, after all, a
surgeon. 341

Tom Antonie achieved further seniority at St Vincent’s, having been elected Chief of
Staff and Chairman of the Division of Surgery. These positions, together with his
appointment to the Anti-Cancer Council and the Hospital Advisory Board, required
enormous amounts of time and dedication. He was at the hospital late into the evening
and often for a large part of the weekend. 342 It was the connection to St Vincent’s,
says Peter, that ‘overlay’ the family’s existence. Peter says his father was occasionally
‘an irritable bastard’, but demonstrated great determination and responsibility. He
believes it is from his father that he garnered some of his sense of focus. Given he was
the only son, the father/son role and the role of the male in the ‘pecking order’
occasionally manifested itself. ‘There was some desire from my father that I filled the
role of being the successful male.’ 343

When Tom and Joan are asked what values or principles they passed on to their son,
‘Christian’, ‘honourable’ and ‘straight shooter’ are the words chosen. Would they
340
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describe him as conditioned or a free thinker? ‘He’s pretty conventional, and follows
protocol.’ Religion, it seems, has had some effect, in that Peter is described as
‘extremely ethical’. ‘But he can do without the dogma.’ 344 This is reinforced in
Peter‘s observation that while his parents were churchgoers, he and his sisters ‘all got
dragged along’. 345

4.2 School days and rowing
Peter joined the Xavier College junior school, Kostka Hall, at Brighton. He recalls
doing well occasionally in maths but not finding anything, academically, that he
wanted to pursue. His overall summation: ‘I did OK – but I wasn’t brilliant.” 346 This
ambivalence towards academic pursuits had a bearing on Peter’s relationship with his
father. Tom was concerned by his son’s apparent lack of application where his studies
were concerned. ‘My parents always emphasised the need to work hard. I grew up
shaped by that ethos. But Peter seemed to lack concentration. At school he was good
enough when he applied himself.’ 347

In February 1972, at the age of 13, Peter joined Xavier’s senior school at Kew in
Grade 9. He had many good friends, notably Paul van Veenendaal, who had also been
at Kostka Hall. 348 It was at Xavier that he took up rowing.

In Year 10 Peter and Paul found themselves in the ‘elevenths’, the lowest eight it
was possible to row in at Xavier. Peter was at stroke and Paul in the bow seat. 349
The eight took part in the Junior Head of the River on the Yarra for school eights
not contesting the APS Regatta on the Barwon River at Geelong. Xavier won. 350

In Year 11 Peter was in the Xavier fifth eight, which invariably contained boys
not selected in the top ranked Year 11 crews, the third or fourth eight. John
Sheahan recommended to coach Paul McSweeney that Peter be in the stroke seat.
344
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Again, Paul van Veenendaal was at bow. McSweeney recalls Peter standing out
from others in the crew, despite being less than average in terms of height and
weight. ‘With Peter in the stroke seat I never had to think about motivating the
crew. He was always…focussed.’

The crew won every race in the lead up to the APS Head of the River event on the
Barwon, 351 in the final of which they faced Scotch and Wesley. 352 Before that race,
Paul McSweeney instructed the crew to make two separate ‘pushes’ at nominated
points so as to put some distance on the opposition. But things did not go quite to
plan, thus giving Peter Antonie the opportunity to demonstrate initiative in racing
conditions. ‘The first ‘push’ worked perfectly,’ says the coach, ‘but Peter was not
satisfied the crew had gained enough of a lead on Scotch. So well before the
nominated time for the next push, he instructed the coxswain to give the order
again.’ 353 Xavier moved out to a lead of half a length, and won. 354

In year 12 Peter and Paul gained selection in the first eight, maintaining their usual
positions. 355 Prior to the APS Regatta the crew won the schools section of the Head of
the Yarra. 356

The APS Regatta on the Barwon was to comprise three heats, with the three winners
advancing to the final, the three second-placegetters going into the second or
intermediate final and the others into the third final. John Sheahan clearly recalls how
Xavier’s race against main rivals Geelong College unfolded:
‘I was standing…at about the three-quarter distance. Prior to the race Clive had instilled into
the boys that (at that point) College would come at them. And sure enough, Xavier got
(there), were half a length up and they had the race won. But the College cox then sounded a
loud klaxon horn – a psychological weapon implying: “Look out, here we come” - and I
remember seeing Peter Antonie and Paul van Veenendaal looking across to the College crew
as they started to sprint. The Xavier guys froze and the College…went straight past them
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and won by about half a length. So psychologically we were outgunned. It was a lesson in
how important is psychology in rowing races.’ 357

Xavier therefore had to be content with a place in the intermediate final, in which they
beat Carey Grammar by more than a boat length. 358 Antonie’s analysis of events that
day contains some self-criticism: ‘We raced at a pace we couldn’t maintain. At that
stage I didn’t have the ability to pace myself. I went as hard as I could until I blew
up’. 359

4.3 MUBC and its culture
At the time Peter was ‘discovering’ rowing at Xavier College, Melbourne University
Boat Club was establishing itself as a national force, particularly in the lightweight
ranks. Integral to that development were key figures destined to have a profound
influence on Peter’s career. The first among them was Peter Philp.

Philp began rowing at Geelong College in 1959, then continued his education at
Scotch College in Melbourne, where he stroked the school to a Head of the River win
in 1963. He then joined Mercantile Rowing Club and in 1966 was in a coxless four
that contested the Australian Championships at Ballarat. 360 The King’s Cup and
National Regatta, as it was known, combined interstate and interclub events. 361
Mercantile won, and the crew represented Australian at the second World Rowing
Championships, held in what was then Yugoslavia.

In 1967 Philp rowed in the Mercantile eight that won the Victorian title. Having also
won the pairs and fours championships, he expected to be in the state’s King’s Cup
eight. But the selectors decided he was too small. In 1971 he took up coaching. Philp
was approached by MUBC to coach the club’s lightweight four. In 1973 the crew
represented Victoria in the Penrith Cup event for interstate lightweight fours – and
won.
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The international rowing federation, FISA, was meanwhile considering the
introduction of events for lightweights at the annual World Championships. The
Melbourne University squad began to think seriously about representing Australia.
Among them was Colin Smith, who had been a member of the South Australian crew
that won the Penrith Cup race for interstate lightweight fours in 1970. Smith was at
the forefront of lobbying the Australian Amateur Rowing Council (AARC) to ensure
that its delegates to FISA supported the introduction of lightweight events at the
World Championships. However, Smith was but one of four very strong personalities
in the four, the other members of which were Geoff Rees, Andrew Michelmore and
Cameron (Cam) Johnston. All were delighted when FISA agreed that a lightweight
coxless fours event would be on the program at the 1974 World Championships in
Lucerne.

At the 1974 national regatta at Ballarat, MUBC maintained Victoria’s winning run in
the Penrith Cup. The selectors agreed that the crew should represent Australia, but as
Philp relates, there was one more hurdle to overcome. ‘There were still some
backward members on the AARC (Australian Amateur Rowing Council) in those
days, and they weren’t convinced lightweights were a legitimate option.’ An
indication of their numbers was that the selectors’ decision was ratified by the casting
vote of the President, Alex Mcliesh.

At Lucerne, Smith, Rees, Michelmore and Johnston won the coxless fours gold
medal. 362 While, officially, the event was at that stage ‘the FISA Lightweight
Championship’, 363 the crew were feted as ‘the first Australian crew to win a gold
medal at the World Championships’. At the 1975 Australian Championships in
Queensland, the crew again won the Penrith Cup, and at that year’s World and FISA
Championships, held in England, won the bronze medal. 364 The four were the bestperformed crew in the Australian squad, and were further promoted as ‘the first
Australian crew to win consecutive world championships medals’. 365
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The crew and their coach had made an indelible impression, and were regarded as
‘trailblazers’ for the era in which Peter Antonie came to prominence.
4.4 Headhunted
Following the dissolution of the MUBC four, the club embarked on a lightweight
recruitment program. Mercantile Rowing Club was doing likewise, despite at the time
having a good eight and four. The eight was coached by David Palfreyman, 366 who
had rowed with Peter Philp in the 1966 Australian four. 367 Having stroked the
Victorian King’s Cup eight in 1972 and 1974, Palfreyman turned to coaching 368 – and
was now also ‘talent spotting’.
‘MUBC were the supposed premier club in lightweight rowing, and we wanted to overtake
them. Peter (Antonie) was ‘on the market’, and as was the recruiting practice of all the clubs,
we went around ‘eyeballing’ what we considered all the talent at the schools. Physically
Peter was one of the most developed athletes that I had seen for his age, he had a really
serious attitude, and his personality seemed to fit everything you would need in a
prospective Australian representative. So we got his contact details from the rowing master
at Xavier and set about chasing him.’ 369

MUBC’s recruitment drive was led by Peter Philp, Colin Smith and Geoff Rees. 370
Smith and Rees, however, would not be rowing lightweight for a while: they were
aiming for selection as a pair at the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games. The remainder of
the squad would therefore be starting virtually from scratch. 371 Paul McSweeney had
encouraged the boys he was coaching to join MUBC: 372 Geoff Rees now ‘phoned
Peter, who found the process intriguing. ‘I don’t know why I was being chased. I
was…still a school kid. It was an interesting phase.’ 373

The exploits of the gold and bronze-winning lightweight four had fired Peter’s
imagination – and Paul van Veenendaal’s – and both decided on MUBC. Peter admits
it was a difficult decision, and probably a backward step at the time because the
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MUBC squad were in an earlier phase of their cycle. ‘Geoff Rees, in particular, was
very influential.’ 374 Rees knew that Antonie was precisely what he was looking for:
‘You could tell he was a ‘stand out’ physiological specimen. You didn’t have to do a
somatotype check to work our he had legs the size of my trunk, and he was extremely
strong…(We) had to get people who were competitive with heavyweights and then get them
down to weight. But they actually had to row harder than heavyweights and be almost as
strong, and that was what we regarded as the perfect lightweight. Traditional lightweights at
that stage - small, slight fellows - were simply not going to make the grade. Colin and I
realised after competing with the heavyweights…that you could knock off, through speed
and sheer hard rowing, the top heavyweights in Australia. And if you could beat the top
heavyweights at that stage you were in with a chance of a (world championships) gold medal
as a lightweight. So we actually looked for people basically playing out of their league – and
Peter Antonie was clearly someone who could do that.’ 375

As well as joining the Boat Club, Peter and Paul also enrolled at Melbourne
University itself. Peter decided to take on, part-time, a Bachelor of Building degree –
‘It was one of the easier courses to get into and I thought it would also suit me’ –
while Paul was to tackle Engineering. Peter also joined Newman College, his father’s
alma mater and one of four residential colleges at Melbourne University. The other
three were Queen’s, Ormond and Trinity. 376 Adrian Maginn had been coaching the
Newman first eight for a number of years. The previous year he had helped Newman
win the intercollegiate regatta and the prestigious Mervyn Bournes Higgins Shield.
Maginn was delighted to learn Peter would attend the college. ‘It made my life a lot
easier because I knew the guy could stroke a crew.’ Newman won the inter-collegiate
boat race by about five lengths over 2000 metres in just under six minutes, and
Maginn described Peter as a real driving force:
‘Very humble, very quiet, and very willing to listen and learn. But at the same time he had a
single focus in rowing himself out from the first stroke of any race and hoping he could hang
on towards the end.’ 377

Attention now turned at MUBC to selection of a four to contest the 1976 Intervarsity
Regatta at Ballarat. By now there were some twenty-three rowers in the lightweight
squad – including Colin Smith and Geoff Rees. Their bid for Olympic selection had
374
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been unsuccessful: they were second behind Chris Shinners and Ian Luxford from
Sydney University. The two ‘senior citizens’ decided Rees would row in the
Intervarsity four and Smith would coach it, but that after Intervarsity Smith would
return to rowing. Simon Gillett, who since rowing with Geelong College had twice
been in the winning Victorian youth eight, was also in the squad, while such was
national interest in developments at MUBC that Queensland Penrith Cup rower Bob
Bleakley had ventured south in a bid to gain selection. As Paul van Veenendaal put it:
‘A lot of people wanted to row in that four.’ After extensive trials the crew selected
was Rees (stroke), Gillett, Antonie and van Veenendaal (bow), with Tim McCoy
coxing. It was the start of the re-emergence of the MUBC lightweight program,378 and
marked a further upgrading of Peter Antonie’s rowing education and training. This
included not only daily on-water sessions but also workouts several times a week at
Stan Nicholes’ gym. 379

Nicholes lived in North Caulfield, in a house containing several gymnasiums. On the
walls were photographs of many of the ‘greats’ of Australian sport that Stan had spent
a lifetime helping. Among them were tennis players Frank Sedgman, John
Newcombe, Ken Rosewall, Lew Hoad and Margaret Court. 380 However, Nicholes had
assisted many other sportspeople, among them footballers, notably Ron Barassi, and
athletes such as Raelene Boyle. 381 He was ‘discovered’ by the rowing fraternity in the
late 1960s. Among those he trained were triple Olympian Paul Guest, and James
Gobbo, later Governor of Victoria. 382 Yet another was Peter Philp, who encountered
Stan when in the Mercantile eight in 1966. Such an impression did Nicholes make on
Philp that in 1973 four other oarsmen to come under his charge were Geoff Rees,
Cam Johnston, Andrew Michelmore and Colin Smith. 383

Stan’s philosophy was based on turning the human motor from a four-cylinder model
to an eight-cylinder. He also aimed to make lightweight rowers as strong as the
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strongest heavyweight. 384 Peter Philp says Stan had proved a great inspiration to the
oarsmen. 385 Peter Antonie now became another convert:
‘Stan Nicholes was hard and demanding, but also rewarding…a training ‘guru’…Of all the
Melbourne University people, Stan was the one with which I had the closest association.
I’ve got so much time for him – and respect.’ 386

The sentiments were entirely mutual.

‘Peter never wasted a word. He never talked about it; he just wanted to train and to get stuck
into it. Neither would he ever query any task. He loved a challenge, no matter how hard it
was. He was like a coiled spring: very intense.’ 387

Antonie and Simon Gillett proved they could do more than anybody else in the squad.
Geoff Rees was delighted:
‘It was a bit like the trainer who had found Phar Lap: we ‘lucked onto’ two people with huge
hearts and enormous physiological benefits far in excess of anything we had in ’74. We got
there by ‘smarts’: by making sure we got the training right and the presentation right on the
day. These guys could perform below their best and still beat anything we were capable of.
Gillett…could pull things out of absolutely nowhere. Peter Antonie, in a quiet, competitive
way, would just look at Gillett and say: “Well, if you think you are going to do that, I’ll do
more.” The competition between…them was…intense: it was just like controlling a couple
of wild thoroughbreds. We were struggling to keep them back from the effort they were
willing to put in to ‘bury’ each other. It wouldn’t matter what sort of training it was – a run,
whatever – they would basically go out just to beat each other.’ 388

In May 1976 MUBC won Intervarsity at Ballarat 389 The next part of the strategy was
now put in place: the return to rowing of Colin Smith, while Peter Philp returned to
coaching. The MUBC lightweights now embarked on a bid in the 1977 season to
dethrone Mercantile as the leading lightweight four in Victoria, 390 to win the Penrith
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Cup, and to gain selection for the 1977 world titles. 391 Peter had meanwhile adopted
two personal mottos: ‘Nothing is impossible’ and ‘Why not me?’ 392
4.5 Triumphs and setbacks
In selection races for the four, held in pairs, Antonie and Gillett proved more than a
match for Rees and Smith 393 and were named in the crew, which was finally seated
Rees in the stroke seat, with Gillett behind him, Antonie in the two seat and Smith at
bow. At the Victorian Spring Championships held over an 800-metre course at
Dimboola, the crew raced for the first time. The only lightweight combination among
the fourteen entries, they won the state title. 394 At the VRA Centenary Regatta on the
Yarra, the four beat a Mercantile crew that in 1976 had won the Penrith Cup, 395 then
in the new year won the Victorian lightweight coxless fours title and, with David
England now their coxswain, 396 the coxed fours title. They were selected to represent
Victoria in the Penrith Cup at the King’s Cup and National Regatta in Perth. 397 This
they won comfortably. In the final of the national interclub lightweight coxless fours
event, and rowing as MUBC, they again won, 398 and were selected for the World
Championships. 399 The itinerary involved regattas in Munich and Copenhagen before
the Australians took on the world in Amsterdam. 400 Of benefit to the four was having
the lightweight eight in the team. It meant there was another group of people in the
squad conscious of and concerned about their weight. This led to some friendly banter
with the heavweights, who were told they could eat anything and get away with it –
‘but never came up with any results.’ 401

The venue for the West German international championships was the Munich
Olympics course. 402 The championships were contested by many of the countries that
would be in Amsterdam. The lightweight four’s main rivals were the French world
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champions. The Australians beat the French in the final by more than two lengths.403
At Copenhagen the four contested both the open and lightweight events. 404 In the
heavyweight fours were entries from Great Britain, East Germany and the Soviet
Union. The crew and their coach decided they would try to win from the front. It
would be highly unlikely they could row their opposition down or out-sprint them to
the finishing line. The Australians duly held off their formidable opposition 405 - by
0.27 of a second. 406 Philp was ecstatic. ‘It was the first time lightweights had raced
heavyweights at an International Grade One regatta. It was the most sensational race
I’d seen from lightweights.’ 407 The following day the crew had to lose a considerable
amount of weight to contest the lightweight fours, but won comfortably.

The Amsterdam world championships were to be held for the first time on a manmade course, the Bosbaan. 408 Colin Smith reported that the four was by now very
tense. ‘We and everybody else expected us to show up and win.’ 409 The crew won
their heat by 14.11 seconds. Their time, however, was only 0.82 of a second faster
then the French recorded in holding off two of the other crews likely to represent the
biggest challenge to the Australians – the Netherlands and Switzerland. 410 The results
meant that Australia and France went straight into the final - almost a week later. 411
The ever-present consideration during that time for the Australians was maintaining
their 70 kilograms per man average weight. 412

The lightweight fours final comprised Australia, Great Britain the Netherlands,
France, Switzerland and West Germany. The Australians shot into the lead, and at the
1000-metre halfway mark led by 3.41 seconds. But not content to conserve, the
Australians pushed on, and with just 500 metres remaining held a seemingly
unassailable 3.7 seconds lead. 413
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The French then began a concerted challenge, while in the Australian boat there were
problems. As the crew attempted to maintain their high rating, the physical and mental
pressure was increasing. Stroke by stroke the French closed in, adding still further to
the stress the Australians were now feeling. In the two seat, Peter Antonie was
suffering dreadfully, and had little more to give. With the lack of glycogen in his
system causing him excruciating pain, his legs began to seize and he could barely use
his slide. 414 One side was now stronger than the other and the Australians began to
veer off course. 415 The French sprinted, and in the last two strokes secured an
extraordinary win and a third consecutive FISA Lightweight Championship. For the
Australians, what had appeared a certain gold medal had turned instead to silver. 416

Peter’s post- race sentiments are salutary:
‘We raced crazily – probably me in particular, and probably as a result of too much anxiety
in the week before the race. I blamed myself. I was pretty disappointed. I thought I had
screwed it up. We were a very good crew but had little thought for efficiency of boat ‘run’.
It was all ‘hyper’. I don’t think we raced to our potential.’ 417

Smith was to observe years later that the race was a defining moment in Peter’s life 418
The lightweight eight won a creditable bronze medal. 419 The results meant Australia
were the most successful lightweight nation at the championships. 420 The open men’s
eight could manage only fifth in the petite finale – eleventh overall. 421
***
Barely six weeks after the Amsterdam campaign, Peter Antonie, Geoff Rees and
Simon Gillett rejoined the MUBC squad, now comprising two fours. 422 Colin Smith
decided initially to retire and was replaced in the first four by Vaughn Bollen, who
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had rowed for South Australia. 423 Smith then agreed to row; not in the first four but
instead in the second, to help develop the ‘up and comers’, and in the resultant
eight. 424

Early in 1978 the first four beat the second to win the Victorian lightweight coxed
fours title, 425 then also won the New South Wales championship. At the Henley-on
Yarra regatta the first four won both the lightweight fours and the Stewards’ Cup for
coxed heavyweight fours, 426 then at the Victorian championships won both the
lightweight

and

championship.

427

heavyweight

coxless

fours

and

the

lightweight

eights

The national regatta was held on the Huon River at Franklin in

Tasmania. 428 It was also a selection event for scullers and crews bidding either for the
World Championships in New Zealand or the FISA Lightweight Championships in
Copenhagen. The MUBC number one four first won the Penrith Cup for Victoria for
the eighth consecutive year, 429 then also won the national interclub coxless fours
event from the number two crew. Together they won the lightweight eights. 430

The MUBC first four was selected for the FISA Lightweight Championships, and
Colin Smith as stroke of the eight

431

Peter Philp was to again coach the four, while

David Palfreyman was the eight’s coach. 432 The four and their coach then learnt that
the French would not be competing. The three-time world champions had finally
retired. 433

The four qualified for the final having placed third in their heat and second in a
repechage. 434 Despite their experience in Amsterdam the previous year the crew and
their coach decided to get in front and hold on for as long as possible. At the halfway
mark Australia led narrowly but were passed by Switzerland and the Netherlands and
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had to be content with the bronze medal. 435 Years later Peter Antonie revealed that
before the race he had been ‘very, very nervous, unable to relax’:
‘I stayed awake all night thinking about the race the next day, rehearsing in my mind how
hard I was going to go, how committed I was going to be. I left the performance not on the
lake, where it should have been, but in bed – which was a big waste of time.’ 436

The Australian lightweight eight also won bronze. 437

For Peter Antonie, the result virtually represented a setback. He had gone from almost
winning gold to winning bronze. He therefore felt Copenhagen marked another
turning point. In his words, ‘it increased the hunger.’
***
In 1979 the MUBC lightweight squad decided to concentrate on representing
Australia in the eight. They began with a training squad of two eights. Antonie was in
the stroke seat of the first eight, and among those behind him were Geoff Rees, Simon
Gillett and Colin Smith. 438 Having won the Victorian Universities’ Regatta at
Ballarat, against heavyweights from their own club and others, the crew won the
Grand Challenge Cup for open eights at the Henley-on-the-Yarra Regatta. 439

The lightweight four that had won bronze in Copenhagen the previous year retained
their Victorian title and won the open coxed fours event. The lightweight final saw the
return of Andrew Michelmore, who had been in the Australian lightweight four that
won gold in 1974 and bronze a year later. Michelmore, a Rhodes Scholar, had stroked
two Oxford crews to victory against Cambridge in Britain's annual Boat Race. He was
in the MUBC number two crew, stroked by Colin Smith, that stayed close to the
winners and ahead of the number three crew. With the Penrith Cup now open to three
crews from each state, the Victorian selectors named the three MUBC crews. 440 At
the national regatta in Adelaide, however, the 1978 bronze medal four finished 2.3
seconds behind the second crew, and for the first time in three years had to be content
435
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with second place at a national regatta. 441 The two fours then combined, and stroked
by Colin Smith won the national interclub lightweight title. 442

The 1979 world titles for both open and lightweight entries were to be held in Bled, in
the north-west of what was still Yugoslavia. 443 Taking part in the national selection
process for the first time was newly-appointed National Coaching Director Reinhold
Batschi, a former Romanian. Following trials at Geelong the selectors retained all the
MUBC oarsmen, 444 but Colin Smith then pulled out due to work commitments. 445 His
replacement in the stroke seat was Simon Gillett, 446 and Peter Antonie was in the five
seat. The crew trained every morning for two hours and all day on Saturday, and
supplemented this with two extensive training sessions at Stan Nicholes’ gym two
evenings a week and two runs of about seven kilometres. 447

At the World Championships the eight were fourth in their heat and second in the
repechage. In the final they were sixth and last, 2.57 seconds from the bronze
medal. 448 Peter Antonie’s sanguine view: ‘We lacked sheer speed and never went as
well as we should have.’ 449 The best Australian result came from the men’s
heavyweight eight, which won its semi-final but then was fourth in the medal
round. 450

***
Selection of Australian national crews, particularly eights, had for some time been
almost invariably based on the best state crews. There was virtually no examination of
individual and perhaps ‘hidden’ talent in smaller boats. In 1978, for example, the
national eight was the New South Wales eight.451 Indeed, the men’s national selection
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policy was described as ‘hogtied’ to the King’s Cup, and it was alleged little or no
effort was being made to reform the system. 452

Shortly after the 1979 World Championships the national grading and selection
committee, now headed by Reinhold Batschi, issued a directive that oarsmen and
women seeking international selection in 1980 must attend a series of three selection
trials, to be held in conjunction with the South Australian, New South Wales and
Victorian championship regattas. 453 It had already been foreshadowed that nominees
for men’s sculling or crew events should contest trials in small as well as larger
boats. 454 The trials would take precedence over interstate events as the basis for
selection in the Australian squad, but some emphasis would be placed on results in
small boats – pairs and single sculls – in interclub events at the national regatta. 455
4.6 Rejection
Peter Antonie now decided to drop out of his course at Melbourne University and
commit himself wholly to rowing. ‘I couldn’t mix rowing with my…study. The heavy
contact hours beat me.’ 456 He instead undertook ‘every job known to man.’ During
the next five years Peter was to be a delivery driver, kitchen hand, and storeman, and
for a while even worked in an abattoir. 457

With Geoff Rees having joined Colin Smith in retirement, the nucleus of the MUBC
lightweight squad in 1980 was Peter Antonie, Simon Gillett, Phil Gardiner, Charles
Bartlett, Sandy Marshall, Tim Hyett and John McKenzie. 458 Rob Stewart, who had
coached Bartlett at Carey Grammar School, was the coach. 459 However, the squad’s
dominance of national men’s lightweight rowing began to prove less certain. Having,
in accordance with the new national selection criteria, formed pairs as well as fours
and an eight, MUBC gave a good account of themselves at the West Lakes and
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Penrith trials but were then overshadowed at the Victorian championships by
Drummoyne (NSW), who won all five lightweight events contested, including the
pairs. 460

Despite having twice been in medal-winning Australian fours together, Peter Antonie
and Simon Gillett did not combine to race the pairs. Both were regarded as ‘heavy’
lightweights who, had they rowed together, would have had trouble making weight.
Both therefore rowed with lighter partners, Gillett with Bartlett and Antonie with
Marshall. Gillett and Bartlett were successful in the trials, but not Antonie and
Marshall. When the Victorian crew to defend the Penrith Cup was named, however,
Gillett and Antonie were the stern pair, with Tim Hyett in the two-seat and Phil
Gardiner bow. Bartlett was the reserve and Rob Stewart the coach. The same crew
would also represent MUBC in the interclub event at the national regatta, to be held at
Ballarat. 461

In the interclub lightweight events Drummoyne again proved dominant, Clyde Hefer
and Graham Gardiner conforming their trials form by winning the pairs ahead of
Gillett and Bartlett, and Antonie and Marshall managing only fourth. The Sydney club
then also won the coxless fours from MUBC, Graeme Wearne and Michael Smith
combining with Hefer and Gardiner to win by just 0.08 of a second. 462 The following
day the all-Drummoyne crew won the Penrith Cup, thus ending Victoria's nine-year
domination of the event. 463

The 1980 FISA Lightweight Championships were to be held in Hazewinkel, Belgium.
Final selection trials were held at Penrith several weeks after the national regatta. This
was Olympic year, and for the selectors the heavyweights and Moscow were the
priority. In the intervening period Peter Antonie gained weight, and estimates he
arrived at the trials weighing close to 78 kilograms – well above the weight limit
stipulated by the selectors. He nowadays insists

‘there was no sense in calling

anybody else up for the…trials: the two pairs were a million miles better than anyone
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else,’ but does recognise that his having put on weight is likely to have raised doubts
among the selectors about his dedication and enthusiasm. 464 Given, therefore, their
concerns about Peter’s weight and the new criteria relating to pairs, the selectors
decided that the two fastest pairs should indeed be in the four. 465 Peter Antonie had
missed out on national selection for the first time since making his debut in 1977. It
was, at the time, a bitter disappointment – ‘a ‘kick in the guts’ that made him realise
you don’t get ‘free kicks’ in rowing’ said John Boultbee. ‘I also think he had got a bit
‘confident’ at that stage and the selectors said: “No, you have got to abide by the
rules.” ‘ 466 Years later Antonie would also recognise the correctness of the decision,
and the viability of Batschi’s ‘small boats’ selection criteria.467 At the time, however,
it became another ‘defining moment.’

Selected to coach the lightweight four was Russell ‘Rusty’ Robertson, renowned as
one of the world’s leading coaches following his successes with men’s crews from his
native New Zealand. These included Olympic gold medals for the coxed four in
Mexico at the 1968 Games, and for the eight in 1972 at Munich. In late 1976,
Robertson had been appointed Australia's first ever full-time club coach – by
Drummoyne 468 - and taken the Sydney club to two successive NSW premierships. 469

At the Hazewinkel championships the Australians virtually had the race won by
halfway. They thus became the first Australian crew to win gold at a FISA
Lightweight Championship since 1974. 470 Peter Antonie’s response to missing out on
national selection was far from negative. Indeed it acted as a spur:
‘It was always my intention to stay around with the objective of winning, and those guys
were going so well, at a higher level than we were, that they rightly deserved their selection.
What they were doing and achieving made us realise that we had to be at a higher level to
achieve what they were. There is no doubt about the way they went about it under Rusty’s
guidance – it took them to the top.’ 471
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The way Peter Antonie ‘went about it’ was to start sculling. 472
4.7 The transition begins
The decision was entirely strategic. The win in 1980 by Ted Hale in the President’s
Cup event for men’s interstate heavyweight sculls had been pronounced a formality
from the moment the Sydney sculler had trounced the opposition in the national club
championship a day earlier. The comment was made that while it should not have
detracted in any way from Hale’s performance, his achievement served only to
reinforce the continued paucity of sculling talent in Australia. 473 This is reflected in
Peter Antonie’s recollections of his sculling ‘awakening’.
‘When I started sculling, in Victoria there was no such thing as a sculler. A sculler was
someone who couldn’t row with anyone else, had a personal deficiency or an intelligence
deficit. 474 In Australia at this stage sculling was dead. And Ted Hale was winning easily.
And before him there was really nobody around until Stuart Mackenzie, then before that
Merv Wood and Murray Riley, and then you’d have to go back to Bobby Pearce. When I left
school you couldn’t even dream of winning an Olympic gold medal in a double
scull…sculling was nowhere. Sculling was so different, so exotic to us, because we knew
nothing about it at that stage.’ 475

But Peter was not just going to learn to scull: he was going to scull for Australia.476 ‘It
meant I had to learn to go fast on my own, and not behind Smith, Rees and the
like.’ 477 His coach was to be David Yates, who had competed at Melbourne
University while completing his PhD. He then spent two years in England, where he
learnt to scull. On returning to Australia he bought himself a boat, and in the late
1970s began coaching at MUBC. His squad became known as Team Yates. David
recalls being approached by Peter Antonie:
‘I was aware Peter was one of the leading lightweight rowers in the club but I didn’t…know
him well. He had a chat with me about wanting to take up sculling, which I encouraged him
to turn to. I knew his not having being selected was part of it, because that had left him in
Australia with nobody to row ‘sweep’ with. So he was able to spend the winter at least
talking about learning to scull.’ 478
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Another to whom Peter spoke, a member of the MUBC sculling squad, was Stuart
Wilson, an Englishman who had first met Peter in Amsterdam in 1977. Wilson had
been in the British lightweight double scull that came fourth. Wilson’s opinion of
Antonie, however, was somewhat guarded. ‘He was very intense…and not at all
friendly – understandable after the…result.’ When asked by Peter about switching
from sweep rowing to sculling, Wilson told Peter the general consensus in Britain was
that it took five years to make the top grade. 479 The new sculling convert first tested
himself in competition at the 1980 Winter Regattas:
‘I went all over the river, and was beaten by a good sculler from Geelong named Bruce
McNaughton, who (suggested) that next time I should try to come straight down the middle.
I repaid him by getting behind him at the next regatta and trying to row straight over the top
of him. He didn't enjoy it.’ 480

The aggression that became an Antonie hallmark was beginning to show.

Meanwhile an Australian women’s squad had won the lightweight fours and pairs at
the 98th Canadian Henley at St Catharine’s, Ontario. So while at the heavyweight
level Australia had met relatively little international success, lightweight crews were
almost literally on top of the world: 481 This lack of ‘heavy’ success was reinforced by
results from the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow, at which Australia’s rowers made
no contribution to the medal tally. 482

The AARC now announced a new selection policy, the basis for which, apart from
pairs, was the promotion of sculling. This was considered likely to improve technique
and make the task of comparing individuals much easier and fairer. The Council also
hoped standards would be such as to permit an even share of representation in a
variety of international categories: not just in the heavyweight class but also among
lightweights and juniors. It was pointed out that Australia had not won an Olympic
rowing medal since 1968 – but that lightweight men had been consistent winners at
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their world championships, and gold medallists twice. 483 By now confident in his
ability to perform well as a sculler – he was after all, already an elite oarsman – Peter
Antonie entered the Victorian Championships, the first of the new season’s national
trials.

4.8 Back in
At those championships, held at Ballarat early in 1981, Peter provided a major shock
with a one-length victory in the lightweight single sculls, ahead of Stuart Wilson and
Stephen Spurling, also from MUBC. However, Spurling and Wilson won the double
sculls, defeating Antonie and another squad member, Phil Gardiner, by three lengths.
Two weeks later, at the New South Wales championships at Penrith, Antonie again
finished ahead of Spurling and Wilson, in a time – seven minutes fourteen seconds –
that was only 6.8 seconds slower than Ted Hale’s in winning the champion
heavyweight sculls. 484 And this time Antonie and Gardiner also won the double
sculls. 485
The 1981 national championships were held on the Hinze Dam in Queensland,486 with
Peter Antonie’s major contribution a temporary switch back to a sweep boat, in the
four seat of MUBC’s winning lightweight eight. Steve Callaghan of Sydney club St
George won the lightweight sculls and, with Alan Phillips of Balmain, the lightweight
double sculls. In the single, Antonie was second, while in the double sculls he and
Gardiner were third, behind Spurling and Wilson. 487 However, it was Antonie and
Gardiner who were named as the Australian lightweight double scull combination for
the FISA Lightweight Championships. The selectors thought Callaghan had not
reached the required standard in previous trial regattas, while they also had to
consider combination and weight compatibility. The reigning world champions earned
the right to defend their lightweight coxless fours title. This time, too, Rusty
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Robertson had charge not just of the four but also the ‘double’. 488 This meant Antonie
and Gardiner trained in Sydney.

The pair was accommodated at and trained from the Sydney Grammar School shed on
the Parramatta River, and it was during this period that Peter’s interest in rowing
history was awakened. While training one day he and Gardiner encountered Searle’s
Monument, the memorial to Henry Searle, Australia’s world professional sculling
champion in 1888 and 1889 before he contracted typhoid when returning from the
successful defence of his title in London and died aged just twenty-three. 489 Peter
researched Searle’s story, and was intrigued to learn that the professional scullers
were Australia’s best-known sportsmen. He also learned about Bill Beach. His
appreciation of rowing’s proud history had been awakened. What he also realised was
that it clearly defined Australia as the leader in sculling and rowing from those early
times. ‘So we could go to any part of the world to race and know that we were on an
absolutely even footing at any time.’ He still has a photo of Bill Beach on his desk at
work. 490

The 1981 FISA Lightweight Championships were to be held in Munich, also the
venue for the World Championships. The team’s itinerary included three lead-up
regattas: at Duisburg, Copenhagen, then Aarungen in Norway. They would then train
in West Berlin until the championships. 491 In their one race in Duisburg the pair went
well for 500 metres but could not maintain a good pace. Once in Denmark, however,
they began to regain some form, 492 but could not maintain it, and results at the World
Championships were less than memorable. The ‘double’ finished eleventh – fifth in
the petite finale – far short of the objective set for them of a medal.493 ‘We struggled.
We were ‘sweep’ rowers learning to scull,’ was Antonie’s assessment. 494 ‘It was a
disaster.’ 495 Gardiner believes the pair were over-trained:
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‘Rusty was a real stickler for technique, but the way…he liked to drill that technique into
you was to get you very tired then try to get you to row well when you were tired. But get
into a hole as a sculler and it was very hard to get out of, and it certainly was for myself and
Peter.’ 496

It was therefore left to the lightweight four to restore Australian pride, and Simon
Gillett, Clyde Hefer, Charles Bartlett and Graeme Gardiner secured their second gold
medal. 497 They thus earned a place in Australian rowing history by becoming the first
crew to win successive world titles. Simon Gillett, moreover, with two gold medals, a
silver in 1977 and a bronze a year later, had carved his own niche. He was promoted
as the most successful oarsman ever to represent Australia. It was also revealed
following their triumph that the four had completed 3,000 kilometres of rowing and
each lifted 400,000 kilograms of weights during their four-month training program. 498
It was a performance and a result that led credence to claims that Rusty Robertson’s
type of training was better suited to sweep rowers than scullers.

A men’s open four had swept through the lead-up regattas undefeated and arrived in
Munich widely tipped as almost certain medallists. 499 But in the final they struggled
throughout in sixth and last place, leading to a seemingly perennial question
surrounding Australian heavyweight crews: ‘Why don’t they go on with the job?’ The
lightweights’ triumphs, said another commentator, indicated that their heavier
counterparts needed to raise their sights and aim for medals rather than simply a place
in finals. 500

On his return from Europe, Peter asked David Yates to he coach him the following
season. Yates recognised in Antonie someone for whom sculling was suited: ‘He was
self-motivated and driven, and had belief in his ability.’ Yates was also aware that a
key factor in Peter’s motivation was the 1977 result in Amsterdam and Peter’s need to
prove himself. ‘I’m sure that was a fairly significant driver. And that ultimately meant
that he had to do it on his own.’ 501 Phil Gardiner also joined Team Yates, as did a
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newcomer to MUBC, Paul Reedy.

Like Antonie, Reedy too had concluded that taking up sculling was ‘quite a perverse
decision.’
‘At that stage the only people who were sculling were those who couldn’t make it in the
‘sweep’ team or were considered to be barking mad - uncoachable and ‘unrowable with’. So
the best thing they could do was get selected in the single. But they hadn’t been selecting
scullers at all for the national team for a number of years. Ted Hale had been …dropped out
of the single and put in the eight for the Bled world championships in 1979, so even the best
sculler couldn’t get a job in the single. I also felt I wasn’t going to get a decent show of
getting into the sweep team because I wasn’t six feet six. In the very early 80s the team,
physically, was absolutely enormous, so I wasn’t going to get much of a look in. My view
was that if I wanted to be selected it would have to be in the single, so that if they did decide
to send someone I’d be in with a show.’ 502

Peter concurred. He described that period as ‘the biggest gamble of all time.’
‘They weren’t sending scullers. Would it mean they were going to send me ever again? No.
It was the same with Paul. He had to decide if he was going to be a sculler or would go
down the ‘sweep oared’ path, which was the only path to go.’ 503

But the portents, at least for heavyweight scullers, were not good. The AARC had
given the selectors ‘quality guidelines’ indicating that all would-be representatives
should be capable of making World Championships finals. The selectors had
concluded that no performances during the season’s trials had indicated any sculler
had that ability. 504

Antonie’s ambitions, however, had been noted by Simon Gillett, and were perceived
as worthy of praise.
‘I suspect one of the large incentives for him jumping into the scull was he probably thought
he could live or die on his own performance. And that was a pretty gutsy move because we
didn’t do a lot of sculling back then. In fact we laughed at them.’ 505

Figures of fun they might have been, but the MUBC scullers at the time – Peter
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Antonie, Paul Reedy, John McKenzie and others from interstate yet to emerge – were
to become part of an Australian sculling renaissance.

4.9 Sidetracked
At the New South Wales championships in January 1982 Peter won the lightweight
sculls from John McKenzie and Phil Gardiner. 506 He and Gardiner also won the
double sculls title. 507 They repeated the feat at the Victorian championships, but in the
single sculls Antonie was second, behind Russell Higgins of Haberfield, having hit a
course marker. 508 At West Lakes Antonie failed to make the final. Phil Gardiner says
it was part of the ‘consistent inconsistency’ Peter was demonstrating at the time. 509

At the national regatta at Penrith, Antonie was again out of a place in the lightweight
sculls, won by Sydney’s Bob Allen. However, Gardiner and Antonie secured the
double sculls title. They then teamed up with Paul Reedy and John McKenzie, and
with Antonie in the stroke seat won the open quad sculls. 510 The 1982 national regatta
at Penrith was noteworthy for the emergence of a number of promising scullers from
other states. In winning the under-23 or Senior B sculls, Western Australia’s Tony
Lovrich recorded a faster time than did Ted Hale in the senior A event. Winners of the
open double sculls were Allan Pollock and Tim McLaren from the St George club in
Sydney. 511 McLaren had rowed surfboats before taking up still water rowing at 25
with the notion that there might be ‘a faint possibility’ of making the Olympic team in
1984, so was making good progress. McLaren says he and Pollock had encountered a
‘feisty’ Peter Antonie earlier in the season.
‘At the start he’d ..be handing out advice: making comments…to the umpire/starter/aligner,
complaining about conditions – the wind, the lanes, anything…I thought him a bit arrogant
and cocky …so when Peter and Phil contested the open sculls at the first selection regatta at
Ballarat and Allan and I beat them, we quickly stopped the boat, turned around and paddled
off as if there was no effort involved – because that’s exactly the type of thing ‘Ants’ would
do to the opposition whenever he got the chance! He was an intensely competitive character
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who was always looking to get the edge and more often than not did so.’ 512

On the strength of his national championships win, Bob Allen secured selection as
Australia’s lightweight single sculler at the FISA Lightweight Championships in
Lucerne. 513 Peter Antonie, who believed he had ‘screwed up the back end of the
season by over-training’, nevertheless departed for England and trained with the
Nottingham County squad under Stuart Wilson’s brother Ian. However, he shortly
learnt of an injury within the Australian eight preparing for the Lucerne
Championships, so agreed to be the substitute and returned home. 514 Not content,
however, with returning to the ‘sweep’ fold, Peter underwent another switch. The
oarsman he was replacing had been on bow side, which meant a change for Peter from
his preferred stroke side. 515 The world champion lightweight four had disbanded, so
Simon Gillett and Charles Bartlett were also in the crew. 516
The championships were held between 23 and 28 August. 517 In their first race the
Australians won the tougher of the two heats and in the faster time. But it proved to be
the best row of the trip – four days too soon. 518 In the final they lost the bronze medal
by the barest of margins. 519 Ahead of them were two crews they had beaten in the
heat, Italy and Denmark. It was Spain who snatched the bronze. 520 The men’s
heavyweight four and the women’s open sculler and four were seventh, eighth and
ninth respectively. 521

***

In December 1982 Peter Antonie stroked the MUBC lightweight eight to the
Victorian title at Ballarat, 522 but as the new year began was back sculling, although
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initially with only moderate success. The national trials were again held at Ballarat,
Penrith and West Lakes, and at all three regattas Allan Pollock was dominant. 523
Antonie was second at Ballarat

524

and Penrith, 525 then at West Lakes. 526 But Peter

had the final word, winning the national title on Perth’s Canning River in April, with
Pollock second and John McKenzie third. 527 ‘This was a turning point,’ Antonie was
to say later. ‘In my third year of sculling I was starting to learn.’ 528 In addition,
Antonie and McKenzie won the lightweight double sculls. 529

The 1983 World and FISA Lightweight Championships were to be held in Duisburg,
West Germany. At final trials, held immediately after the national regatta, Antonie
was selected not as the lightweight sculler but as a member of the lightweight eight.
He would again row on bow side – in the five-seat. Allan Pollock was to be the
eight’s reserve – but would also scull. 530 While pleased to have been recognised for
his rowing prowess, Peter was disappointed. 531 The eight’s coach was to be Rusty
Robertson. 532 The squad again trained from the Sydney Grammar School shed on the
Parramatta River but also at Penrith during the weekends, where they underwent two
five-hour sessions. Also incorporated into the crew’s preparations was hill running
and high-repetition weight training. 533

The team arrived in Duisburg on 23 August. Five days later the ‘heavy’ eight,
coached by Reinhold Batschi, won their heat easily. The following day, however, the
lightweights could manage only third place, so were in a repechage. At that stage,
according to Antonie, the crew was ‘a disaster’.534 Then, however, they cruised to an
easy repechage win, and so made the final, contested on Saturday 3 September. 535
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Their opposition were Denmark, Italy, the United States, West Germany and Spain.
For the first half of the race the Australian eight led, just 0.78 of a second in front of
Spain with the Danes half a length behind. In the third 500 metres, however, Spain
went past Australia, and in the final quarter of the race gained another second. 536 They
won in 5:45.05, with Australia 1.70 seconds back and Denmark a mere 0.11 of a
second away in the bronze medal position.

The crew’s silver medal was just the incentive needed by the heavyweight eight, who
contested their final the following day. The Australians were third, behind New
Zealand and East Germany, and regarded the performance as a lost opportunity. 537 It
was, however, Australia’s first medal in open men’s eights for fifteen years. In the
lightweight sculls Allan Pollock was fifth in a race won by Bjarne Eltang of
Denmark. 538 In the corresponding heavyweight event Tim McLaren finished seventh,
the best result by an Australian sculler since 1956. 539 Meanwhile the under-23 team
had dominated the four-test series in New Zealand, among them single and double
scullers Paul Reedy and Tony Lovrich. 540 The sculling renaissance was under way.

***

It was at this time that Peter Antonie found another rowing talent. He began coaching
Carey Grammar School, one of the newer schools in the APS. 541 The position had just
been vacated by Noel Donaldson, who while there had ‘discovered’ a great new talent
named James Tomkins. 542 The school’s sports master, Geoff Thomas, formed the
view that someone with high level or even international experience was needed for the
position, otherwise there was the risk that inferior technique might become ingrained.
Carey old boy Charles Bartlett recommended Peter, who accepted, and also became
part-time boatman. 543
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***

As the 1984 season began Peter was asked to combine with Charles Bartlett, Steve
Spurling and Phil Gardiner in a bid to win the national interclub coxless fours title and
the Penrith Cup. The coach was David England, whose major problem was that each
of his charges was a natural strokesider. Peter, however, had for the past two years
rowed in the national eight on bow side, so when Gardiner was also prevailed upon to
switch, England had his crew. The four would also be training and racing in pairs,
Peter with Charles and the Phil with Steve. 544

Results in the Victorian championships and the three national trials were mixed, with
Antonie and Bartlett more successful than the four. Only at Penrith in the second trial
were wins recorded in both events. Indeed the four had to share the spoils with
Barwon 545 and Mercantile. 546 The state selectors eventually nominated MUBC as the
Penrith Cup crew, thus ensuring close racing in the interclub fours event when the
national regatta was held for the first time on the new Lake Barrington course in
northern Tasmania. 547

First, however, came the battle for supremacy in the interclub pairs event, which
Antonie and Bartlett won comfortably. Gardiner and Spurling dead-heated for second
place with a Tasmanian combination. In the fours final, though, the result was not as
anticipated by the state selectors, with Barwon winning comfortably and MUBC only
just holding out Mercantile. 548

In the interstate championship the following day, however, Gardiner, Bartlett, Antonie
and Spurling were never threatened. 549 They won with a length of clear water between
them and Tasmania, winners for the past three years.550 In addition Paul Reedy won
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the President’s Cup for Victoria by just 0.1 of a second from Tony Lovrich of WA.
The previous day, in the national interclub event, Lovrich had won narrowly from
Ballarat’s Gary Gullock and Reedy, and Tim McLaren and Allan Pollock had won the
double sculls. 551 Reedy, Lovrich, Gullock and McLaren were selected as the Olympic
quad scull, to be coached by Rusty Robertson.

Antonie, Spurling, Gardiner and Bartlett were all selected for the lightweight eight to
contest the FISA Lightweight Championships in Montreal. Antonie was in the sevenseat – still on bowside. The coach this time was to be David Palfreyman. Also in the
lightweight squad was a women’s eight coached by MUBC’s Brian Dalton. 552 For the
lightweight eight, it was a disastrous experience. Antonie, Bartlett and Spurling fell
victim in Canada to a virulent virus, and the crew was unable to race in lead-up
events. More members of the eight became ill, and the crew were unable to train for
most of the week leading up to the FISA Championships. 553 As a result the
Australians were third in both their heat and repechage, and so failed to make the
final. In the petite finale for places 7 to 12, and with the virus still affecting several
members of the crew, the Australians could manage only fourth place. 554 Phil
Gardiner described the experience as ‘a nightmare’. 555 However, Brian Dalton’s
women’s eight won silver. 556

***

There was better news from Australia’s heavyweight team. At the Los Angeles
Olympic Games, the men’s quad – Paul Reedy, Tony Lovrich, Gary Gullock and Tim
McLaren - had won the silver medal, failing by just 0.43 of a second, in their first
competition at senior level, to be Olympic champions. That honour went to West
Germany. Rusty Robertson had answered those who believed his type of training was
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better suited to sweep rowers than scullers – and Australian sculling was now ‘on the
map’. The Reinhold Batschi-coached men’s eight and the women’s four each won
bronze 557 at what was easily Australia’s best ever Olympic Regatta.558 It was claimed
that despite the absence of eastern bloc entries the performances confirmed Australia
as one of the top rowing nations in men’s elite competition. 559

Having in Montreal seen Bjarne Eltang of Denmark win the lightweight sculls title for
the second time, Peter Antonie now considered the single scull the boat class, and
could think of nothing else. ‘The one who wins that is it.’ He had not been home long
when he returned to the single scull at a local regatta - and won. He also met a young
Danish woman, who told him she knew Eltang. Antonie asked her to relay a message
to the world champion: ‘Tell him I’m coming to get him.’ 560
4.10 A new beginning
Intent now on putting sweep rowing behind hum, Peter determined on producing
outstanding performances in the single scull and gaining selection for the 1985 World
Championships, to be held at Hazewinkel. David Yates says Peter came back from
Montreal ‘driven’:
‘A lot of people would have come back and blamed…the illnesses, but Peter came back and
lifted his training significantly. He doubled his training load – again – and I thought “we’d
better get this under control.” My input was to manage it so it didn’t kill him, which was
always, probable. I don’t think I ever had to drive him, but I did have to manage him on
occasions.’ 561

At the first of the three selection regattas, at West Lakes, Peter won by eighteen
seconds from his main rivals, Allan Pollock and Bob Allen. At Penrith he beat John
McKenzie, eleven seconds in arrears 562 – in a time three seconds faster than Paul
Reedy recorded when winning the heavyweight sculls a few minutes later. 563 At
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Ballarat he again beat McKenzie, with Pollock third and Allen fourth. 564 At the
national championships, also held at Ballarat, Antonie beat a field of 30 with a
performance that had supporters describing him as the most likely medal prospect for
Australia at the World Championships. 565 Again, he was almost eleven seconds ahead
of John McKenzie, 566 while his time was only 2.4 seconds slower than that recorded
by Gary Gullock when winning the open sculls seven minutes later – and Gullock was
‘pushed’ by his opposition. 567 Not content with winning the lightweight single, Peter
also stroked an MUBC/Fremantle composite crew that won the open quad sculls, 568
and he and McKenzie finished a creditable second behind Gullock and Andrew
Cassidy in the double sculls. 569 Antonie’s performance was part of Victoria’s
domination of the regatta. The King’s Cup eight had the race won by half way.
Particular mention was made of their ‘brilliant young stroke’ James Tomkins. 570
Antonie also managed, in his second year with the school, to coach the Carey
Grammar first eight to a win in the Victorian Head of the River. It was the first since
the school entered the event in 1962. 571

The Australian squad selected to contest the World Championships contained two
lightweight scullers: Peter Antonie and Adair Ferguson. 572 Peter would not, however,
be coached by David Yates. Early in May he moved to Sydney to train for four
months with Rusty Robertson, who also had charge of the quad scull: Paul Reedy and
Tony Lovrich from the Los Angeles ‘silver quad’, Richard Powell of Queensland and
South Australia’s John Bentley. Thus began a campaign that Peter hoped would make
him seventh time lucky. 573 The group moved into the Sydney Grammar School
boatshed. They trained twice a day, then did hill sprints. Richard Powell believes the
workload may have been too intense, and cites a medical case within the squad:
564
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‘There’s a protein that’s released for an enzyme in the blood, Creatine Phosphokinase, or
CPK. After (one) of our blood tests (team doctor) Bill Webb got a ‘phone call…telling
him…one of his patients might be about to have a heart attack. On being told it was Tony
Lovrich, Bill told the caller Tony was training for the World Rowing Championships! But
the enzyme is released when the muscle breaks down, and Tony’s reading was ‘off the
scale’. And that is often an indicator of a pending heart attack, but you get muscle
breakdown. And…we were actually breaking down muscle. I…got down to about 81
kilograms. And while Rusty used to say: “Have you ever seen a fat race horse that won?” at
that weight we were too light. We needed to have a ‘buffer’…And I’d say Peter was…the
same. Whatever Rusty said Peter would do at 110 per cent. The more work Rusty put into
him, the more Peter did, and the more he soaked it up. And he was ‘cooked’.’ 574

Paul Reedy, who admits that following the quad’s Olympic silver in 1984 he and
Tony Lovrich were Rusty ‘disciples’, acknowledges that those four months were
tough.
‘The training was a genuine overload-type program. For us it was very similar to the training we
had done the year before in the quad…so we all had confidence in Rusty and in what we were
doing. But there is no question it was the hardest stuff we had ever done.’ 575

Peter agrees the workload undertaken was intensive, but argues that he had undergone
a similar program in 1983 with Rusty – ‘and won a silver with an average crew.’ He
acknowledges, however, that ‘perhaps we did do too much.’ 576

Before the world titles – now known officially as the World Lightweight
Championships 577 – the team held a two-week training camp at Lucerne. During the
camp there was some illness within the quad. 578 Brian Dalton, now coach of the
women’s lightweight four, noted when the team arrived at Hazewinkel that Peter’s
form ‘just wasn’t the same…Peter had been untouchable in Australia…But when he
got to Hazewinkel his form just wasn’t the same: he was a tired athlete and sculled
accordingly.’ 579 Another to notice the change was Terry Phillips, also from MUBC,
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who had gained press accreditation. ‘In 1985 Peter had done everything, but by the
time he got to Hazewinkel he looked tired and overtrained’. 580

These observations proved accurate: As a result Peter was third in his heat. He still
had not recovered when he raced in the repechage, and was third again. In the semifinal Peter led to the 500-metre mark but was unable to maintain that pace and
finished fifth. In the petite finale he finished third, behind Jorma Moetoenen of
Sweden and Canada’s Peter Tattersall, and so was ninth overall. 581 The title was won
by Ruggero Verroca of Italy. 582 Terry Phillips says Peter was ‘shattered’ after the
finish of the petite finale and had tears in his eyes. ‘He started to break down and had
to walk away. 583 I have never seen him so ‘down’. We all thought it would be his
year.’ 584 Brian Dalton was equally distraught. ‘Peter showed nothing like the form he
had displayed in Australia. He was pretty down and pretty dirty on himself. But he
would never blame anybody else for his performance: he would cop it square…’ 585

Adair Ferguson, however, in the sport barely two years, became the women’s world
lightweight sculling champion. 586 and Dalton’s four won bronze. James Tomkins,
who rowed in an unsuccessful eight and for whom Hazewinkel was the first
international experience, confesses to having taken ‘not much notice’ of Peter, but
does recall ‘an enigmatic character with a reputation as the ‘hard man’ of the sport – a
real tough competitor’. 587 On returning to Melbourne Peter told David Yates he felt
‘uncomfortable’ in Sydney, and that he had his own training base in Melbourne. Yates
believed Peter had been overtrained and had not ‘peaked’ properly. 588
4.11 Commonwealth and World Champion
Rather than increase his charge’s training yet again, Yates increased his
‘management’ of Peter, who performed in the 1986 national trials just as he had in
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1985 and scored a trifecta of wins. 589 His performances – and dedication to training –
were making a profound impression on MUBC’s new recruits, notably Nick Green:
‘Peter I remember as someone to be scared of. He was a grumpy…bastard who would swan
around the club swearing and abusing and thinking the world was against him…At the time
we…thought he was not very approachable, and you’d build up the courage to say: “G’day,
Peter,” because he was a legend in the club…and at best you’d get a “Uh” or “G’day” back,
otherwise he’d ignore you completely…He was a very unusual character who had this
persona of being… a very…angry man, but…he was just very focused. We also saw him as
one of the most determined characters, and hardworking. It was never uncommon to hear
him grunting and groaning and yelling and screaming, either training or racing, particularly
on the Yarra. Because of his persona you would also watch him race, you wanted to learn
something from him. You’d actually get a bike and follow him. His racing tactic was
probably one of great courage. He would often sprint very hard to get in front of
someone…and…talk to them during the race and give a verbal commentary on them. But at
all times he never disrespected the sport. He was challenged by the sport and he had the
sport as a high priority in his life, but also wanted to make sure he achieved everything he
could. That determination and commitment was far beyond what we had ever seen
before.’ 590

The national regatta was held at West Lakes. Peter Antonie won the lightweight sculls
final by more than ten seconds. His performance was again considered world class,
and the pundits were rating him a very good gold medal prospect for the
Commonwealth Games. 591 ‘I had come out of the 1985 debacle and “into the light”,’
he was to declare later. ‘I trained…better, and made a quantum leap.’ 592 However, at
trials held immediately after the national regatta, Peter was asked to row in fours
rather than scull. A fellow triallist, Nick Hunter, recalls Peter confronting the national
selectors and issuing an ultimatum: ‘It’s the ‘single’ or nothing.‘ Hunter says Antonie
met some resistance, with reference made to his poor performance the previous year.
But determination won the day, albeit with a caveat: ‘This is your last chance,’ he was
told. ‘You performed badly last year. Don’t let us down this time.’ 593
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This time Antonie’s coach was to be David Yates. The major selection criterion was
that contestants must be capable of a medal at the Commonwealth Games. A reduced
team, including Antonie and Yates, would go on to contest the World Championships
at Nottingham, England. In the lead up to the two championships Peter had an
emphatic win at the Lucerne International Regatta. Such was the standard of the 27man field that the reigning world champion Ruggero Verroca of Italy and the 1982
winner, Raimund Haberl of Austria, did not make the final. 594 The only major rival
not there was Bjarne Eltang. The Dane had a week earlier won the Diamond Sculls at
Henley Royal Regatta and in the process beaten former winner Steve Redgrave. 595

The Commonwealth Games regatta was held at Strathclyde, closer to Glasgow than
Edinburgh. ABC Television commentator Neville Oliver recalls there was no doubt
among English commentators that had Antonie also entered the heavyweight sculls at
the Games he could have upset Redgrave, England’s entry in the event. It was the first
time rowing had been in the Commonwealth Games since the 1962 event in Perth,
Western Australia – and the first time it had featured lightweight rowing and
sculling. 596

In his heat, Antonie dominated from the outset. He employed precisely the same
tactics in the final, and gave what Neville Oliver described as ‘a brilliant technical
performance.’ A few minutes later he was at last atop the international winner’s dais.
Oliver’s accompanying comment: ‘Nobody has done more for Australian lightweight
rowing than Peter Antonie.’ 597 Only minutes later, however, the medal had been
removed from around Peter’s neck, and was lying atop his kit bag. He told bystanders:
‘I’m not here to win the Commonwealth Games: I’ve come to win the world
championship.’ 598 The men’s open sculls was duly won by Steve Redgrave, who also
took out the coxless pairs with Andy Holmes and stroked the winning English coxed
four. Their respective sculling times, however, lent credence to the pre-Games
speculation that Antonie might have beaten the Englishman had he contested the open
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sculls. Peter recorded 7:16.43, while Redgrave’s time was more than twelve seconds
slower. 599

For Australia the Commonwealth Games were a triumph. Antonie was one of four
gold medallists, the others being Adair Ferguson in the women’s lightweight sculls,
and the men’s and women’s eights. Silver medals were won by Richard Powell in the
open sculls, and Paul Reedy and Brenton Terrell in the double sculls. 600 At what was
potentially the pinnacle of his career approached, Antonie “felt good”. In a preview to
the World Championships, Britain’s Rowing magazine described the lightweight
sculls as ‘one of the toughest events in the world’. 601

On the first day of the championships, Peter was drawn against the Austrian, Raimund
Haberl, the winner in 1982 but this time not considered a medal contender. Also there
was Bjarne Eltang. Not only had Eltang won consecutive titles in 1983 and 1984; he
was also, given his recent Diamond Sculls win against Steve Redgrave, in good
current form. Antonie’s speed out of the start was matched by both Haberl and Eltang.
The Dane, however, then resigned himself to contesting the repechage and dropped
back, but Haberl had won – by 4.83 seconds. It was Peter’s first defeat for some time
– and a comprehensive one. In order to make the semi-finals Antonie was required in
his repechage to finish in the first three. Again he led for much of the race, but with
his place in a semi-final assured he eased down, and it was Wim van Belleghem of
Belgium who crossed the line first. Eltang qualified in a later repechage. In his semifinal it was not Antonie who led early but Haberl, and at halfway the Austrian led by
more than a second from Antonie and Sweden’s Jorma Moetoenen, with Eltang in
fourth place. The Danish champion then swept imperiously past Moetoenen, then
Antonie, then Haberl, and with 500 metres to go the real battle was for second, third
and fourth places. Haberl paid for his earlier efforts while Antonie and Moetoenen
maintained their form, and it was the Australian and the Swede who joined Eltang in
the final. 602 But Yates was anxious:
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‘Eltang had won, so it didn’t look…good…At that stage we thought Peter was over his peak
and pretty tired. So…we did something we would not normally do and called a day off
between the semis and the final. I wouldn’t let him row. It was a bit of a worry from the
point of view of making weight but I felt it was necessary for him to freshen up a bit. He was
pretty flat.’ 603

One thing that would not change, however, was Peter’s race strategy: ‘To know where
I was and to go hard early, because I knew Eltang would come home strongly. It was
a two-year race plan based on not screwing up at the end of it and keeping my form
clean right to the end of the race.’ 604 Antonie duly did in the final precisely what he
had done in Switzerland and Scotland – blazed out of the start and got his bow in front
– but after 500 metres the lead was a mere 1.32 seconds. Glen Florio of the United
States was the closest challenger, with Per Saetersdal of Norway half a second further
back and van Belleghem, Eltang and Moetoenen biding their time.

Over the next eight hundred metres Antonie increased his lead, first gaining clear
water then pushing out to almost two boat lengths. But then Eltang began to move.
The man who, said the commentators, was an extraordinary 10 pounds or almost five
kilograms over the lightweight weight limit three days before racing, defied
expectations that the effort would have weakened him by sweeping past van
Belleghem, Saetersdal and Florio and beginning a challenge clearly indicating
superior boat speed to any of the other contestants – including Antonie. The
Australian’s five-second lead rapidly became less than two seconds, and with 250
metres to go Eltang was within half a boat length of the Australian. Antonie
responded, his rating now above forty strokes a minute, and he appeared for a few
seconds to be holding the Dane out. But Eltang came at him once more. With ten
metres to go, through what appeared to be a combination of desperation and utter
exhaustion Antonie forsook the use of his slide and instead took four rapid strokes
sitting almost stationary. As they crossed the line, it was simply impossible to
ascertain who had won, and the results board immediately flashed up ‘Photo Finish’.

The consensus everywhere was that as he and Antonie each took their last stroke
Eltang had the greater momentum. As they crossed the line the bow of his boat had
603
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certainly shot well clear. But then up on the results board flashed the result: First,
Peter Antonie, Australia! His time was seven minutes 18.10 seconds, 605 Eltang’s
7.18.12. The Australian had won by two one hundredths of a second. 606 His race plan
– to get as far in front as possible and hold on – had worked brilliantly. 607

As he ‘warmed down’, Antonie experienced myriad emotions. Exhaustion, relief –
and contentment that what had been a concentrated two-year campaign had
culminated in the result he so wanted. ‘You couldn’t beat the feeling just at that
moment,’ Peter said later. As he headed towards the presentation area he also
reflected on the way his career had ‘rolled out’ over the past 10 years, and given that
lightweight sculling had never been on the Olympic program and at that stage was not
likely to be, felt that at long last he had reached his ‘pinnacle’ – at least for now. He
was world lightweight sculling champion. The struggle was over, the dream had come
true. 608

Thus did one of Australia’s most dedicated competitors at last reach the top of a
World Championships victory dais. 609 It was there, too, that Bjarne Eltang told him: ‘I
got the message’ – a reference to the challenge issued by Antonie through Eltang’s
compatriot two years earlier, and obviously faithfully conveyed. 610 ‘It had taken me
from 1980 to 1986,’ Peter was to say later, ‘but I had at last learnt to scull.’ 611 Not
until later still was he to admit that the ‘monkey’ that had been on his back since that
fateful day in Amsterdam nine years ago had finally been removed. 612 Neville Oliver
referred to Peter’s performance as ‘one of the bravest…I have ever seen from a single
sculler’ – and invoked a military motto.
‘If you could ever use the term “Who Dares Wins” in the context of an athletic pursuit, that
is what Peter Antonie did that day – and in all my years of covering rowing I can’t
remember it being done by anybody else. With people like (triple Olympic sculling
champion) Pertti Karppinen or (five-times world sculling champion) Peter-Michael Kolbe,
605
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two of the greatest heavyweight scullers the world has ever seen, it was ‘cat and mouse’. But
I never saw any of those great scullers dare do what Peter did, and that is, burn every ticket
you’ve got, have your backside hanging on the bottom of the boat and hope to God that your
punt was right. And his punt was right - by a few centimetres.’ 613

A men’s finals day that began with victory for Australia ended with another courtesy
of the men’s heavyweight eight, who thus achieved Australia’s first ever (and still
only) eights win at a world championships. 614 Among the crew members – Andrew
Cooper, Michael McKay and James Tomkins. The coach was Reinhold Batschi,
whose generous appraisal of the new lightweight sculling champion’s win was: ‘I
never saw a guy who could empty the tank so completely as Peter Antonie.’ 615 For
Tomkins and the remainder of the eight, Peter’s result had provided a real spur: ‘If he
can win, we can. If this lightweight, mad, competitive, hard bastard can get across the
line in a scull…then we definitely had to get across the line.’ 616

On arrival home Peter told The Age he would probably defend his title in Copenhagen
the following year. After that, however, he would consider putting on weight so that
he could compete at the Olympics. 617 As if to reinforce his total dedication to rowing,
he accepted a position as the first ever full-time Coaching Director and Promotions
Officer for the Victorian Rowing Association. He also continued coaching Carey
Grammar. 618
4.12 A year too far?
On Australia Day 1987 it was announced that the 1986 performances by Peter
Antonie and the men’s eight were to be recognised by the awarding to each of them of
the Medal of the Order of Australia – OAM. The official citation read: ‘For services
to the sport of rowing’. 619 For Peter Antonie, however, it was ‘business as usual’. He
again won the lightweight sculls at all three selection regattas. 620
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Paul Reedy had meanwhile rejoined Team Yates. He and Peter had discussed one day
double sculling together, so given Peter had again been ruminating about switching to
the heavyweight ranks with the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games in mind, 621 that strategy
was taken a stage further. The pair entered the national regatta at Lake Barrington,
and in the final beat New Zealanders Conrad Robertson and Eric Verdonk. Robertson
had won several fours and eights world championships, while Verdonk was an
‘emerging’ sculler. 622 For Antonie, however, one title was again not enough: he also
won the lightweight sculls and, with Reedy aboard, the quad sculls. Richard Powell
again won the men’s interstate sculling crown. 623 When the Australian team to contest
the World Championships in Copenhagen was announced, Peter Antonie and David
Yates were reported as being ‘almost automatic selections to defend the title Antonie
won last year’. Paul Reedy was to be in the heavyweight double scull with Richard
Powell. 624

For the first time, too, Antonie was being mentioned in the same breath as some of the
‘greats’ of Australian sculling. According to Roger Wilson, Peter had ‘joined a long
line of illustrious and internationally successful sculler such as Bobby Pearce, Merv
Wood and Stuart Mackenzie’. Antonie himself was only looking ahead, now going
‘on the record’ to declare that he had as his immediate ambition the defence of his
world lightweight sculls title, but that he would then aim to compete at the 1988
Olympics in the open ranks. He notes: ‘Given there is no lightweight rowing on the
Olympic program, I will have to put on weight, from my present 72.5 kg, to move up
to open competition. I hope to be in either a double or quad scull.’ Peter nevertheless
declared himself ‘desperate’ to prove the previous year’s result was no fluke. ‘I am
going to put even more effort and time into my training than last year – if that is
possible. My main danger is again likely to be Bjarne Eltang.’ The training program
now comprised fifteen sessions a week: twelve in the boat – from 7.30 to 9 am, then 4
– 5.30 pm., six days a week – and three in the gym. Peter was meanwhile maintaining
his role as part-time Promotions Officer for the VRA, which provided him with some
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much-needed income. 625 He also continued coaching Carey Grammar’s Head of the
River crew, and just to ensure his day was adequately filled, had returned to studying
and begun an economics and accounting course at the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology. Little wonder he chose not to contest any lead-up international
regattas. 626

The sculler and his coach arranged for Peter to train prior to the World
Championships in Switzerland. Yates would join him a few days later. When Yates
arrived, Antonie was disconsolate: he was experiencing problems getting down to the
required weight. Yates attributed this to Peter’s weight training regimen:
‘He was always keener on weight training than I advocated. I had never believed in
micromanaging lightweights, but I did do graphs of their body weights. And in hindsight I
think…we should have been doing…skinfolds as well. I think…the weights were on track
but Peter was actually at a lower skinfold than he had been in previous years, so coming in
to the World Championships it was becoming too difficult for him to make weight, as he had
to lose muscle mass rather than body fat. So he had a horrendous time getting down to
weight. Peter was very self-disciplined and very good at making weight…but I think he just
started from too high a body mass, and there was a period there – weeks rather than months
– of eating little more than carrots and lettuce. And that’s not…the greatest way to prepare
for a world championship! From that point of view he went into Copenhagen badly
prepared.’ 627

In his world championships heat, Peter qualified comfortably for the semi-finals in
second place, behind Franz Gobel of the Netherlands. Two other world champions,
Ruggero Verroca of Italy and Bjarne Eltang of Denmark, also qualified for the
penultimate round by finishing second. Peter was third in his semi-final behind
Verroca and a Canadian, David Wright, while Gobel and Eltang also qualified for the
final. As in the 1986 final, Peter moved into the lead and held it until halfway. This
time, though, he did not get out far enough, in a strong headwind, to prevent most of
the other competitors rowing him down. The race was won by Wim van Belleghem of
Belgium, who thus left three former world champions in his wake. Eltang was fourth,
but at least had the grim satisfaction of finishing in front of Antonie.
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The Australian eight could manage only one place better, missing out on the bronze
medal by just 0.36 of a second. Reedy and Powell could not advance beyond their
repechage. 628 After the championships, and now firm friends with Bjarne Eltang,
Antonie threw down another challenge to the Danish champion: ‘I can put on more
weight than you over the next 24 hours.’ A ‘big night’ ensued, and the following
afternoon the pair visited the weighing station at the rowing course. Eltang ‘won’
again, weighing in at 83 kilograms, two more than Antonie. 629 That ‘binge’ in
Copenhagen was surely definitive proof that both were ready to move up to the open
ranks – and that their lightweight deprivations were a thing of the past. 630

Dr Steve Hinchy, team manager in 1986 and 1987, thought Peter’s move to the
heavyweight ranks was ‘a good idea’, particularly given his size and strength:
‘When you do all the training to bulk up and you have the strength - Peter was absolutely
explosive - you put on muscle bulk, you put on weight…If you start off at 60 kilograms and
bulk up, fine, you can get to 72.5 kilograms, but if you’re sitting up around that mark
anyway and trying to do the training and the heavy weights to give you the strength it’s very
difficult to maintain your lightweight status. And Peter was keen on his weight training and
of stocky build. I thought it was a difficult job for him, and to me (moving up to
heavyweight) made sense.’ 631

At the end of 1987, then, ‘sick of starving’, 632 the athlete later described as ‘a natural
middleweight in a sport that has no place for in-betweens’633 officially switched to the
heavyweight ranks. Peter also resigned as the VRA’s Promotions Officer, so that he
could better concentrate his efforts on Seoul but also have ‘some time away from
rowing’. 634 This was part of a deliberate search now undertaken for a more balanced
lifestyle and greater job security. Dual Olympian and Victorian King’s Cup oarsman
Brian Richardson, now an MUBC coach, recalls Peter approaching him ‘in quite an
emotional panic’:
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‘He had…no professional work experience to speak of…he had a lot of rowing medals,
basically. And I think Peter was at this crisis point in his life, at which he had devoted
everything to rowing and reached the point where he realised he had to do something on the
work side.’ 635

So employing the same focused energy he had put into his training and racing, Peter
analysed his career prospects and consulted a range of contacts. One of these was Paul
van Veenendaal, who proved as good a friend as ever. Paul arranged for Peter to meet
Bill Lloyd, Finance Director with General Motors Holden, 636 who through one of his
contacts found for Peter an opening with the investment division of ANZ Bank. Peter
would be trained in-house as a financial planner.637
4.13 Olympic debut
Peter now linked up again with Paul Reedy in the double scull. 638 He also received a
surprise invitation: to be a member of the squad from which the 1988 Victorian
King’s Cup eight would be selected. 639 When the national selection series began at
West Lakes in January, local sculler Brenton Terrell held out a fast-finishing Peter
Antonie to inflict the first trials defeat on the Melburnian since 1984. Paul Reedy was
third. Antonie and Reedy then beat Terrell and Tony Lovrich in the double sculls. 640
At Ballarat a resurgent Antonie turned the tables on Terrell. Richard Powell was third
and Reedy fourth. Antonie and Reedy again won the ‘double’, then repeated the feat
at Penrith, where Antonie and Powell were first and second in the single and Gary
Gullock third. 641

As part of the selection process for the King’s Cup eight, coach Brian Richardson held
regular ergometer trials – ‘two at a time, to put a bit of pressure on the athletes’. At
one such trial, Peter Antonie was paired with Michael McKay. The 75-kilogram
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Antonie almost beat McKay, who weighed 90 kilograms. So impressed were McKay,
James Tomkins and Richardson that Peter was chosen to stroke the Victorian eight. 642

David Yates decided neither Peter nor Paul Reedy should enter the interclub single
sculls event at the national regatta but instead concentrate on the ‘double’ and the
‘quad’. 643 The pair won both events, combining in the quad with Hamish McGlashan
of MUBC and Gary Gullock. Antonie stroked both crews. 644 Victoria then won the
King’s Cup in five minutes 25.99 seconds – the fastest time since the event was first
raced over 2000 metres in 1960, and still the race record. Having previously won the
Penrith Cup, Antonie had thus won two of the three major interstate trophies. 645

Debate then raged as to whether the Victorian eight should have been selected intact
for Seoul. James Tomkins believes the crew should have been kept together, 646 while
Peter Philp said the crew could have won the gold medal. 647 However the selectors
maintained the policy, introduced by Reinnhold Batschi, of choosing the crew based
on small boat trials. 648 Peter Antonie contends that had the selectors included the
ineligible members of the Victorian eight among oarsmen from which they selected
the final combination, ‘they would have come up with the (Victorian) crew.’ 649

The national interclub single sculls title was won by Richard Powell of the University
of Quensland, from Brenton Terrell of Port Adelaide. In the President’s Cup for the
interstate title the following day, however, it was Terrell, who came home first, ahead
of Paul Reedy and Powell. 650 Powell, Terrell, Reedy and Peter Antonie were asked by
the selectors to remain at Penrith for further sculling trials. Hamish McGlashan, fourth
in the national single sculls event, was added to the squad. Trials in the double scull
proved inconclusive, so when, as required, the quad got within ten seconds of the
eight it was selected. Peter Antonie, stroke of the crew, was going to the Olympic
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Games. 651 So was David Yates, selected to coach the quad.652 On a pre-Games tour of
Europe the quad won at Amsterdam 653 then at the Henley Royal Regatta in England,
where Hamish McGlashan won the prestigious Diamond Sculls. 654 At Lucerne they
won the petite finale. 655

The Olympic Regatta in Seoul was contested on the Han River course, 10 kilometres
north-east of the Olympic Village. 656 In their heat the quad were second behind East
Germany, 657 and so were into the semi-final, 658 in which Norway and the Soviet
Union led that field home. In a desperate race for third place, Australia just held out
Czechoslovakia, and so were in the medal round. ‘We rowed ourselves to a standstill,’
says Powell. 659 In the final the Australians managed fifth place in a race won by
Italy. 660 The results board showed they were 2.98 seconds away from the bronze
medal. 661 ‘The semi-final was our final,’ says Richard Powell. ‘We had the top taken
off us in the semi.’ 662 In the single sculls, Hamish McGlashan provided a major
surprise by coming fourth, while the eight never reached their potential and were
fifth. 663
Following the Games David Yates retired from coaching, 664 but Peter Antonie’s
single-minded quest for rowing success continued: ‘I should have had a break but
didn’t feel comfortable doing that. I didn’t think I was good enough to do that.’ 665
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4.14 Increasing momentum
As if to confirm how correct had been Peter’s decision to leave the lightweights
ranks, FISA decided at its 1989 Extraordinary Congress that no lightweight
category would be added to the Games program in Barcelona in 1992. 666 Peter
and Paul Reedy had meanwhile asked Brian Richardson to coach them in the
double.
The pair featured strongly in each of the national selection regattas. 667 At the
‘nationals’, held at Collie in WA, Richard Powell retained his single sculls title,
winning from Antonie and Reedy. 668 But a cyclone put paid to the Melburnians’
opportunity to defend their double sculls title. The interstate events were also
abandoned. 669 An unofficial men’s eights race for a substitute King’s Cup was held at
Carrum between crews from Victoria, Western Australia and South Australia, and
Peter stroked the winning Victorian crew, with Paul behind him in the seven-seat.
Antonie and Reedy were named as the Australian double for the World
Championships, to be held in Bled, 670 with Brian Richardson their coach. 671

They won their first heat, then in the semi-final were third behind the reigning
Olympic champions, ‘Nico’ Rienks and Ronald Florijn of the Netherlands. In the final
the Australians were second at the halfway mark and with 500 metres to go held third
place. They failed by two seconds, however, to secure the bronze medal. Antonie and
Reedy were thought to have made up in courage what they lacked in size. 672 Having
been fourth in a heat Richard Powell recorded in his repechage what was thought to
be the fastest time every by an Australian – six minutes 58 seconds – but to no avail.
He was third, and so did not progress any further. 673
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Peter began 1990 by winning the Yarra Challenge and Silver Sculls at Melbourne’s
Henley Regatta, 674 and being selected as Victoria’s sculler at the National Regatta, to
be held at Lake Barrington. The event was to be a full-scale rehearsal for the pending
World Championships. Keenly anticipated were the clashes in both the interclub and
interstate sculls races between Antonie and Richard Powell. 675 Powell knew what to
expect:
‘I remember (Peter) telling me once he would do anything legal to win a race…When I
sculled with him in the quad, which he steered, he would move across to the side of the lane
and ‘wash off’ the crew in the next lane, and he used to do it in the single. He was really
cunning. If, before the race or at the start, he could put someone off just to get a
psychological edge, or purposely break at the start to unsettle someone, or whatever it was
that was legal, he would have a go to get an edge, because he’s so competitive like that.’ 676

On this occasion Powell had the upper hand, winning the interclub title by just 0.28 of
a second after a stroke-for-stroke struggle, then a day later the interstate event by a
much larger margin as the lighter Antonie struggled in a strong headwind. Thus did
Peter lose an opportunity for a place in Australian rowing history - as the first winner
of the Penrith Cup, the King’s Cup and the President’s Cup. With Paul Reedy,
however, he won the double sculls, and also stroked the winning MUBC/WendoureeBallarat quad. 677

Only two national trials were held, both at Carrum. In the first Antonie beat Powell by
more than two lengths, then joined Reedy to win the double, 678 and in the second beat
promising Victorian newcomer Jason Day and Powell before he and Reedy again
won. 679 With Brian Richardson as their coach, they were selected for the World
Championships 680 – the first ever held in Australia. 681 In their heat Antonie and
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Reedy beat the United States and Finland. In the semi-final they were beaten by
Austria and Bulgaria, but were in the final. 682

In the medal round the Australians paced themselves until half way and were in
contention. 683 East Germany then edged ahead, but Austria chased and passed them
and in strong headwind conditions the smaller Australians worked hard to keep up
with the leaders. The gold and silver medals were decided but the Australians were
able in the final quarter to hold off a fast-finishing American crew and earn the bronze
medal – Australia’s first of the championships. 684 Neville Oliver, host of the ABC’s
television coverage, described it as ‘a quality medal.’ 685

The day after their final, Antonie and Reedy were interviewed on Channel 7’s
Sportsworld program. 686 Antonie said he had experienced ‘a bit of a drought since
1986’ and ‘it was great to be back on the dais again.’ Referring to his transition from
the lightweight to the heavyweight ranks, he described himself as ‘nowadays a small
heavyweight. I can eat what I like’. Antonie was also looking ahead. ‘Barcelona is
only twenty months away. I’ve got big plans.’ The use of the singular was striking. He
also indicated that Barcelona would ‘probably’ mark the end of his rowing and
sculling career. Again, there was use of the singular. 687 Australia’s lightweight men’s
quad also won bronze, while the women’s lightweight four, coached by Brian Dalton,
won silver. But the greatest moment of the championships was still to come.

Australia had developed a coxless four of huge potential comprising three members of
Melbourne’s Mercantile club – Mike McKay, Sam Patten and James Tomkins – and,
from Melbourne University Boat Club, Nick Green. The crew had won at Lucerne,688
broken the course record, 689 and been ‘christened’ the Awesome Foursome’. Amid
wild celebrations the ‘Foursome’ won Australia’s only gold medal of the
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championships. 690 At the conclusion of the regatta, Alf Hansen of Norway became the
first person to be awarded the Thomas Keller Medal ‘for an outstanding career in
rowing’. The award had been the personal idea of the man who had led FISA from
1958 until 1989. Hansen received it in recognition of an international career spanning
eighteen years during which he won Olympic gold and silver and ten world
championships medals. 691

***

Peter Antonie began 1991 by again winning the Victorian sculling title. However,
Richard Powell and Jason Day, both now with the AIS, beat Antonie and Reedy. 692
Antonie then set out to defend his Yarra Challenge Cup and Silver Sculls title at the
Australian Henley regatta – but faced a formidable opponent in the German Olympic
champion Thomas Lange. According to course commentator Roger Wilson it was one
of the best races he ever saw:
‘There was this giant of a man against a lightweight. However, Peter…was able to rate very
high at the finish of a race. And…he really rated very high near the finish and…got so close
to Lange I thought maybe one stroke past the line he would have won. He…lost by a third of
a metre. I thought that was an extraordinary performance against the Olympic champion, a
lightweight against a heavyweight in the single scull.’ 693

Peter Antonie, by now being described as ‘evergreen’, then contested the national
championships at West Lakes – and at last achieved the performance that would
secure his place in national rowing history. In what was adjudged the race of the
interclub finals, Antonie reversed the previous year’s single sculls result by just
beating Richard Powell to the line. He was Australia’s heavyweight single sculls
champion at last, after a four-year campaign in which Powell had always proved his
nemesis - until now. The winning margin was just 0.39 of a second. The following
day came the interstate events. Antonie had been selected to scull for Victoria in the
President’s Cup. The stage was therefore set for him to complete a national/interstate
‘double’. Having, moreover, already won both the Penrith Cup and the King’s Cup, he
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was on the brink of attaining what had never been achieved before – wins in all three
interstate races for men. Antonie had fallen at the final hurdle last year: had his
moment come this time?

Again, it was Richard Powell, sculling for Queensland, who stood in his way. Yet
again Antonie went out hard – and amid rapturous scenes gave Victoria – and many
other Australians rowing followers – the win they wanted for him. 694 Peter Antonie’s
name would now be on a trophy won in years past by the likes of Bobby Pearce, Merv
Wood and Stuart Mackenzie. 695 None, however, had achieved what Antonie just had.
It was a victory that surely reinforced the Victorian’s versatility: and marked another
major step in his transition from lightweight to the heavyweight ranks.

At the third and final national selection regatta, at Carrum, Antonie again beat Powell,
to confirm his new status as Australia’s top sculler, 696 but, as was the case at West
Lakes, 697 Powell and Day beat Antonie and Paul Reedy in the double. 698 Antonie in
the single scull and Powell and Day in the double were therefore virtually automatic
selections for the World Championships in Vienna. 699 In his first heat, Peter was third
behind Thomas Lange and New Zealander Eric Verdonk. In the repechage he
qualified for the semi-final by finishing a comfortable second behind Katejan
Broniewski of Poland. Peter then clearly indicated he was a medal prospect by
gaining third place but in the fourth fastest overall time. It did, however, require a
massive effort. In fourth place for much of the race, he began a controlled surge, and
rating 39 strokes a minute closed in on the leaders, Vaclav Chalupa of the Czech
Republic, Harald Faderbauer of Austria and the third-placed Norwegian, Rolf
Thorsen. At the line, with Peter’s stroke rate estimated at closer to 50 than 40, the
Czech and the Austrian remained out of reach but the Norwegian was unable to resist
the Australian’s effort, and Peter Antonie earned his place in the final by just 0.07 of a
second. 700 Team manager Andrew Guerin described the race as ‘one of toughest I
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have ever seen.’ So buoyed was Antonie, however, he managed to scull a ‘victory lap’
past the grandstand, to the applause of a crowd knowledgeable enough to realise what
an achievement it had been. 701 Peter’s performance was particularly appreciated by
lightweights, who had seen a genuine ex-lightweight make the final of the open sculls.
Paul Reedy called it ‘a massive achievement.’ 702

Coach Brian Richardson’s assessment of the final was that Peter ‘was never going to
beat Lange or Chalupa. He weighed 77-78 kilograms dripping wet and after a hot
meal, and was competing against heavyweight guys who were bloody good. But he
and I both believed he could (get) the bronze.’ 703 Peter went out harder than ever
before, at a rating estimated by some as over fifty strokes a minute. 704 By half way,
however, Lange and Broniewski had passed him. In the third quarter of the race
Chalupa also moved, as did Verdonk, and with 500 metres to go Peter was fifth. But
calling yet again on his extraordinary physical and mental reserves he regained the
initiative from Verdonk and set out after Broniewski. Ahead of them Lange was
proving supreme and Chalupa, too, was out of reach. But Antonie pushed furiously all
the way in a bid to catch Broniewski, only for the medal that so many in Vienna
believed he deserved to elude him. 705 Peter’s only consolation was that he had taken
over from Richard Powell the mantle of Australia’s fastest ever sculler, 706 while he
had also, it was thought, become the first sculler ever to contest a final of both the
lightweight and open single sculls. 707

Nick Green, in Vienna with the Oarsome Foursome, was hugely impressed:
‘One thing I remember about Peter in that race is the way he finished it: just as he finished
all his races…the last stroke he took was usually the last stroke he could take. Whatever the
result he would commit himself one hundred per cent in endeavour and intensity to
achieving his best performance. Obviously that ’91 race was a prime example of being
absolutely physically stuffed. But that wasn’t difficult for Peter. He did it every time.’ 708
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Andrew Guerin called Peter’s effort ‘superhuman’, 709 and was later to add that
for a person of Peter’s height and weight his result in the final was
‘unbelievable’. ‘He did, after all, give away almost twenty kilograms to his rivals.
What is more, he improves every year, and there is no sign that these
improvements will abate.’ 710

Australia did, however, win two gold medals, the first courtesy of the men’s
lightweight quad, who thereby became the first Australian sculling crew ever to win a
world championship. Stroke of the crew was Stephen Hawkins 711 and their coach Tim
McLaren, whose own sculling career had been cut short by back problems.712
McLaren had for the past two years had been Tasmania’s coaching director. 713 The
Oarsome Foursome took the second gold 714 and also made rowing history – as the
only Australian crew to win successive world titles. 715 Seven other Australian crews
got to the final, among them Jason Day and Richard Powell, who in the double sculls
were a creditable fifth. 716

4.15 Olympic Champion
Speculation about membership of the 1992 Olympic squad began almost as soon as
the 1991 championships had ended. Given there was still no lightweight rowing at the
Olympics, members of the winning lightweight quad in Vienna needed to decide
whether to continue as lightweights or move to the heavyweight ranks. Peter Antonie
was touted as a possible member of the heavyweight quad scull, which in Vienna
failed in the final. 717 But it was the double rather than the quad that Peter was
considering: ‘I came out of…’91…thinking “I’ve got to find a big, young,
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strong…competitive, aggressive oarsman to drag me down the track to win a gold
medal”.’ 718

However, come the first selection regatta, held in Canberra, Antonie sculled again
with Paul Reedy, but they could only dead heat with two of the 1991 lightweight gold
medallists, Bruce Hick and Gary Lynagh. Third were the other half of the Vienna
quad, Stephen Hawkins and Simon Burgess. 719 Richard Powell and Jason Day
withdrew when Powell became unwell.720 In the single sculls trials, Antonie prevailed
again 721

The national regatta venue was Carrum, and in the single sculls semi-finals Stephen
Hawkins beat Peter Antonie. 722 In the final, however, Antonie reversed the order and
retained his title. 723 In the double sculls, Antonie and Paul Reedy were fourth. 724 The
selectors therefore asked Antonie and Hawkins to trial together in the double.
Antonie’s reaction: ‘Crikey, he’s not a monster.’ He then realised Hawkins might
have been thinking the same about him. 725
Supervised by Brian Richardson, the pair trained in Melbourne. 726 and ‘clicked’.727
When they went to the final trials at Lake Barrington two weeks later, Richardson was
convinced they would win. 728 The trials took the form of two ‘match races’ against
Jason Day and Richard Powell, now recovered 729 – and the ‘lightweights’ won both
comfortably. Antonie was reminded of an earlier exceptional experience. ‘It felt like it
did in 1988 when I stroked the Victorian King’s Cup eight with people like James
Tomkins and Mike McKay behind me.’ 730 He had ‘no reservations at all’ about the
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selection made. ‘It was magnificent. Couldn’t believe it.’ 731 The selectors
recommended, however, that Tim McLaren, not Brian Richardson, coach the crew.
Richardson was instead offered the eight. Head coach Reinhold Batschi said McLaren
was selected for his sculling experience. ‘He had won with the lightweight quad the
year before in Vienna, and we thought that was the best way of producing the best
result.’ 732

The double’s first European trial was at Lucerne. They second to Germany but beat
the Dutch world champions. At Amsterdam they beat a modest Danish crew and then,
again, the Dutch, Nico Rienks and Ned Zwolle. Hawkins was spurred on by Antonie’s
contention that being big was a disadvantage. ‘They’ve only got one heart and it’s got
to pump all that blood round that big body. It’s an advantage to be lighter.’ 733 Before
the Olympic Regatta at Lake Banyoles, however, there was concern that the
Australians were ‘too small’ to be medal prospects. Typical of the comments made
was Roger Wilson’s:
‘We didn’t think there was any chance we would win two gold medals. We knew the
Oarsome Foursome had a real chance of winning because of their form, but…I don’t think
there was any suggestion (Peter and Stephen) could win.’ 734

Tim McLaren says he and the crew were oblivious to these views:
‘It was obvious they were small for heavyweights but…we…thought there may be some
advantages in being smaller with the hot weather and the fact that some crews
were…coming down from altitude training and may find the going tough in the heat. Peter
was particularly good in this department and…continually talked of how the ‘heavyweights’
would struggle in the heat and how it was a great advantage for us being lighter – and
stronger, and tougher…’ 735

The Games began on Saturday 25 July 1992 736 and the Olympic Regatta two days
later Antonie and Hawkins won their first heat comfortably 737 in the fastest time.
When the double lined up for their semi-final two days later, everything went to plan.
731
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They led from the start. 738 As on Saturday 1 August, they began the final, television
commentator Peter Landy noted that the Austrian double, Arnold Jonke and Christoph
Zerbst, had won at the 1990 world championships, and the Netherlands crew, Zwolle
and Rienks were the reigning world champions. Landy also noted that the Australians
were significantly smaller and lighter than the other five crews in the race, the
Austrians and Dutch in particular. 739 Zwolle and Rienks were the biggest in the field,
Zwolle 197 centimetres tall and 94 kilograms and defending Olympic champion
Rienks’ ‘statistics’ 196 centimetres and 88 kilograms. 740 Peter was 182 centimetres
tall and approximately 76 kilograms, while Hawkins was 177 centimetres tall and ‘sub
75 kilograms’. 741 He and Antonie had been dubbed ‘the Pocket Rockets’. 742

But, maintaining their rating, their desperation and their stunning form to the last
stroke, they won, and as they shot across the line, Landy yelled: ‘You little beauties!’
- an Australian epithet both perfectly accurate and utterly appropriate. 743 It had taken
fifteen years, but now Peter Antonie, brilliantly assisted by a crewmate even smaller
and lighter than himself, had reached the Olympic pinnacle. It was Australia’s first
ever win in the double sculls, and its first Olympic rowing gold medal in 44 years since Merv Wood won the single sculls title in London in 1948. It was, too, a
performance that in all respects was technically flawless. Peter’s search for perfection
was at last at an end. 744 Neville Oliver, who called the Olympic Regatta for ABC
Radio, encapsulated Australian sentiments thus:
‘We all thought they were going to do pretty well, but there was always this doubt whether
the size of the dog in the fight was big enough. It’s all right to believe that two lightweights
can be technically brilliant, but if you’re racing blokes…two and three stone heavier…There
was certainly plenty of fight in the dog, it was the size of the dogs they were fighting…’ 745

For many of those watching the medal presentation the overwhelming impression
was the physical contrast between the gold medal winners and those with whom
they were sharing the dais. Roger Wilson, who had assisted Neville Oliver with
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‘expert comments’ was in awe: ‘Seeing those two little guys standing beside the
Dutch guys…was just remarkable; almost unbelievable. They really achieved the
ultimate against all odds.’ 746 David Palfreyman, watching television in
Melbourne, was equally impressed. ‘Those two little guys…just crushing those
big guys…It must have given heart to so many smaller athletes to think that you
don’t have to be a bloody monster to do it: that perfection can rule.’ 747 Australian
lightweight representative Rebecca Joyce called the ceremony ‘a metaphor for
Peter’s career.’ 748

The following day the Oarsome Foursome confirmed their status as favourites and
won Australia’s second rowing gold medal. 749 They, too, created history: as the first
Australian crew to win an Olympic gold medal in sweep rowing. 750

Peter then spoke with Herald-Sun journalist Ron Reed, who revealed that during a
midnight swim in Lake Banyoles following his gold medal win Peter had decided to
retire. His report read thus:
‘After fifteen years in one of the most demanding sports on the Olympic program, (Antonie)
had been saying for weeks that win, lose or draw at these Olympics he would bow out
gracefully. But in the heady afterglow of the victory ceremony he had surprised officials and
team-mates by backing off that pledge, saying he would consider his options. “I…thought
that after all these years of struggling…with no financial reward, this might not be the smart
time to let everyone know I’m retiring,” Antonie said. “But on reflection…I thought: ‘What
the hell…I’ve never been in rowing for the money…I’ve done it because I love it. I’ve won
the gold medal…It’s been an unbelievable result and so I’m out.” ‘ 751

In the ‘Olympic edition’ of Australian Rowing a tribute from Roger Wilson captured
universal sentiment perfectly:
‘Without trying to detract from any of the gold medal winners, as they were all fantastic
competitors, undoubtedly the rowing fraternity salutes Peter Antonie after his long and
illustrious career in the sport spanning sixteen years of international competition. Peter has
been an outstanding ambassador for the sport…and…hopefully his gold medal win will
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make up for the extraordinary amount of time and exceptional effort that Peter has put into
his sport.’ 752

Similar sentiments were expressed a short time later by the magazine’s editor:
‘What can one say about Peter Antonie? He seems to have done it all – winning World
Championships (medals) in lightweight crews and in the single, and then combining
with…Stephen Hawkins to stand head and shoulders above the rest of the world, even
though physically they were much shorter and lighter.’ 753

Peter soon admitted he had an eye on the Atlanta Olympics in 1996. ‘The double or
quad scull would have to be my best opportunities because of my size.’ The
‘retirement’ pledge had lasted barely ten weeks. He then confirmed his assault on the
Armada Regatta in Switzerland, a nine-kilometre event that had attracted the top
names in single sculling, among them every contestant bar one in the Barcelona final,
including the gold, silver and bronze medalists - Thomas Lange, Vaclav Chalupa and
Katejan Broniewski. 754 The newly-crowned Olympic double sculls champion crossed
the line some four lengths ahead of the cream of world single sculling. 755

Peter also reflected at this time on the contribution his career, and those of others, had
made to Australian sculling:
‘In the early 1980s sculling was nowhere. And I’m proud that I, Paul Reedy, John
McKenzie…Tim McLaren…Allan Pollock… Richard Powell decided to race each other.
We decided, coincidentally, to create a competition. It wasn’t a conspiracy: a number of
individuals decided it was the place to be. And fortunately…we achieved selections, and
Australia has achieved Olympic silver, Olympic gold, world gold out of Adair (Ferguson),
world gold from me, world gold from the lightweight quad…And that’s fantastic. And I’m
really…proud of that…Sculling is now on the map.’ 756

So, too, globally, was Australian rowing. The year 1992 had been its greatest ever,
and Australia was officially the number two nation in the world, behind a reunified
Germany. 757
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4.16 Rekindling the flame
In January 1993 a FISA Extraordinary Congress in Budapest endorsed a proposal that
the Olympic rowing program should include three lightweight events – the men’s four
and the men’s and women’s double scull – in place of three heavyweight events. A
final decision would be made by the IOC. A further Congress resolution saw FISA’s
new Athletes’ Commission confirmed. Peter was a member. 758 But the partnership
between Peter and Stephen Hawkins was no more. The pair were geographically
incompatible, 759 while Peter was now concentrating on his degree. 760 Peter nowadays
surmises that perhaps he and Hawkins did not want to put together again something
that was so good and perhaps hard to replicate. 761

At the national regatta in Queensland Peter won the open sculls from Jason Day, thus
securing his thirtieth national title. He and Day then won the double sculls762 and
were selected for the World Championships, being held at Roudnice in the Czech
Republic, 763
But while Stephen Hawkins won the silver medal in the lightweight sculls, Antonie
and Day could only win the petite finale. 764 Peter was nevertheless being referred to
as ‘the most successful oarsman in Australian rowing history’. 765
On 23 September Sydney was awarded the 2000 Olympic Games. 766 On the Nine
network’s 60 Minutes program Peter was asked about Sydney’s preparations – and his
own. ‘It’s seven years to Sydney. That’s been done before in rowing. I can’t see why
not…’ 767 It explained his resignation from the ARC’s executive board – ‘to do justice
to his training program and his employment responsibilities.’ 768 Meanwhile Metter
Hansen, a Danish sculler Peter had met in 1987 and again in 1992, had come to live
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with him in Melbourne. 769
At the first 1994 selection trial at West Lakes, Peter was second behind Jason Day. 770
Day repeated the win at the national regatta at Lake Barrington, thus depriving Peter
of his fourth consecutive national title. Day acknowledged Peter had been the
yardstick by which he had measured his success. 771 Back together, Peter and Paul
Reedy won their fourth double sculls title and were half of the victorious quad
scull. 772 At the final selection trial at Carrum, 773 Day won again, 774 but Peter and
Reedy were second in the double sculls. 775 Day therefore secured the single sculls
spot for the World Championships in Indianapolis. Peter, however, was paired in the
double scull with Nick McDonald-Crowley of the AIS, and thus maintained his record
of having represented Australia every year bar 1980 since 1977. 776 Interviewed on
Channel Seven, Peter admitted that giving two training sessions a day, a full time job
and his studies the time each deserved was not easy:
‘I do feel I’m cutting corners in most things I’m doing, and (it is) short-changing the results
I’ve been getting…I think I’ll…do it for another two years, and have one more shot at
Olympic gold. I don’t want to have the opportunity to do it well and let it go.’777

At a Commonwealth Regatta in Ontario, Antonie and McDonald-Crowley won
silver. 778 At the World Championships, however, having won their heat, 779 they were
fifth in the semi-final, and third in the petite finale. 780 Jason Day failed to make his
final. 781 Australia won a silver and three bronze medals. 782 Peter described the rowing
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year as both ‘terrible’ and ‘inconsistent’. 783 On 9 October, Mette gave birth to their
son, Tim. 784

As 1995 began, Peter and Paul Reedy won a double sculls time trial on the Nepean
River at Penrith. 785 Antonie also shone when 1000-metre single scull match races
were held. 786 At Collie, Western Australia, he regained his national single sculls title,
holding out Jason Day and Queensland’s Duncan Free. 787 He had now won at least
one national title every year since 1977. 788

Peter ruled himself out of contention for national selection by not contesting the final
trial at Lake Barrington. He cited pressure of work. 789 The requirement that the
Australian team undertake an extensive pre-World Championships tour was also a
factor. ‘I’ve no time to go away on the “ARC world discovery tour”…twelve weeks is
ridiculous…’ 790
Peter nevertheless took on a key administrative role as chairman of the Council’s
Athletes’ Commission. Its charter was to ensure the ARC was aware of the views
active rowers had about major issues affecting them. 791 He also undertook a selffunded overseas tour, with an eye on late selection in the single scull, but on being
contacted by Marcus Free of the Tweed Heads club and asked if he would contest the
double sculls at Henley Royal Regatta he accepted.792 In the final, against an
American duo, they won by a foot having raised their rating to 50 strokes a minute.793
The report of the triumph in Australian Rowing noted ‘you can’t keep a good man
down’. 794 However, Peter under-performed in the single at Lucerne a week late,795
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and a remarkable sequence - he had represented Australia every year bar one since
1977 – was at an end.

Peter now began a single-minded bid to gain selection for the Atlanta Olympic
Games. He went at it ‘like a lunatic. I was a man on a mission.’ But that singlemindedness had a ‘down’ side. Just before their son’s first birthday Mette told Peter
she was returning to Denmark – and would be taking Tim with her. ‘The relationship
will resume in due course,’ Peter was quoted as saying, and it did - from a distance
But at the time the inescapable conclusion drawn among those close to him was that it
had broken down under the pressure of Peter’s devotion to his sport. 796 It also
rekindled memories of Peter’s self-appraisal following his win in Barcelona.
Referring to a previous unsuccessful relationship, he said: ‘I realise…I have been
destroying all other aspects of my life outside rowing…Sometimes I wonder whether
I’m just a bastard.’ 797
4.17 Atlanta
The critical stage of the ‘Atlanta Assault’ began in February 1996 at the Sydney
International Regatta Centre at Penrith, the newly-developed venue for the Sydney
2000 Olympic Regatta. David Yates, now a selector, said he would be ‘very tempted’,
to reunite Peter Antonie with Stephen Hawkins, but both had to prove themselves in
the single scull. 798 Sadly, Hawkins slipped from contention. 799 Health problems,
variously described as glandular fever or chronic fatigue syndrome meant any form of
high intensity training was impossible. A great career was over. 800
Peter was paired in double sculls trials with Jason Day. 801 Both were also asked to
contest a series of gruelling quad sculls trials 802 in which eight scullers could barely
be separated. 803 But when, on 29 February, the crews to contest the Centennial Games
were announced, Peter Antonie and Jason Day were Australia’s double scull. Antonie
would be contesting his third Olympics and Day, a member of the quad in Barcelona,
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his second. 804 Selected to coach them was 1984 Olympic quad silver medallist Tony
Lovrich, who said coaching someone like Peter Antonie would be ‘an honour’. 805

So exhausting had the trials been that for the first time since 1977 Peter failed to win a
national title. Both he and Day were eliminated in the semi-finals of the single
sculls. 806 But Peter was unconcerned. ‘Too bad, we’re going to the Olympics.’ 807 He
departed for the Games having also achieved a long-held academic goal. He had
finished his Bachelor of Business degree in economics and finance at RMIT. 808
An inconclusive performance at Lucerne 809 was followed by a win in Amsterdam. 810
At a pre-Games camp in northern Georgia Peter was described by some media as
‘arguably Australia’s greatest rower’. 811 The squad then moved to the rowing ‘village’
near the regatta venue rather than stay in the main Olympic Village in Atlanta. Given
that the rowing program began the day after the opening ceremony the rowers decided
to hold their own - and selected to carry the team flag, in recognition of his record,
was Peter Antonie. 812

The venue for the Olympic Regatta was Lake Lanier, 85 kilometres north of
Atlanta. 813 At 38, Peter Antonie would be the oldest competitor. 814 As the double’s
first race approached, Peter, as the current Olympic champion, was lauded by course
commentators. However, he and Day were third behind Norway and Poland. 815 Two
days later they were second in the repechage, behind Canada, and so qualified for the
semi-finals. 816 Thursday 25 July dawned cloudy and grey – a metaphor for the mood
that was to envelope the Australian team following a result none wanted. For Peter
and Jason’s semi-final became what was described as ‘the end of a legend’. Needing
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to be placed in the first three they were fourth. 817 As they crossed the line, Peter –
described by commentators as ‘Australia’s most celebrated rower’ – glanced wistfully
over his shoulder at the crews that had beaten him and almost certainly ended his
Olympic career. All that was now left to contest was the petite finale for places 7 –
12. 818 The sentiments of every member of the Australian contingent were captured by
Nick Green:
‘Peter Antonie is just…a legend, an icon, an inspiration to everyone. You just have to look at
his history and longevity. I know that everyone, not only in Australia but internationally,
looks up to him as a competitor, for his desire, his dedication and commitment.’ 819

In the petite finale Day and Antonie led until half way, but Canada were in no mood
for sentiment and crossed the line narrowly in front. 820 It would have been little
consolation to either crew that had they been in the final, held shortly afterwards, their
times would have gained them silver and bronze medals. 821 Objectively, therefore, it
was for Peter Antonie a real achievement. But, based on the almost impossibly high
standards by which he judged himself, the performance represented failure. 822 It was
later revealed that a back injury suffered by Day in training had significantly
hampered the double’s preparations. 823

For the remainder of the squad, however, the Games were a triumph: a best-ever
Olympic performance that, courtesy of two gold medals, one silver and three bronze,
saw Australia ranked number one in the world. 824 The Oarsome Foursome defended
their title – the first back-to-back Olympic rowing win since Bobby Pearce’s sculling
triumphs in 1928 and 1932 825 – while Kate Slatter and Megan Still became the first
Australian women to achieve Olympic rowing gold when winning the coxless
pairs. 826
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Roger Wilson, witness to Peter’s triumph in Barcelona and again helping ABC Radio,
now saw the other end of the emotional spectrum:
‘To be in a losing crew after the exhilaration of Barcelona…was something he just could not
cope with mentally. Usually when Peter lost…he would…work it out himself. A lot
of…people had excuses, but Peter worked it through. I think…he realised that as a double
they didn’t combine anywhere near as well as he had…with (Stephen) Hawkins, as that crew
was absolute perfection…I also think…that if Peter had won a medal of any description it
would have represented some form of greater fulfilment. But not winning a medal…after
being the gold medallist in Barcelona was probably the biggest let down. If he had won
silver or bronze I think her would probably have said: “Well, we were beaten by a better
crew.” He also thought of giving rowing away...’ 827

That was an option Peter also discussed with head coach Reinhold Batschi:
‘That’s the worst thing that can happen to an athlete and a coach, after the work they put into
the preparation…He asked me what he should do now. He said: “That’s the end of my career
as an athlete.” And I told him not to make an emotional decision now. I said to him: “I know
how you feel. But you are healthy, you are still enjoying the sport, and I would take your
time. Retirement is for a long time.” And I believe I talked him out of that ‘low’. And he
told me he felt better and that he would see what happened. And he didn’t retire.’ 828

On his return to Melbourne, Peter was asked by MUBC president Charles Bartlett to
consider taking over from him. Several days later Peter accepted. 829
4.18 Last throw of the Olympic die
But the competitive fires continued to burn. At the national regatta on Lake
Barrington, Peter was in the winning Melbourne University/Mercantile coxed four. 830
It was to be his last – and thirty-fifth – national title – or thirty-sixth if the unofficial
interstate eights win in 1989 is counted.

In Australian Rowing, Peter reflected on his career. ‘It took me a long time to get to
certain stages…nine years to my first world championship and another six years to
1992. By this time I was thinking: “I’m getting all right at this.” ‘ He did not count the
sacrifices or harbour any regrets, believing instead that if a decision is made to do
827
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something worthwhile the negative aspects are inconsequential. ‘It’s not just the
racing and winning, it’s the challenge and knowing it’s not easy. If something is easy
to achieve it’s not that worthwhile.’

He was described by as the most enduring high-level athlete Australian rowing has
seen. ‘His love of sport, of competition and of simply ‘having a go’ has made him
something of a legend.’ 831 For only the third time since 1977 Peter was not in the
Australian team. 832 At the World Championships in France Australia won two gold
medals a silver and two bronze. 833

At the 1998 Head of the River Regatta, Xavier, who had not won since 1948, finished
higher than they had for twelve years. The director of rowing, Peter Cooper, sought
Peter’s help in preparing the school for a concerted attempt at winning the race in
1999. Peter accepted. He and Brian Dalton would co-coach. 834 The 1998 national
regatta was remarkable for the fact that for the first time since 1977 Peter did not take
part. He was suffering a virus. 835 He also resigned as Chair of the Rowing Australia
Athletes’ Commission. 836 At the World Championships in Cologne the Oarsome
Foursome members won two gold medals – the coxed fours and pairs – and silver in
the coxless pairs. 837

On 26 November 1998 Peter’s achievements were recognised by his induction into
the Sport Australia Hall of Fame. All inductees are said to have achieved excellence at
the highest level within their sport, and selection is promoted as the pinnacle of
achievement for Australian sportspeople. At the time of Peter’s induction the scullers
or rowers already inducted were the 19th century world professional sculling
champions Ned Trickett and Henry Searle; Olympic gold medallists and Diamond
Sculls winners Bobby Pearce and Merv Wood; the six-time winner of the Diamond
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Sculls, Stuart Mackenzie, and World and Commonwealth lightweight sculling
champion Adair Ferguson. 838

In March 1999 Peter was back in Victorian colours contesting the President’s Cup at
West Lakes, where he was sixth. 839 Peter and Brian Dalton now proved effective
coaches: Xavier, who had already won the Victorian schoolboys’ title, also won the
national championship. All that remained was ‘the big one’, to be held on the Barwon
in late March. 840

Xavier at last shook off their 51-year Head of the River ‘hoodoo’, finishing a length
and a quarter in front of Geelong College. Xavier’s time, moreover, was a record for
the 1500-metre course - four minutes 15.2 seconds. 841 Roger Wilson said that to call
Xavier’s first eights win and see Peter so excited was ‘fantastic’:
‘Quite often athletes are not good coaches, but…because Peter is so enthusiastic and because
of what he had achieved the kids held him in awe and really responded as young people can
to somebody who inspires…And that was Peter’s secret. He knew when the chips were
down what to do to win…’ 842

At the 1999 World Championships, held at St Catharine’s in Canada, Australia’s
campaign for multiple medals at the Sydney Olympic Games received a huge boost
when the national squad won a gold, three silver and three bronze medals. Pride of
place went to the coxless pair of James Tomkins and Drew Ginn. 843 Their gold medal
meant that Tomkins became the first rower to win world championships in every
sweep-oared event: the eights, coxed and coxless fours and coxed and coxless
pairs. 844 However, a long-term back injury resulted in Nick Green retiring and the
Oarsome Foursome foregoing competing at Sydney. 845

It was now that Peter’s collection of memorabilia was acquired by the lottery and
gaming operators Tattersall’s. The collection included his Barcelona and Edinburgh
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gold medals, and clothing from the Olympic and Commonwealth Games. Peter also
donated one of the sculls used in Barcelona. Tattersall’s handed on the collection to
the Australian Gallery of Sport and Olympic Museum in Melbourne, managed by the
Melbourne Cricket Club. During a handover ceremony Tattersall’s chief executive,
David Jones, said the Antonie role model could not be bettered. 846

Peter had meanwhile announced he intended to bid for Olympic selection, preferably
in the quad, which had won bronze at St Catharine’s and so ensured Australia had
qualified for the Games. Australia had not, however, qualified in the double sculls.
Hearing of Peter’s intent, national head coach Brian Richardson said: ‘It’s a tall order,
but you never…underestimate Peter Antonie, he’s a champion.’ Peter was sure he had
a good fitness base. ‘I’ve been rowing a lot of miles, cycling heaps, running and doing
weights, so my strength levels are good.’ He also said the disappointment of Atlanta
meant he had ‘unfinished business’ to attend to. 847

At the national regatta and Olympic trials at Penrith, Peter won his heat of the single
sculls, 848 then in the semi-final was third, and so was in the final. 849 It was now that
Peter was asked by John Coates to take on an administrative role and be an athlete
liaison officer with the Australian Olympic Team. This involved helping athletes
handle the pressures of an Olympic Games. ‘He was clearly a ‘legend’, ‘ Coates says,
‘and someone the athletes would all respect.’ But Peter declined the position to pursue
selection again. ‘He was still, at heart, a competitor,’ Coates reflected, ‘and the
opportunity to compete was what he wanted.’ 850
Peter finished fifth in the sculls, won by Queenslander Duncan Free. 851 He and
Canberran Craig Jones then failed by just 0.37 of a second to beat Free and Stuart
Reside of WA in the double sculls final. 852 Antonie nominated Free and Reside as the
scullers with whom he would like himself and Jones to team up in the quad. ‘Duncan
was in the Atlanta quad, and both he and Stuart were in last year’s crew. We would
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dearly love to be with them. I see the quad as a very shiny Olympic medal
prospect.’ 853
The scullers were required to undergo further trials in April. 854 After extensive and
indeed extended trials Peter finished sixth in the single. It was not enough. The four
members of the 1999 Australian quad filled the first four places, and so were
nominated as the Olympic Games crew. 855 The only option now for Peter was the
double scull – but places would not be determined until yet one more Penrith trial in
May.

The combinations for the trial were selected according to rankings in the single sculls
in April. Given 27-year-old Queenslander James Burton had been fifth, he and Peter
were paired. 856 Craig Jones remained in contention, but the Antonie/Burton
combination proved the winning one. 857 Peter had at last earned his chance at a fourth
Olympics. There remained, however, one more hurdle: Australia had not yet qualified
for the Games in the double. Antonie and Burton would therefore be required to finish
in either first or second place at a qualifying regatta in Lucerne in July. Brian Dalton,
who had been helping Peter, now became coach of the double. Burton moved from
Brisbane to train in Melbourne. 858

It was there that the ABC‘s 7.30 Report featured ‘veteran sculler’ Peter Antonie,
describing him as ‘a legend in a sport that requires extraordinary endurance and
commitment’. The report summarised Peter’s record to date – the ‘highs’ at
Nottingham and Barcelona and the Atlanta ‘low’ – with reporter Geoff Hutchison
eliciting from him reflections about how his obsession with training had affected his
personal life:
‘Over the years you burn people off a bit…You’re always saying: “I’m going training
now”…There are times when I overdo it, because there’s a stress involved in trying to get to
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a performance level at a point in time, and if you’re not cruising along really nicely you get
wound up, and that’s where…it gets uncomfortable for people around you.’ 859

Before the Lucerne ‘showdown’: the pair were due to contest two other European
regattas, in Vienna and Amsterdam. In Vienna they were third in the petite finale and
ninth overall, 860 then in Amsterdam, in the first of two weekend races, they lost
narrowly to an Italian combination but comfortably beat the Australian lightweight
double already selected for the Games, Bruce Hick and Haimish Karrasch. That
evening, however, Peter became unwell. He had contracted food poisoning and
vomited most of the night. 861 He lost about six kilograms in a very short time, and the
double had to withdraw from the Sunday program. 862

Having moved on to Lucerne and done little further training, Peter suffered severe
toothache. That discomfort and the effects of his illness meant training in the five days
before the Olympic trials was severely curtailed. But at no stage was withdrawal
considered. 863 In the first heat of the Olympic qualifying regatta, Antonie and Burton
remained in contention until the 1500-metre mark, but Spain had the race won so the
Australians saved themselves for the following day’s repechage. They were again
second, behind a Czech double, and so into the final. 864 At ten minutes before six o’
clock on the evening of Wednesday 12 July, six crews faced the starter, but only two
would win Olympic berths. For the remainder, the dream would be over. Antonie and
Burton were ‘a bit off the pace’ with 500 metres gone, and ‘playing catch up’, but for
the next one thousand metres there was not a lot in it. As the field passed the 1500metre mark, a blanket finish seemed imminent, and indeed all six crew simply
charged for the line. In a desperate finish it was Spain and Croatia who gained the
critical places: Australia were fifth. Peter Antonie would not be attending his fourth
Olympic Games. 865
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Brian Dalton believed the food poisoning episode had been critical. ‘I…think Peter
never really recovered from that. Had the Lucerne race been a week later he would
have recovered and they…would have qualified.’ 866 Peter agreed, albeit grudgingly.
‘Our ‘edge’ was knocked…off by the food poisoning and my dental problems.’ 867
James Burton felt ‘dreadful’. ‘It was…a pretty shitty feeling being in the last
international race Peter Antonie ever rowed in…I’m sure that resulted from what
Peter had to cope with after the Amsterdam regatta.’ 868

The mood among the rest of the Australian contingent was captured by Ron Reed,
who wrote in the Herald-Sun the following day that as a result of Peter’s failure to
qualify for Sydney, Australia’s Olympic rowing campaign had ‘lost a slice of its
soul’:
‘You would be hard pressed to nominate another athlete in any discipline who better
represented the true ideals of the Olympic movement, particularly the old-fashioned premise
that sport is at its noblest when played for sport’s sake and not the money, glory or political
capital. It’s been that way for 25 years for the muscular Melbourne banker, who is revered in
rowing as the man who has done it all – including an Olympic gold medal – against all the
odds and for a minimum of fame and fortune’. 869

Reed also related that he and Antonie had lost count since Peter’s Barcelona triumph
of the number of times they had collaborated on the sculler’s ‘retirement’ story, but
now it seemed ‘for real’. ‘I’m going to miss it, but this time sanity will prevail,’ Peter
told Reed. 870

Peter’s Olympic bid, however, was not quite over. Drew Ginn suffered a back injury,
and the reserve for the eight, Matt Long, was given the opportunity of rowing in the
pair with James Tomkins. The new combination proved successful, and Tomkins told
the selectors he wanted to row with Long at the Games. The eight, being coached
again by Brian Richardson, now needed a reserve – and Richardson chose Peter
Antonie. Peter, however, remained in Melbourne working and training: he was not
required to be permanently with the crew at their Bundaberg camp. But when he did
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visit Bundaberg, Richardson was having form problems with Mike McKay, formerly
of the Oarsome Foursome:
‘Mike was really struggling, and on a couple of occasions quit the crew; decided he’d had
enough. He’s a very difficult character, Mick, ask anyone who has coached him. I have
enormous respect for him and wanted him there, but he was being difficult. And one day I
put Peter Antonie in the crew and we went out and did some very fast rowing. It was
outstanding…We were about to go out for another row, and Mick was having another one of
his ‘fits’. And we basically said to Mick: “Look, Peter Antonie showed that he can make the
boat go really fast, and we are quite happy to put him in and you can stay out of it.” With
which Mick shut up, got in the boat and never looked back. But it was the presence of Peter,
and the performance that Peter put in that convinced Mick to stop fooling around and get
back in the boat.’ 871

With Peter as reserve, the crew was one of three from the host nation that at the
Sydney 2000 Olympic Regatta won silver medals. The other two were the men’s
lightweight four and the women’s pair. The two other medals, both bronze, came in
the men’s pairs, courtesy of Tomkins and Long, and, in the race of the regatta, by the
men’s four. 872 It was in that race, won by Great Britain, that Steve Redgrave achieved
Olympic immortality by securing his fifth consecutive Olympic gold medal. A close
second were Italy, while the Australians were very much in contention. 873 Given the
anticipated outcome there were countless photographs taken of the final strokes of the
race, most of which showed the bow of the green and gold Australian boat
challenging the leaders. On that bow a massive tribute had been paid. In recognition
of a career regarded as virtually unsurpassed in Australian rowing and sculling, the
Australian four had named their shell Peter Antonie. 874
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: RECORDS, CHALLENGES AND VALUES
5.1 Versatility
There are many who believe, based on his international and national achievements,
his extraordinary versatility, his time in the sport and his durability, that Peter Antonie
is without peer in Australian rowing and sculling. Among them is John Coates
‘There is no-one who comes near Peter in terms or rowing, sculling, lightweight and
heavyweight,’ Coates asserts. ‘And frankly, is there anyone who comes near him
internationally in terms of that versatility?’ 875

Some do, both internationally and nationally, but Coates’s core assertion is correct:
Antonie is unique. While Peter might not have won as many World Championships or
Olympic medals as many of his counterparts in either the heavyweight or lightweight
ranks, he has proved the most versatile of them all.

Steve Redgrave won his five Olympic gold medals in three categories of sweep
boat, 876 did likewise at the World Championships and gained a minor medal in one
more. 877 In one of those classes, moreover, the coxless pair, he rowed first on stroke
side then on bow side. 878 His only sculling win at the international level, however,
was at the 1986 Commonwealth Games. 879 Another Briton, Jack Beresford, won
Olympic silver then gold in the single sculls in 1920 and 1924, was in the eight that
won silver in 1928 then a member of the winning coxless four in 1932 before, in
1936, returning to sculling and winning the double sculls title. In sweep crews,
however, he rowed only on bowside. 880 Having won the Olympic double sculls title in
1988, 881 Nico Rienks and Ronald Florijn were also in the Dutch eight that won at
Atlanta in 1996. 882 But neither they, nor Redgrave, nor Beresford, were ever
lightweights, and all other winners in the heavyweight ranks of more than one
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Olympic gold medal were either sweep rowers or scullers – not both. 883 It is also
worth recounting that had he entered the open sculls at the 1986 Commonwealth
Games, Antonie might have beaten Redgrave, 884 while Rienks was in the Dutch
double that was third behind Antonie and Stephens Hawkins at Barcelona in 1992. 885

Among Antonie’s Australian counterparts, the outstanding performers are James
Tomkins, Michael McKay and Nick Green, the three permanent members of the
Oarsome Foursome that won two Olympic gold medals and three world
championships. Later member Drew Ginn is also a dual Olympic gold medallist and
world championships winner. Tomkins, however, secures pride of place, having
added a third Olympic gold medal to his collection when winning the coxless pairs
with Ginn at the 2004 Athens Olympics. As already recorded, he is also the only
oarsman ever to have won all five ‘sweep’ events on the World Championships
program. 886 Not even Steve Redgrave can claim that accolade.

Australia’s only other dual Olympic gold medal winner is Bobby Pearce, winner of
the single sculls title in 1928 and 1932. Winners of one Olympic gold medal each
among the heavyweights are Merv Wood, the 1948 single sculls champion, and
Andrew Cooper, the Oarsome Foursome’s bow man in 1992. And then there are the
two lightweights, Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins. 887

Of the five members of the Oarsome Foursome who won Olympic gold medals,
however, only Tomkins, McKay and Ginn sculled competitively, but not at
international level, and in sweep boats all five only ever rowed on the one side. There
is meanwhile no record of Bobby Pearce ever having rowed in international sweep
events. Indeed among Australia’s heavyweight Olympic champions it is Merv Wood
who has the greatest claim to versatility. Before embarking on his sculling career he
rowed in the Olympic eight in 1936. 888 Following his 1948 single sculls victory he
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won a silver in the single at the 1952 Olympics 889 then added a third medal and
category to his Olympic collection and repertoire when, with Murray Riley, he won
bronze in the double sculls in 1956. 890 It appears, however, that in sweep events
Wood only ever rowed on bow side.

Given, however, that Antonie was for much of his career a lightweight who, when he
switched to the open ranks was at a consistent disadvantage in terms of weight and
height, comparisons in terms of medals won with those in the open ranks are probably
somewhat invidious. It is with Antonie’s lightweight counterparts that a more realistic
and fair comparison can and should be made.

Among his international opponents, seven contested both the World Championships
and the Olympic Games: Only two, however, demonstrated comparable versatility.
Having won the lightweight sculls at the 1987 World Championships, 891 Belgium’s
Wim van Belleghem contested the pairs at the Seoul Olympics in 1988 – but did not
win a medal. 892 It was Fernando Climent of Spain who came closest to emulating
Antonie’s feat of winning sweep and sculling medals at the World Championships as
a lightweight and an Olympic gold medal in the open ranks. Climent won medals of
each hue at the World Championships between 1977 and 1993, in both sweep and
sculling boats, 893 and in 1984 was in the pair that won Olympic silver. 894

Among Australian lightweights, Stephen Hawkins, of course, equalled Peter
Antonie’s Olympic achievement when partnering him in the double scull in
Barcelona, and almost emulated Antonie’s world championships tally as a lightweight
by winning one gold, one silver and one bronze. The gold and bronze came in the
quad and the silver in the single. 895 But Hawkins was never a sweep rower.
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The foremost domestic challengers to Antonie have been Simon Burgess and Bruce
Hick. Burgess won two Olympic medals, but both were silver. He was in the
Australian lightweight four that was second to France at the Sydney Games in 2000896
then to Denmark in Athens four years later. He has, however, won two World
Championships gold medals, as well as two silver and two bronze. One of the gold
medals was won in a sculling crew – the 1991 quad – and the other in a sweep crew,
the 1997 eight. The bronze medals, too, were won in sculling and sweep boats – the
quad and lightweight four – but both silvers came in the four. 897 To that extent,
therefore, Simon Burgess has on one account surpassed Peter Antonie: he won a
world championship in both sculling and sweep events. Indeed he is the only
Australian, lightweight or heavy, to do so. 898

Bruce Hick won an Olympic bronze medal – in the lightweight double sculls in
Atlanta 899 – and seven world championships medals as both a lightweight rower and
sculler, one more than Burgess and four more than Antonie. He was also world
champion three times 900 – twice more than Antonie and once more than Burgess. But
while he won international medals in both sculling and sweep events, Hick, like
Burgess, rowed only on stroke side.

In eighteen appearances for Australia, Peter Antonie contested seven different events:
the lightweight fours, eights, double and single sculls, and the open single, double and
quad sculls. He won world championships medals in lightweight sweep boats on both
stroke side and bow side and a world lightweight sculling title, then switched to the
open or heavyweight sculling ranks and won an Olympic sculling gold medal. It is a
record unmatched by any other – and was the essential reason for Peter being
recognised by FISA in 2003. As Paul Reedy has noted: ‘He didn’t get the Keller
Medal for the number of gold medals he got but the for the quality of his
performances.’ 901
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5.2 Longevity
One other important criterion is career span. Peter’s international counterparts have all
proved durable, but in terms of longevity they do not quite match his record. Steve
Redgrave began his senior international career in 1981. 902 It ended at the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games. 903 Jack Beresford’s began in 1920 and only the cancellation of the
1940 Olympics prevented a sixth Games appearance. 904 Nico Rienks was an
international oarsman from 1980 to 2000. 905 It is Australia’s Merv Wood who comes
closest to emulating Antonie’s longevity. Having contested the Berlin Olympic
Games in 1936, 906 Wood ended his international career at the Empire Games in
1958. 907 Peter Antonie made his debut in 1977 and announced his retirement in 2000.
He can therefore boast a career span of twenty-three years.908 Only James Tomkins
stands in the way of emulating it. Tomkins first represented Australia at the World
Championships in 1985. 909 He has announced his intention to contest the Beijing
Olympic Games in 2008. 910
What makes such longevity so notable is that rowing is an endurance sport, and
among the most physically challenging of them all. Almost no other sport makes such
tough physical and mental demands. 911 It has been claimed that if one wanted to lay
waste to all the energy in the body in the shortest possible time, rowing would be the
way to do it. 912

The longest career among those dominant in other Australian sports appears to have
been that of billiards and snooker player Eddie Charlton, who began playing
professionally in 1960 913 and was still doing so when he died in 2004. 914 But snooker
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and billiards can hardly be considered endurance sports. The international career of
another Australian sporting great, cricketer Don Bradman, began in 1928 and ended
with his retirement in 1948. The speed at which Bradman scored and the length of his
innings’ was a major feature of his batting, and thus required considerable exertion
and stamina. But Bradman’s career was also marked by the intervention of war and
serious health problems. 915 Andrew Gaze played 22 seasons in the National
Basketball League, and competed at five Olympic Games and four world
championships. 916 But among all Australia’s non-rowing sportspeople it is probably
the national and international record of squash champion Heather McKay that can
best be compared with that of Peter Antonie. McKay’s career spanned twenty years,
she won the Australian amateur championship every year from 1960 to 1973 and the
British Open every year from 1962 to 1977. And, like Peter, she too demonstrated
supreme fitness and unswerving dedication. 917

5.3 The search for perfection
British ‘great’ Matthew Pinsent believes rowing can become an almost existential
search for the perfect technique.918 Leading Australian rowers have referred to ‘the
challenge of always doing it better’ 919 and a ‘continual strive for perfection’.920
Perfection is something Peter Antonie thought about constantly.

Terry Phillips says Peter’s whole focus when on the water was: ‘How can I make each
stroke better?’ ‘. ‘I recall seeing Peter and Paul Reedy sitting on the river discussing
in minute detail facets of sculling such as the position of the hands during the stroke –
things we nowadays dissect on a power curve computer...’ 921 Reedy himself says the
overwhelming impression he has of Peter is his never accepting that what he was
doing ‘now’ as the best possible.

‘He was forever fiddling with bits and pieces to try and be faster. To never be happy with the
current state of play is difficult when you are on the way up, but it’s certainly difficult when
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you are the best in the world. It’s harder to stay at the top than when you are on the way up. I
think accepting things as they are is basically going slower. Peter’s ability to keep looking
for positive change was phenomenal.’ 922

Stephen Hawkins has similar recollections.

‘Peter was always thinking…of every little way he could make something go better. If he
wasn’t thinking about the foot stretcher it was the rigging or the grips. I reckon when he was
rowing he would be thinking about every stroke, every part of it. I reckon every stroke he
would have a different thought in his mind.’ 923

John Michelmore recalls how Peter got him to take ‘rolls and rolls of photographs of
him training’. After getting his sister Louise to develop them, he would analyse the
images, drawing lines through various body and oar positions. It was a technique he
copied from Dave Yates. Where his rowing was concerned, he was a perfectionist.’ 924
No doubt, too, such experimentation was all part of Peter’s desire for a competitive
‘edge’

5.3.1 Equipment and technology
Peter’s perfectionism also manifested itself in his choices of equipment. In 1985 Jeff
Sykes and his leading sculling boat builder, Neil Holmes, designed a new boat for
Peter. It was constructed of timber using an epoxy saturation technique whereby the
boat was lightly baked to remove all moisture from the structure. It was then sealed
inside and out with epoxy resin to give Peter the lightest, stiffest boat possible for the
world titles. 925

The following year, before he became world lightweight sculling champion, Peter and
coach David Yates, together with Sykes, Holmes and Stuart Wilson, worked on the
design of another new boat for Peter. 926 According to Sykes, there was joint input in
the area of boat design:
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‘Peter had some strong ideas about what he wanted. They weren’t always correct, so there
was always some ‘steering’ going on. The main thing I…remember is that…the boats we
built for him were all very narrow and very round, with varying types of bows and sterns.
The middle of the boat…didn’t change much, and Peter had his ideas about which would go
best as far as the sterns and…bows were concerned. At times we went his way, at times we
tried to steer him more our way…What I can remember is that we were always trying to get
him in boats that were on FISA’s fourteen kilogram minimum weight limit, and it was
difficult in those days to build timber boats that were minimum weight. 927

In 1987 Peter was engaged in an experiment with Yates and Sykes aimed at
increasing boat speed with an application to the hull. For twenty years there had been
experiments aimed at making boats go faster by applying a chemical emulsion to the
outer skin, which gave it the feel of a slimy fish. Earlier in the year, Australian
officials had been approached by the 3M company offering the use by the national
team of a special skin foil that winning America’s Cup skipper Denis Conner had
applied to the hull of his boat Stars and Stripes. Aware that many other countries
would be using the ‘drag reduction’ film, the ARC accepted the offer and paid
$6,000. 928

Jeff Sykes relates that Peter had available to him two identical singles. He therefore
applied the skin foil to one but not the other. Peter did a series of tests, and it was
proved beyond doubt that the boat with the ‘skin’ was faster. Meanwhile the boat in
which Peter won in 1986 was still in Europe and he wanted the skin put on that boat
rather than the one he had in Australia. So Sykes went to Europe with enough foil to
apply to Peter’s boat and most of the Australian team’s boats. A day before he was to
apply the ‘revolutionary’ skin foil, however, FISA banned it. Those crews that had
already applied the skin would have to remove it. 929 The international body’s main
concern was that the foil was a pollutant. However, the film was also banned because
poorer countries could not afford it. 930
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In 1991 a revolutionary new ‘cleaver’ blade became the greatest change to oar design
since the 1960s, when long, narrow blades had been replaced by fuller, shorter blades
known variously as ‘spoons’, ‘spades’, ‘shovels’ or ‘tulips’. The angle at the top of
the new blade was increased so that on entry it was parallel with the water surface and
water did not flow over the top, while the bottom half of the blade was squarer than
previously. This meant an overall increase in blade area. Trials in Germany led to the
US company Concept II running trials and amassing anecdotal information that
indicated the bigger blade provided greater leverage. 931 This did not go unnoticed by
Peter, who acquired from Jeff Sykes the only two sculling sets in Australia 932 - while
he and Stephen Hawkins were preparing for final trials in 1992. ‘I had tested a lot of
oars, designed my own oars and even carved my own oars…and I had thought…oars
would not change dramatically. But out these things came, and the day we used them,
in Melbourne, that was it: just “Yes.”’ 933 Sykes recognised the ploy as Peter Antonie
again seeking a psychological ‘edge’. 934

In ‘sweep’ events at the Barcelona Olympics all gold medallists, men and women,
used the ‘cleavers’, and 87.5 per cent of medallists overall used the new design. The
German men’s eight used conventional oars in their qualifying heat, which they lost,
then having switched to the new blades won the bronze medal. Some coaches
admitted they were only using the blades because ‘everyone else was’. They were not
sure they were faster, but knew they were not slower, so used them based on
psychological impact.

Scullers, however, took a different view. In the six sculling finals, only five of the
eighteen medal-winning entries used the big blades, while Peter Antonie and Stephen
Hawkins, along with the German men’s quad, were the only crews to win gold. None
of the women’s medallists used the bigger blades. This may be, however, as AIS
sculling coach Paul Rowe pointed out, because the blades already being used by
scullers were relatively smaller than those in ‘sweep’ boats, so the increase in the
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‘sweep’ blade area simply brought ‘sweep’ rowers closer to an area already used by
scullers. 935

But it was not just the cleavers that Antonie and Hawkins had in their Barcelona
‘armoury’: there was also their $13,000 kevlar, honeycomb and carbon fibre Sykes
boat. 936 As Peter explained, it was there for more than one reason:
‘I didn’t know whether it was better or not, but I wanted to line up at the start with
something different. We had two boats. Tim (McLaren) had ordered an Empacher, but we’d
rowed 6.10 in the Sykes boat at Lake Barrington so there was a major quandary about which
to use. The opposition were going to use Empachers. We used our Empacher at Lucerne and
got second, and I knew we could have gone faster. But the Empacher is easier to row. So it
got down to a very difficult decision. We made a few changes to the Sykes boat: we ordered
new riggers from Australia, and in the end I think the final decision was it might be faster,
hard to say. But by Christ it was good to line up in a different boat and in an Australian boat,
because the opposition would be looking at us and saying: “Oh shit...” For starters, we’d
come from the other side of the world, and rowing is European, sculling is European, and
they were looking at us, who are not supposed to know anything about sculling…and maybe
I have a bit of a name, I don’t know, but they still might say: “Just a lightweight, discount
him, and he’s rowing with another lightweight, discount him again.” But then all of a sudden
we’re going quick – and that must be very upsetting. Because the theory is you’ve got to be
big – and the theory is you’ve got to be European to scull, and we were really stuffing it
right up them. What better way to really stuff them up than to come to the last regatta in an
Australian boat? Because they would think “they’re only doing that for a purpose.” ‘ 937

Asked if there was an America’s Cup analogy, as when the crew of the victorious
Australia II created doubt in the minds of their American opposition in 1983 by
alluding to the use of a winged keel, Antonie asserts: ‘Oh yeah, no worries about that.
Because the Olympic Games is the most unbelievable pressure cooker.’938 Someone
who quite definitely thought the pair used a better boat was, of course, Jeff Sykes:
‘We had built several of that style of boat in timber, and then the honeycomb boat came into
fashion. Peter and Stephen being almost lightweights it was an almost ideal boat for
them…they were rowing a boat that was specific to their size, whereas the others were all
rowing in big boats – because they were all big people. If Peter and Stephen…had been
forced to race in a heavyweight-constructed boat they would have been at a disadvantage.
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Instead they were astute enough to say were looking for that ‘edge’, for that advantage. “We
know the boat is built for our size, so we’ll win with it.” ‘ 939

5.3.2 Scientific developments
The effort required by Peter in battling the scales while a lightweight can be
encapsulated by citing a report from the national selectors and the Principal Medical
Officer in 1987 expressing disappointment at ‘the ongoing uninformed and
undisciplined management of hydration and body composition of Australia’s
lightweight rowers’. Noted in particular was the practice of making weight by
dehydration and failing to obtain safe minimal body fat content early in the season.
The article went on to discuss minimal fat levels, skin folds and the hazards to health
and performance of dehydration. It also recommended the attainment of minimal safe
body fat early in the season, and outlined ways of assessing dehydration and
weight. 940 There was a profound and compelling reason for highlighting such
concerns. In at least one instance the hazards of weight loss are thought to have
proved fatal. Alan de Belin from the Haberfield club in Sydney, a NSW and
Australian representative in the late 1970s, died in 1987 having for eight years
suffered renal failure. 941

Far more positive was the development of a national talent identification scheme. In
1988 an Australian women’s junior four returned from their world championships in
Milan with a bronze medal. 942 The four’s coach was Peter Shakespear, then head of
the women’s program at the AIS. Shakespear, together with Institute physiologist Dr
Allan Hahn, had embarked the previous year on a scheme thought to be unique in
Australian sport, based on models pursued to great effect in eastern Europe,
particularly East Germany and Romania, where young people were being guided
towards sports for which they were physically and physiologically suitable. Given that
rowers require particular characteristics, Shakespear and Hahn performed some
simple tests in schools in Adelaide and Melbourne in a bid to select girls who could
be offered rowing scholarships at the Institute. They measured heights, weights and
skinfolds, and carried out tests on a bicycle ergometer to measure power and
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cardiovascular endurance. The four girls selected – Courtney Johnstone, Fleur
Spriggs, Gabrielle Menzies and Celia Patterson - began rowing at the AIS in
December 1987 – and won bronze in Milan in July 1988. 943 A year later, in Hungary,
an AIS crew stroked by Johnstone and this time also containing Samantha Stewart,
Ballanda Sack and Anna McFarlane, won the gold medal. It was the first world
championship gold ever won by an Australian women’s crew, junior or senior. 944
Megan Still, winner of gold in the pairs at the Atlanta Olympic Games in 1996, was
also a product of the talent identification scheme. Shakespear recalls that so successful
was rowing that other sports became concerned it would monopolise the scheme.

He also happily acknowledges that Peter Antonie was the scheme’s complete
antithesis, and that he was unable to counter Peter’s claims that, based on talent
identification criteria, he and Stephen Hawkins would never have been chosen to
contest open events. Only once in several lively debates with Antonie did Shakespear
have a ‘win’: when, ironically, Antonie pointed to the photograph of him and
Hawkins on the Barcelona dais, dwarfed by the Austrian and Dutch silver and bronze
medallists, and said: ‘That proves talent identification doesn’t work’.
‘I countered: “Yes, but if you had to coach someone for the next four years, which double
would you pick?” He was about to point to the winning ‘pocket rockets’ but then hesitated.
For an instant he knew what I was talking about. (But) it is great for sport that sheer skill and
determination can still prevail over genetic talent. It proves…what an incredible athlete Peter
Antonie was to defeat so many huge athletes in open weight (events) by sheer skill,
determined training and absolute ability to race competitively at all times ’ 945

5.4 Adversity and tenacity
Peter Antonie appears to have been the quintessential ‘Aussie battler’. Even before his
rowing career burgeoned obstacles were being placed in his path, then throughout his
quest for sporting success further challenges had to be overcome. In the face of all of
them he demonstrated extraordinary tenacity.
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Peter’s first serious setback came when he fell off his bike when aged about eleven
and suffered a badly broken right arm. It was in plaster for eight weeks. Peter says the
arm still does not do things he would like it to do. 946 In an almost uncanny
coincidence, the injury and its after-effects parallel the fate that befell one of Peter’s
illustrious predecessors, Merv Wood. In 1924, then aged seven, Wood fell from a tree,
badly breaking his right elbow. The result, in those days of less sophisticated medical
treatment, was a degree of withering throughout the forearm. On the advice of his
father, Wood took up rowing ‘to strengthen the arm’, but even late in life complained
of discomfort. 947

In the later months of Year 9 at Xavier, as part of exploring sporting possibilities and
interested in rowing, Peter and his friend Paul van Veenendaal ventured to ‘the tank’.
Located in the school grounds rather than near the river, the tank took the form of a
small above-ground swimming pool into which was placed a facsimile of a rowing
boat. The oars used had sections carved out of the middle of the blades to reduce
water resistance. 948 The ‘tank test’ represented the major selection criterion for boys
wanting to row – and Peter and Paul failed the test. They were not considered big
enough. Standing in their way was the rowing master, John Sheahan. His impressions
of the by now fourteen-year-old Peter Antonie were not favourable. ‘Peter was a very
slight, thin fellow, and I took one look at him and thought: “This is one guy you put at
the bottom of the pile. Take him if you have to but only to make up the numbers”.’ 949

When Peter and Paul continued to harass Sheahan, the rowing master told them to
‘come back later in the year.’ 950 But Peter kept appearing down at the Xavier
boathouse, which, says Sheahan, was ‘handy’.
‘You could put him into crews when there were shortages. But you never put him into a
definite crew because he was too small and people didn’t really want him. Swapping him in
emergency situations let him know he wasn’t coming into the sport with any great
potential.’ 951
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Persistence paid, and after several weeks Sheahan told Antonie – and van Veenendaal
– there was a crew for them. 952 It was the lowest crew in the school, the 15E four. 953
Sheahan nevertheless remained unimpressed with Peter.
‘He wasn’t…strong…and…if you had asked me then: “Where will this guy end up in
rowing?” I’d have said: “Well, this year, perhaps…but next year he’ll probably fall by the
wayside”.’ 954

When, the following year, Peter graduated to eights, he rowed initially in the
Intermediate B crew coached by Stewart Peters, who told his fellow coaches: ‘This
kid is really good.’ But such was Xavier’s ‘talent identification’ policy that Peter was
again deemed ‘too small’, and the coach was prevailed upon to demote him. 955 Peter’s
response, as John Sheahan relates, was to submit himself to weight training:
‘Being a slight kid…he realised that if he was to make anything of rowing he had to
be…heavier and…stronger. And he was one of the guys who stood out in the gym because
of his dedication. Peter used to set the pace for determination. We used to have an ancient
leg press machine. And he used to get onto that machine and press weights that made me
think: “If this guy keeps going like this he’s going to hurt himself.” But he didn’t, he just
kept at it. Slowly but surely he began to show the benefits of weight training. The thing
about him was that he did it all himself. And he was always giving one hundred per cent:
you never had to get on his back. So when he was the stroke of the crew, he worked harder,
trained harder, than anybody else.’

956

Peter demonstrated further tenacity during Year 11, when in the ‘fifths’ eight. As part
of their training the crew ran from school to rowing – about two kilometres. So, too,
did John Sheahan, and it was on one such run that he saw further evidence of the
competitive trait emerging in Peter Antonie:
‘To get to the boatshed…you had to…negotiate quite a steep hill. Those boys who were
there for the easy ride would walk up the hill, while those who were into serious training
would run up it. One day I came alongside Antonie and van Veenendaal…so they increased
the pace; they wouldn’t let me get past them. This was quite impressive, as Antonie was
never a runner. He dug in and did everything he could to try to stop being passed, and I
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began to think: “This guy’s got something.” He didn’t have much in the way of talent at that
stage, but he had persistence. I remember him at this time as a guy who was tenacious.’ 957

In a bid to secure positions in the Xavier first eight, Antonie and van Veenendaal
increased their training. 958 They also did their best to put on more weight,
because for the eight’s coach, Clive Bailey, too, size was a major selection
criterion. The boys’ diets included a concoction containing a litre of skim milk,
malt, half a dozen raw eggs, two bananas and chocolate flavouring, which they
consumed twice a day. But while they became fitter and stronger – and were
selected – they were so active they put on barely any weight at all. 959

John Sheahan further recalls that even after the rowing season in his final year, Peter
could be found in the gym working out with weights. 960

Another sporting skill both Peter and Paul developed at Xavier, having used it as part
of their rowing training, was running. The master in charge of cross-country running
at Xavier was Patrick Clohessy, who, says van Veenendaal, kept an appraising eye on
him and Peter, and encouraged both to take up cross-country more seriously. They
did, however, face a formidable opponent. His name was Robert de Castella.961

As had been the case with Peter Antonie, John Sheahan’s initial appraisal of Pat
Clohessy’s ‘star pupil’ was far from positive:
‘When I first saw de Castella I thought: “Well, Pat Clohessy takes all types of people”,
because he had quite an enthusiastic squad…and he used to attract a lot of guys who wanted
to be top runners. But they weren’t ‘a runner’s bootlace’ and quickly fell by the wayside.
Then de Castella turned up with feet splayed out, legs like the pillars on the Colosseum; he
certainly wasn’t the most attractive runner by any stretch.’ 962

Come the school cross-country championship, de Castella won ‘by a country mile’.
But Antonie and van Veenendaal were by no means disgraced, both finishing in the
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top ten. 963 When it is pointed out that to some extent parallels can be drawn between
Antonie and de Castella in that, based on physiological appraisal, neither was
regarded as a potential champion, Sheahan concurs. ‘Yes, Antonie certainly wasn’t a
natural talent by any stretch of the imagination, and neither was de Castella. But both
had tenacity.’ 964

Before they left Xavier Antonie and van Veenendaal added yet another sporting
talent to their repertoire. It was one that again helped demonstrate Peter Antonie’s
competitive and tenacious nature. At the end of Year 12, when all the exams had
finished, there were a series of end-of-year parties, one of which was held in
Gippsland. The two friends decided they would ride their bikes to the party as a
way of keeping fit. Peter did not have a bike but Paul had two: one was a racer
and the other was used for paper rounds. In Paul’s words ‘it was a bit of a hack
bike.

‘So we swapped bikes along the way to keep it…fair. At one stage, when I had the racer and
Peter had the hack machine, I was going down a hill and felt I was absolutely flying - only
for Peter to come zooming past me on the paper round bike, which was amazing.’ 965

Peter’s determination was also noted by Peter Philp in the days before the young
Xavierian joined MUBC. Philp maintained a fitness regimen that included an eight
kilometre run each night along the river. He would frequently see two young men on
the Yarra towpath who looked very fit, and would exchange greetings. Their names
were Peter Antonie and Paul van Veenendaal – running along the riverbank as part of
their training warm-up. And while Philp did not yet know them, the exploits of the
‘Philp four’ that had won the lightweight gold medal in 1974 ensured they knew who
he was. This, and Peter’s determination, is borne out in van Veenendaal’s description
of one such towpath encounter:
‘Peter Philp came alongside, and set a cracking pace. We wondered: “Gosh, how long have
we got to do this for.” After a while Philp peeled off…towards the Tan 966 , and Peter Antonie
and I kept running along the river. I immediately thought: “Beauty, we can slow down now,
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we don’t have to impress him.” But Peter said: “Forget it, we’re going to keep going
because there’s no doubt he’ll be watching us.” So we did, and that’s probably the fastest
run I’ve done from Powerhouse into the city.’ 967

Peter’s battle with the scales throughout his time as a lightweight presented constant
problems. Stuart Wilson provides an insight into the pressures Peter faced in that first
phase of his career:
‘All sport at the highest level is stressful, and the physical pain of rowing at the top level is
as bad as it gets. Add to that the pressure of making lightweight, (and) operating on very
little food, and you start to get an idea of what Peter…went through. Food and weight
become the all-consuming things in your life, with just about every waking hour spent
worrying and thinking about them. Many experts would tell you it is not possible to achieve
the level of performance lightweights do on the fuel they have available, but obviously
human desire can drive you through.’ 968

When, following the 1987 World Championships, Peter decided to switch to the
open ranks, Phil Gardiner saw the transition as another challenge for him – to
prove himself as a heavyweight:
‘It seems to me he was always setting the bar higher and doing what most other people
thought was basically impossible. That’s what drove him. He always wanted the next
challenge. I think he was constantly trying to prove something to himself and something to
everybody else.’ 969

And there was the lure of the Olympics. That was something, Adrian Maginn recalls,
that had manifested itself in Peter years earlier:
‘I remember having a chat with him in about 1981 about the Games, and he said he would
crawl half a mile over glass to compete at an Olympics. But there were no lightweight
events. So the transition from lightweight to heavyweight was one he made in order to put
himself in line for Olympic selection - because he felt the Olympics were more of a pinnacle
to be tackled than the world lightweight championships. But knowing Peter he wasn’t just
going to compete: he was going to tackle the big boys.’ 970

Richard Powell goes so far as to suggest there was a ‘stigma’ attached to
lightweights, and that once he had sculled in 1986 and 1987 Peter wanted to do
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‘real rowing’: ‘If you wanted to row at the Olympics you had to be a
heavyweight. And Peter wanted to be the best in the world.’ 971

Following the switch, and Peter’s pursuit of a more balanced lifestyle, Brian
Richardson, who coached Peter and Paul Reedy in the double scull, became impressed
by Peter’s capacity to manage a range of commitments:
‘He just amazed me…how much he took on. He (was) on the water before…daylight…then
Paul would go on the water and Peter would go off to work. Then…he’d come and
train…then he would go off to night school…For two or three years he took on that double
load because he still had this fire in his belly that he wanted his gold medal; he particularly
wanted his Olympic gold medal. But he hadn’t got his career…and…his qualifications right,
so he was doing them all at once. (He was so) committed…to everything, and…was never
one to take short cuts.’ 972

While Peter’s career overall contained many high points, there were a commensurate
number of ‘lows’, notably Peter’s Amsterdam ‘blow up’ in 1977, his non-selection in
1980, the disappointment of Atlanta in 1996 then his failure to make the Olympic
team in 2000. Brian Dalton says Peter is the first to admit that he probably lost more
races than he won:
‘But he never gave up…He’s a fighter…If he had a bad performance he made sure he
improved on the next one…He wasn’t always on top. But he never gave up. He just
continued to have another go…and just wasn’t happy until he had proved to himself that he
could do it.’ 973

David Yates agrees: ‘Every time Peter failed or had a kick in the teeth he’d accept that
and redouble his efforts.’ Addressing Peter’s dedication to training, Yates says he
cannot recall one session when Peter did not ‘put in’ to the maximum:
‘All other athletes I’ve ever coached will be put off by something: they’ll have a cold and
they won’t train, or it’s raining, the boat was broken…Nothing got in Peter’s way. That was
single-minded determination that became…an obsession, in a way, to actually do it. But I
never felt that he would win because he believed he’d win. I always felt he would win
because he just wouldn’t let anybody else win.’ 974

Reinhold Batschi says he never saw anybody who worked as hard as Peter:
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‘In the gym, on the water, everything he does he does competitively, and I never saw
somebody who could hurt himself so badly in training, doing it the tough way. He never
took short cuts…What was needed was tough work and he showed everybody it could be
done: (that) while not having the greatest body or being the strongest person in the world
you can do it through determination and dedication.’ 975

Steve Redgrave has stated: ‘Single sculling is physically and mentally the toughest of
all (rowing) disciplines. There’s nobody to take the pressure off you. 976 There’s
nowhere to hide’. 977 James Tomkins has noted that Peter was a single sculler for
much of his career, something, he says, that is ‘testimony to his character’:
‘When you’re in a single scull…to go out there day after day and train and push yourself
when it’s just you…it’s a different breed, a different character completely. And it was just
that thriving on the challenge and the competition – maybe even the competition with
himself – that really drove ‘Pants’ on. “How quick can I go? How hard can I push myself?
How far can I take this?” To do that in a single scull takes a very special breed.”978

A further and constant challenge to Peter came from his father, as a result of the
older Antonie’s concerns about his son’s academic and career prospects.

Having expressed his concerns about Peter’s academic while his son was still at
Kostka Hall, Tom Antonie then become concerned about Peter’s rowing during his
senior school years. John Sheahan’s assessment of’ Tom’s feelings at the time were
blunt:
‘Tom Antonie didn’t want Peter to row. He was a doctor, and he was not…supportive of
Peter’s rowing. He could see that Peter was becoming very involved, to the exclusion of
everything else, especially his studies. So the father saw that rowing was getting the
emphasis and the studies weren’t. And being an academic man he wanted Peter to excel
academically. That wasn’t Peter’s interest. He was a shy, retiring guy, too, and you were
hard pressed often to know what he was thinking.’ 979

The issue arose again when Peter arrived home from the 1978 World
Championships. He was confronted by his father, concerned about Peter’s lack of
dedication to formal study. The younger Antonie’s retort was that he was not
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going to quit rowing until he had won gold. 980 Evem when he had done so –
twice – in 1986, Peter experienced further opposition from his father. ‘Why go
on?’ Tom Antonie asked his son, believing that now Peter was ‘at the top’ the
gamble involved in continuing was too big. Peter’s retort this time was that
defending his title represented an even greater challenge. ‘To get everything
working perfectly once is fine, but to do it again – that would be a real test.’ 981

After which came Peter’s switch to the heavyweight ranks – and the Olympic
challenge.

5.5 Unconventionality
Throughout his career, however, Peter demonstrated fundamentally non-elitist, even
proletarian values. These were noted by Paul van Veenendaal even while the pair
were still at Xavier’s junior school, and manifested themselves in Peter’s choice of
friends.
‘Peter chose his own friends, and although he lived in Toorak he chose to associate with
mates who might live in Moorabbin or other places. Rather than be with the more affluent
ones who lived in Toorak he made his own decisions about people who would be his
friends.’ 982

Peter also proved unconventional in his choice of sport He recalls being ‘dragged off
to the footy’ as a boy, but was never enthused by the VFL, as it then was,983 and did
not excel at all at what he refers to as ‘traditional’ Melbourne sporting pursuits:
football, cricket and sprinting. 984 What he did find he had a talent for, however, was
rugby, 985 offered in Term Two at Xavier as an alternative to Australian Rules
Football. 986 His preferred positions were scrum half or five eighth. 987

Despite his rowing successes, Peter remained extremely modest. For a long time at
ANZ Funds Management, his colleagues had no idea of his sporting achievements. He
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was ‘just another bloke who appeared with a sports bag’. 988 Terry Phillips believes
Peter’s humility is his most endearing trait.
‘He is dismissive of, almost careless about, his achievements. I recall meeting him on one
occasion and seeing two medal ribbons hanging out of his pocket. Peter explained he had
been out to give a talk. They were his Commonwealth Games and World Championships
gold medals.’ 989

A further example of Peter’s diffidence came when applications were invited for
participants in the Melbourne leg of the Athens 2004 Olympic Torch Relay. When
asked why he was not taking part when people less worthy were involved, the reply
was: ‘I think I had a chance to apply…I must have forgotten to respond.’ 990

Neither did Peter seek the media spotlight. Peter Philp refers to him as ‘a good media
performer’, but says he does not like a lot of media attention. ‘Perhaps in hindsight he
should have had a media manager, because there’s no doubt he could do all that quite
comfortably.’ 991 Roger Wilson recalls Peter saying to him occasionally it would be
“nice to work an angle”, ‘but he was never someone who wanted to push himself in
front of the public.

Wilson also recalls a phrase Peter used that he thinks is the key to the champion
sculler’s whole philosophy: “It’s on the scoreboard.”
‘And if it was on the scoreboard and he’d been successful,’ Wilson asserts, ‘that was what
really mattered. He never wanted anything other than a win.’ 992

This diffidence towards the accoutrements of success is part of the reason, Colin
Smith believes, that neither Peter nor Stephen Hawkins maximised their potential as a
result of their Barcelona win, either individually or collectively.’ 993 Indeed it was
weeks following his return home before Peter approached General Motors Holden
about the ‘Golden Holden’ he had been awarded as a result of the double’s win. 994
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This is in direct contrast to the approach taken by the other winners of gold in
Barcelona, the Oarsome Foursome.

Prior to and during the 1992 Olympics the Foursome dominated the media coverage,
so when Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins won the day before the four, the double
were seen as having emerged from the Foursome’s shadow. But only for twenty-four
hours. Once the Oarsome Foursome, too, were Olympic champions, Antonie and
Hawkins slipped back into obscurity. 995

On returning home the Foursome commercially endorsed Toohey’s Classic beer and
Schweppes soft drinks and embarked on a national tour of ‘personal appearances’. 996
This led to promotional work extending well into the next Olympiad. Olympic team
manager Andrew Guerin recalls that prior to the 1996 Games the crew needed
occasionally to be reminded of their non-commercial activities! 997 Having won again
in Atlanta, and with their contract with Goulburn Valley Fruit renewed, 998 they took
part in street parades and other civic activities, and even had an outer Melbourne
street named after them. 999 In 1999 they were said to have ‘made a massive
contribution to lifting their sport’s profile’ and the record of three of them – James
Tomkins, Mike McKay and Drew Green – was described as one that ‘may never be
surpassed’. 1000 The Goulburn Valley commercials’ were still being ‘aired’ on national
television a decade after their second Olympic gold medal, 1001 and Tomkins, in
particular, was still making individual appearances. He competed in – and won – the
Australian Formula One Grand Prix celebrity race, 1002 and appeared on Channel
Seven Television’s Dancing with the Stars. 1003

As Andrew Guerin states:
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‘The difference between the Foursome and Peter Antonie is that the (Foursome) deliberately
took a marketing approach, whereas Peter didn’t. They put a lot of hard work into their
marketing. It was a deliberate, conscious effort…’ 1004

And why not? Rowing is a low profile sport requiring huge dedication. To quote Mike
McKay: ‘We are not professional by price tag, but we certainly are by dedication and
hours logged.’ 1005 So, too, undoubtedly, was Peter Antonie, but his initial postBarcelona response to the Foursome’s commercial activities was to tell The Age he
could not see himself (doing) many beer commercials, 1006 a remark yet again
reflecting some diffidence on the sculler’s part towards the trappings of success

There are those who believe there were other factors that militated against Peter
achieving a high profile. John Coates has suggested it was Peter’s versatility:
‘It was harder for Peter, because he didn’t make his mark in one boat, or one event. The
Foursome spent a long time as a group…and in one particular boat, while Peter was moving
from lightweight to heavyweight, quad to double…That probably had some impact on
marketability.’ 1007

Roger Wilson agrees. ‘Peter…had another dimension apart from sweep-oared rowing
or a team event - several dimensions, in fact.’

Which is perhaps why, as Wilson further conjectures, Peter has since lived in the
shadows of the Oarsome Foursome, and one of the great Australian rowing careers
has barely been recognised by the media and among sport pundits.

1008

As John

Boultbee correctly states, however, ‘In the broader community the Oarsome
Foursome have the greater profile, but within the rowing community Peter’s profile is
the same as the Foursome’s, because people recognise his achievements as being
significant.’ 1009

Wilson summarises Peter’s situation thus:
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‘If the Foursome had not been around…Peter would be revered within the sport of rowing
far more highly than he has been…In fact Merv Wood and Bobby Pearce are better known
than Peter Antonie because they won their Olympic gold medals in the single scull as
distinct from Peter’s win in the double scull. At the height of his career Peter was up there
with all the top sportspeople, but that was in an era when we had another rowing crew that
everybody talked about, and the publicity machine was fantastic.’ 1010

To which Neville Oliver adds one more dimension when wondering ‘what might have
been’ had Peter and Stephen Hawkins retained their combination:
‘Together they were just awesome. Fantastic. Unbelievable. I often lazily wonder, had they
been able to get together again, whether they might have created a piece of history. We’ll
never know this, but my feeling was that they could have created a piece of history as
awesome as the Oarsome Foursome. I really rated them that highly after Banyoles; they
proved they were very special.’ 1011

Peter himself is not fazed by the fact that the Foursome received most of the postBarcelona ‘limelight’. In fact he thought it was ‘a bloody good thing’:
‘They are really good at it (publicity), but some of the things they did I would feel
uncomfortable about doing…They’ve done well for the sport and well for themselves, and
good luck to them. My concentration has been in the business environment, and that’s been
really good for me.’ 1012

There is little doubt, either, that Peter Antonie simply loves the sport for what it is, not
what he can get out of it. This is certainly Paul McSweeney’s view.
‘His whole involvement was geared towards performing at the optimum level. He enjoys
rowing as a sport. He does not perceive it as a means of commercial benefit.’ 1013

Andrew Guerin, too, refers to Peter’s ‘love for the sport’.
‘He enjoys his rowing and his ‘ownership’ of the Yarra River. He enjoys…the club scene as
well as the elite scene - because you couldn’t go through the ups and downs that Peter has if
you didn’t have the love for and enjoyment of the sport that he has.’ 1014

Others have referred to how the state of mind is important.
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‘I know some people who love rowing but hate the competition. They love it for the art of it.
I love it for both.’ 1015

Peter Antonie did not utter that phrase – but he could just as well have. They were
also values he took into his administrative and other non-rowing activities.00
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CHAPTER SIX
6.0 PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTS IN AUSTRALIAN ROWING
6.1 Administration – and administrators
At the time the ‘trailblazing’ MUBC four was putting lightweight rowing in the
national spotlight in the early 1970s – and inspiring a young Peter Antonie –
Australian rowing was administered by the Australian Amateur Rowing Council. Its
title was apposite: all administrators, coaches and officials were volunteers. 1016 The
role of the Council was to select and administer national squads and represent
Australia at FISA forums. State associations or councils took responsibility for raising
funds for those in their states selected in the national team. 1017 Great though the
efforts of the MUBC lightweights had been, the contribution made by certain
administrators would prove to be of even greater significance.
Since the Mexico Olympics in 1968, at which the Australian eight won silver, 1018
Australian rowing, like Australian sport, had slipped behind the rest of the world. The
only other medal won had been the MUBC four’s gold in 1974. 1019 Academics such
as Professor John Bloomfield and Dr Alan Coles were identifying to the Federal
Government the need to provide some institutionalised support for sport. 1020

In 1975 the manager of the Australian rowing team was John Coates. During that
year’s World Championships in Nottingham, at which, with a bronze medal, the
MUBC lightweight four were the best-performed Australian crew, 1021 Coates
examined closely the administration of opposing teams. 1022 He concluded that
Australia needed to compete overseas every year, which meant the funding required
would be enormous. 1023 On his return, Coates submitted to the AARC what was
regarded as a ‘landmark’ report containing several major recommendations. One was
that Australia should mount a global search for a head coach. 1024
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At the 1976 Olympics Games in Montreal, Australia won just one silver and three
bronze medals, 1025 its poorest performance since Berlin in 1936. None was
contributed by the rowing squad. John Coates, Rowing’s Section Manager and now
Secretary of the AARC, submitted another report to the Council:
‘The driving factor for me was that the male athletes we had available to us…in ’76 just had
no support. They didn’t have enough coaching support, sports science and medicine support,
and they didn’t have enough financial resources. We were also very disparate in coaching
systems across the country, and in technique.’ 1026

Given that most international events took place in Europe, the costs involved were
greater for Australia than for almost every other competing nation. The state
associations contributed in proportion to the number of their members selected, with
the biggest share usually borne by New South Wales or Victoria. Team members
generally had to pay from $1000 to $3000 or more towards their expenses. 1027 The
budget in 1977 for the large Victorian contingent, including Peter Antonie, travelling
to Amsterdam amounted to almost $30,000. This meant that while training, each team
member also devoted a significant amount of time and effort to fundraising. 1028 The
MUBC lightweight four’s fundraising program incorporated gambling nights, wine
sales, raffles, and movie nights. 1029

The 1978 lightweight squad to Copenhagen, again containing Antonie, had to raise
approximately $40,000. With the support, however, of parents, clubs, the VRA, the
corporate sector and this time a grant from the Federal Government, the team reached
its target.1030 In 1979 the estimated cost of sending the heavyweights and lightweights
to Bled – Antonie was in the lightweight eight – was $126,000. Levies on state
associations, funds provided by the rowers themselves and grants from the Federal
Government and the Australian Olympic Federation (AOF) totalled $69,000. But that
still left $57,000 to be raised. In Victoria the target was $38,000. 1031
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That year the appointment was announced of Reinhold Batschi, a Romanian, as
National Director of Coaching. Batschi, a rowing Olympian, had coached in Romania
before becoming coach of West German national crews. His employment by the
AARC was to be financed mainly by the Commonwealth Government through its
sport and recreation grants. 1032 The new head coach introduced a new and fairer
selection policy that ensured better opportunities for ‘hidden’ talent (see 4.2.1). It was
this policy that ensured the selection of the gold medal-winning lightweight four from
which Peter Antonie was excluded. 1033

Late in 1981 John Coates resigned as AARC Secretary to join the Olympic
movement. 1034 He remained long enough, however, to see the introduction of the
Federal Government’s new National Athlete Award Scheme. The scheme would
provide selected world-ranked sportsmen, women and teams, that would include Peter
Antonie, with financial compensation, enabling them to continue their sporting
careers and endeavour to improve their performance standards. The Government
awarded rowing $10,000 under the scheme, based on the performances of the 1980
men’s and women’s lightweight fours. 1035 Overall, however, sport was perceived as a
‘low priority’ item on the Federal Government’s funding agenda. This gave rise to
musings about the possibility of a Minister for Sport, as in Britain, France and a
number of European countries. 1036
John Coates’s successor at the AARC was John Boultbee, 1037 who had meanwhile
been Secretary of the National Rowing Coaching Committee. The committee’s role
was to implement a National Coaching Accreditation Scheme (NCAS) similar to that
existing in most other sports, under the auspices of the Australian Coaching
Council. 1038
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By now, training for Peter Antonie and other rowers aspiring to the high performance
ranks had become virtually a year round process, with Reinhold Batschi setting out a
program based on ‘periodisation’ that comprised clearly identified periods of high and
low intensity training, preparation and competition periods. 1039

The AARC had meanwhile negotiated a Commonwealth grant enabling the
appointment of an Executive Director, Denis Ford. 1040 A further grant of $100,000
from the Federal Government was said to reflect the prestige of rowing as an Olympic
sport. 1041 Ford now prepared a submission to the Government seeking the inclusion of
rowing on the Australian Institute of Sport program. 1042 The Institute had opened in
1981: official recognition following the Montreal Olympics that Australian sports and
sportspeople required new rather than traditional methods of funding and
preparation. 1043 One perceived benefit of rowing’s entry into the program, given the
Institute’s travel and equipment budget, was some relief at the state administrative
level in terms of fundraising. 1044 Following receipt of Ford’s proposal, the AIS made
a grant of $22,000 to the AARC to assist the national team. 1045

On the eve of the 1983 federal election, which resulted in Australia having its first
Sports Minister, John Brown, 1046 the inaugural executive director of the AIS, Don
Talbot, announced that rowing would be admitted to the Institute’s program. It was
described as a most significant step forward for the national development of
rowing. 1047 The Institute also made a grant of $30,000 to the AARC under its National
Training Centre Scheme for training of the 1984 Olympic team at the Institute in
Canberra. 1048 Following the Games, rowing entered the AIS program. It was said that,
taken together, the Olympic performances and the AIS entry had the potential to lift
rowing to a new level of achievement. Results at the Olympics had given the sport a
higher public and media profile: the AIS program would now produce a pool of
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intensively-trained national-level oarsmen and women from which a ‘stream’ of elite
performers was expected to flow, thus ensuring Australia’s continued success in
international competition. 1049

In 1984 it was announced that Reinhold Batschi had been appointed Head Rowing
Coach at the AIS, but that he would retain his ARC position. 1050 Peter Shakespear
subsequently took charge of the Institute’s women’s program. 1051

The Australian Sports Commission now became the Federal Government’s funding
agency, and in 1985 provided Australian rowing with $40,000 for international
competition. The Australian Commonwealth Games Association also proved helpful.
In association with the Commission, the ACGA made a grant of $100,000 to the ARC
for funding of the 1985 senior team, including lightweights – among them Peter
Antonie – preparing for the 1986 Games. 1052 In recognition of its increasing
professionalism the AARC dropped ‘Amateur’ from its title and become the ARC. 1053

There had meanwhile been established a Western Australian Institute of Sport. The
WAIS provided the Amateur Rowing Association of Western Australia with a grant
of $20,000 to fund its junior development scheme, 1054 following which rowing joined
the program. 1055

There had also been significant developments in Australia’s bid to host a world
championship. In 1984, Tasmanian Rowing Council president David Schier arranged
through John Boultbee that FISA president Thommi Keller should be invited to the
national regatta at Lake Barrington. Keller, who had been impressed by Australia’s
regular attendance at world championships, duly accepted. The regatta, at which Peter
Antonie helped Victoria win the Penrith Cup, was a great success, and Keller
suggested Australia should bid for the 1990 World Championships. At the next FISA
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Congress, held in Rome in January 1985, the ARC application was unanimously
supported. 1056

An article in Australian Rowing late in 1985 by John Boultbee attempted to establish
a clear delineation between the role of the national body and that of the state
associations. The Council’s major responsibility, it was suggested, was the funding of
the training and competition undertaken by national squads – at a time when the
international calendar was expanding rapidly – while that of the states was to run
regattas and develop clubs. The article emphasised in particular the total dependence
of the ARC on outside bodies for its financial viability and the relative lack of
opportunity it had to generate funds itself. An area identified as of real concern was
sponsorship, particularly given that rowing’s major annual event, the national regatta,
was run each year by a different state, to whom sponsorship monies went, and that
national teams competing overseas and thus lacking significant television coverage
did not offer sponsors great exposure. Boultbee finally compared Australia’s situation
with that of its international rivals, notably the state-supported eastern Europeans on
the one hand and the Italians on the other. Italy’s rowers at that time were supported
by a national sports lottery that provided for a planned system of selection, training
and coaching education. It was acknowledged, significantly, that regardless of funding
sources, most rowing nations had difficulty in gaining sponsorship. It was the ‘mass
appeal’ sports that attracted huge television exposure and were thus attractive to
potential sponsors. 1057

A year later the Council established the Australian International Rowing Foundation,
a 100 per cent tax-deductible scheme aimed at generating further funds for the
training and competition to be undertaken by Australian representative crews. It was
hoped this would relieve still further the financial obligations on states, clubs and
individuals. 1058 Meanwhile the benefits of an AIS scholarship were being clearly
enunciated: all the personal sacrifices virtually synonymous with ‘serious’ rowing in
Australia – time, work, money and difficulties in completing studies – were
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eliminated. The costs to those receiving no state or club ‘compensation’ were
described as ‘painful’. 1059

In 1988, as its international contenders prepared for an Olympic year that would
involve a significant number of pre-Games events, the ARC received $83,000 from
the AOF towards the Olympic team’s planned first trip. The $500,000 rowing budget
at the AIS also provided benefits to members of national squads. Reinhold Batschi
also became full-time head coach at the Institute. The ARC advertised for a new
National Director of Coaching, 1060 and a 33-year-old Swiss, Peter Stocker, was
appointed. 1061 Simon Gillett had meanwhile been appointed the first full time
professional coach at the South Australian Sports Institute, 1062 and Morten Espersen,
from Denmark, was now State Director of Coaching in Queensland.1063

Shortly afterwards the Federal Government set up an Inquiry Into Sports Funding,
The ARC prepared a submission, based on the need for those representing Australia to
be fully funded. The main point made to the Inquiry was that at a time of intense
international competition and the resultant need for virtually full-time training,
international rowers and those aspiring to international competition had to be relieved
of the perennial burden of raising sufficient funds. The budget associated with the
scheme ran into millions of dollars. 1064

Rowing was subsequently asked to prepare an Elite Performance Model. The Sports
Commission wanted to know how much it would cost the sport to put in place the
optimum means of achieving optimum performance. The Commission then targeted
seven sports as being worthy of particular consideration in the area of elite
development – and rowing was one of them. 1065 Shortly thereafter the Commission
confirmed that the ARC was to receive almost $500,000 for elite and development
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programs. It would also receive almost $200,000 under the AOF’s Forward Planning
Program to support the potential Olympic component within Australian teams. 1066

It was further foreshadowed at this time that at the elite level, rather than be a seasonal
sport, rowing would become virtually a year-round occupation. The future, it was
stated, would involve an increase in training months to eleven each year so that
aerobic endurance capacity was developed to a stage where the ‘fade out’ experienced
at the 1989 World Championships was halted. 1067 For Peter Antonie, this amounted to
‘business as usual’.

As part of further ensuring Australia became a major rowing nation, East German
coach Professor Theo Koerner had begun work as a consultant to the AIS with a view
to his playing a major role in the preparation of crews for the 1990 World
Championships. Professor Koerner had been the architect of the East German talent
identification scheme Australia was now reproducing. 1068 However, Peter Stocker
resigned, and Koerner was appointed head coach of the Australian team. 1069
Completing an East German ‘mini invasion’ were Harald Jahrling, dual Olympic gold
medallist in the coxed pairs, who was appointed as State Director of Coaching in
NSW, 1070 and Stephan Muhlenberg, who became his counterpart in Western
Australia. Muhlenberg had coached the East German quad scull to a bronze medal at
the 1988 Seoul Olympics. 1071

In August 1990 rowing was introduced as the first of thirteen sports to enter the
Victorian Institute of Sport program. The head coach was to be Brian Richardson. It
was stated at the launch that the Institute would support all Victorian members of the
Australian team selected for the World Championships at Lake Barrington.
Richardson noted that in the past Victoria had lost rowers early in their careers, either
to interstate institutes or the AIS. Now, with the involvement of the VIS and the state
government, there would be no need for top rowers to move interstate. Richardson
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thought the VIS’s funding and facilities would equal those of any other institute in
Australia. 1072

Australia’s collection of one gold, one silver and two bronze medals at the 1990
World Championships in Tasmania – one of the bronzes won by Peter Antonie and
Paul Reedy – appeared a satisfactory ‘down payment’ on the $500,000 investment
announced by the Sports Commission twelve months earlier. It was certainly
perceived as assisting greatly the bid by rowing’s administration to cement its place
among the so-called ‘super seven’ sports having the potential to win medals at the
1992 Olympics. 1073

Just before the 1991 World Championships the Sports Commission allocated rowing
$258,000 in grants under what was now known as the Sports Talent Encouragement
Plan (STEP) and $68,000 in elite coaching grants. Again, these funds greatly
alleviated the financial burden of team members – including Peter Antonie – and
coaches. 1074

At a symposium on the future of AIS rowing, attended by the ARC executive board,
the Council and what was now the Selection Commission, the AIS Rowing Program
was unanimously endorsed as the ARC centre of excellence. 1075 It was noted that
since the program began the number of scholarships awarded together with the
number of athletes in visiting national crews totalled 411, and just over half of
Australia’s national junior and senior teams were AIS scholarship holders. It was
noted, however, that there needed to be a more complementary and integrated
approach to liaison between the AIS rowing program and state institutes so as to
minimise any overlap. 1076 Having taken back the reins as head coach prior to and
during the Barcelona Olympics, Reinhold Batschi now resigned to concentrate again
on his position as head coach at the AIS. He was replaced temporarily by Theo
Koerner, 1077 then, on a permanent basis by Simon Gillett. 1078
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Sydney having been awarded the 2000 Olympic Games, 1079 a further sports funding
scheme was introduced, with support contingent upon the standard of international
performances each year until then. Funding would be increased or decreased
according to the performances of rowers compared with the performances of high
performance athletes from other Olympic sports. 1080 The Plan, which the Federal
Government called the Olympic Athlete Program, resulted in a budget allocation for
rowing of more than $3 million, inclusive of the AIS budget of $826,000. The funds
were targeted on particular areas, including state-based intensive training centres
(ITCs). 1081

In 1995 the ARC Athletes’ Commission, chaired by Peter Antonie, underwent a
baptism of fire as Australian rowing became embroiled in political turmoil. The
upheaval centred on allegations of financial mismanagement on the part of the head
coach. The result was a significant amount of national media attention and a vote of
‘no confidence’ in Simon Gillett by several Australian team coaches. 1082 The ARC set
up an official enquiry 1083 and the Australian Sports Commission instituted a review of
the Council’s administration. As the ARC’s principal funding source, the Commission
was concerned about the impact of the public debate and the pressure being placed on
the administration. 1084

Among the more significant outcomes was intervention by the Commission that
resulted in 1996 Olympic preparations becoming the responsibility of an interim high
performance administration. This comprised John Boultbee, now executive director of
the AIS, and Doug Donoghue, representing what had become the Australian Olympic
Committee (AOC). The Interim Administration appointed Reinhold Batschi Head
Coach, while former lightweight oarsman and coach Matthew Draper became High
Performance Manager. Batschi was also appointed an Olympic selector, as were Peter
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Antonie’s former coach Dr David Yates, and 1983 world championships bronze
medallist Dr Graham Jones. 1085 The ARC was assured it would resume administration
of the high performance program after the Atlanta Games1086 but Simon Gillett’s
tenure ended. 1087

A further outcome was a name change for the national federation, to Rowing
Australia. 1088 The ‘new’ administration conducted the National Rowing Conference,
which provided the opportunity for every club and school involved in rowing in
Australia to contribute to the creation of a national plan. It was reported as Rowing
Australia turning its attention away from the two per cent of elite rowers to the 98 per
cent at its ‘grass roots’ members. The president, Islay Lee, wrote that to be able to
listen to what the ‘rank and file’ in Australian rowing wanted was very positive, and
to be able to act on this even more so. 1089

In 1996 it was announced that the NSW Institute of Sport would establish a rowing
program. More than $217,000 had been committed to the program, approximately half
of which was available to high performing clubs. These funds would be supplemented
by Sports Commission contributions through Intensive Training Centre and Olympic
Athlete Program schemes. Harald Jahrling was to be the Institute’s head coach, the
high performance centres would be at Narrabeen Lakes and UTS Haberfield, and the
development clubs would be Sydney, Sydney University and Nepean. 1090

Following the 1996 Atlanta Olympics Brian Richardson was appointed Head Coach
of Rowing Australia. 1091 He said he believed Australia had one of the best funded
rowing programs in the world. 1092 Australia’s Atlanta triumphs resulted in clubs from
as far afield as Townsville, Bunbury, Launceston and Hobart reporting a significant
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increase in the numbers of people who wanted to either learn to row or return to the
sport. 1093 This led to an upbeat review by Rowing Australia CEO David Schier of the
state of Australian rowing:
‘From 1912 to 1992, Australia won a total of fourteen medals at the Olympic Games: in
just one year its crews and scullers won six. In the last four years our juniors have won
fourteen medals…The decade of the 1990s is Australian rowing’s richest ever - a total of
48 medals won at world championships and Olympic Games in just six years. This is
compared with seventeen medals for the entire decade of the 1980s...The success of the
sport can be attributed to…the commencement of federal funding support in 1989, the
ongoing role of the AIS, and the Olympic Athlete Program (all of which have) provided a
huge boost to our sport…But the foundations have…been created, developed, broadened
and strengthened by the infrastructure and funding support of the seven state-based
institutes of sport. In tandem, clubs have embraced the high performance program with a
commitment to equipment, coaches and facilities support…We are developing depth in the
ranks of coaches…There is consistent medical, team management and growing media
support (and) Australian boat and oar builders are delivering…products now up with the
world’s best.’ 1094

Schier’s summary, however, was in stark contrast to one offered prior to the Games
by the retiring editor of Australian Rowing, Ken Matts, who since his appointment in
1988 had overseen almost thirty issues:
‘Some states are getting funding from private sources to support elite programs and
burgeoning budgets while clubs are still expected to provide the support they always have.
But ever-increasing costs have put great pressure onto clubs, to such an extent that several
have had to merge with educational institutions in order to survive, and one in Sydney had to
fold because it was unable to meet its debts with the NSWRA. It is obvious success overseas
is not being translated back to many clubs, which are being placed under increasing pressure
by the expectations of the sport. Fragmentation is occurring, with state institutes demanding
the best rowers for their elite squads…Talent identification programs are a magnificent way
of attracting suitable athletes to the sport but they are breaking down when follow-up club
support is just not there. And to top it all off, equipment costs are skyrocketing, with new
boats and oars getting harder and harder to obtain by clubs. Only the school market,
especially schoolgirls, continues to develop, and could result in women producing greater
efforts than men by the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games’. 1095
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The national body, then, had grown from a purely amateur organisation to one that
employed full-time professional administrators and coaches and controlled multimillion dollar budgets. But tensions remained, notably in the areas of
commercialisation and the institutes.

6.2 Commercialisation and sponsorship
Before the mid-1980s most corporate sponsorship within Australian rowing was
sought and obtained by crews and state associations, not by the national body. First to
enter the 'market' was the 1979 Australian men's lightweight eight, containing Peter
Antonie, which secured a $10,000 grant from Pyrox, a Melbourne-based manufacturer
of gas appliances. The company also agreed to sponsor the 1980 King's Cup and
National Regatta, due to be hosted by Victoria. 1096 A division of ACI Ltd contributed
$15,000 towards other regattas staged by the VRA, including the state
championships, 1097 and in 1983-84 that sponsorship was doubled. 1098 BP Australia
had meanwhile agreed to sponsor the state’s Colts squad. 1099

In Queensland, the Nicholas company was the major corporate supporter of the 1981
Staminade King’s Cup and National Regatta,1100 while Occidental Life Insurance
sponsored the Olympic quad scull in 1984 for $12,000. The company reported having
successfully ‘leveraged’ off the deal, and also claimed to have been responsible for
persuading General Motors Holden to assist the women’s four. 1101 Victoria’s sponsor,
Pilkington ACI, made similar claims concerning leveraging, particularly with regard
to publicity achieved. 1102 The major sponsor of the 1984 Australian lightweight
squad, again including Peter Antonie, was Esso Australia. 1103 Later that year the
South Australian Rowing Association announced it had secured the State Bank of
South Australia as the major sponsor of the 1986 national regatta, with substantial
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financial support available in the interim. 1104

Confronted by the criticisms outlined by John Boultbee in 1985, particularly relating
to its dependence on outside bodies for its financial viability, the national
administration sought corporate sponsorship. In 1986 it was announced that Cadbury
Confectionery had become the major sponsor for the next three years. This meant a
‘six figure sum’ would be available, with the first major activity Cadbury’s support of
the 1986 Commonwealth Games and World Championships teams. The Cadbury deal
also included sponsorship of the national championships in 1987 and 1988. It was
certainly a timely investment: the ARC had spent some $280,000 in ensuring all
scullers, rowers and their support teams embarked on the European tour. 1105 As ABC
television commentator Neville Oliver suggested during the Commonwealth Games
coverage, it meant ‘the athletes were required to sell fewer two dollar raffle
tickets.’ 1106

Largely as a result of the two gold medals won at the World Championships, one of
them by Peter Antonie, Cadbury extended the sponsorship. It was said to be one of the
most generous then assisting an Australian amateur sport. 1107 The company extended
it a second time, 1108 but then in 1989 announced it would not continue its sponsorship
beyond the end of the year. Two national regattas in consecutive years severely
affected by the weather would certainly not have helped rowing’s cause. 1109
In 1990 the regatta was sponsored by the clothing retailer Country Road. 1110
Following the event the company pledged to sponsor the sport nationally, initially for
a year, and planned to supplement its sponsorship with an in-store marketing
campaign featuring members of the 1990 national teams. 1111 This sponsorship was
succeeded by that involving the international insurance corporation Zurich. Come
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2002, however, the sponsorship was not renewed. 1112

6.3 Media and marketing
During Peter Antonie’s time in national rowing there were somewhat inconsistent
attempts to ensure national media coverage of the sport or to satisfactorily support
government and corporate sponsorship with such coverage. But publicity for rowing –
or the lack of it – was never too far from the minds of those involved in the sport. 1113

The national magazine, Australian Rowing, was introduced in 1978, with successive
editors producing quarterly editions on an honorary or honorarium basis for more than
two decades. 1114 A 1985 article in the magazine by Geelong sculler Sam Golding
discussed the view of the sport commonly held by what he referred to as ‘the imagemakers of the media’, and raised questions about the ‘minor sport’ tag commonly
applied to rowing. Golding also claimed that a ‘widespread myth’ – that rowing was
solely the province of private schools – ignored all the best oarsmen and women in
Australia and all they had striven for (wherever they went to school) and also
trivialised their achievements. He further noted that the private schools’ Head of the
River regatta received far more media coverage than all the selection trials and the
national regatta put together. Rowing needed coverage at the national level, he wrote,
to gain sponsors and obtain leverage in the securing of grants from state and federal
governments.

Golding also referred to the public appeal of rowing in the nineteenth century, and
revealed something which at that time would have been almost unbelievable: that
before World War One VFL (Victorian Football League) fixtures were arranged
around the VRA (Victorian Rowing Association) regatta program. He also countered
claims by editors that ‘rowing is a minor sport and does not help sell newspapers’ by
asserting, rather, that it was an amateur sport - as were so many other Olympic
sports. 1115
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In what was intended to be the first in a series of articles on the subject, the author
then expounded in Australian Rowing upon his belief that newspaper editors had a
narrow view of sporting tastes and took too little cognisance of their readers’ eclectic
knowledge of other sports. He also pointed out that rowing was competing against
sports employing professional media relations and marketing experts, then introduced
a few simple measures aimed at countering this imbalance. 1116

The wins by Peter Antonie and the men’s eight at the 1986 Commonwealth Games
and World Championships, however, received scant media coverage. On arriving
home Neville Oliver was devastated to learn that the win by the men’s eight – what he
regarded in his inimitably biased way as ‘one of Australia’s greatest moments in
sport’ – had been largely ignored by the media and so remained ‘one of Australian
sport’s best kept secrets’. He suggested a full-page advertisement to ‘right the
wrong’. 1117

Peter Antonie and the eight did, though, receive what was regarded as ‘long overdue
national recognition’ when receiving awards on national television. At the Sport
Australia awards ceremony in Melbourne, the eight were named Team of the Year
and Reinhold Batschi Coach of the Year. Peter was among the final three in the ‘Best
Single Sporting Performance’ category. The other nominees were golfer Greg
Norman, for his win in the British Open, and Robert de Castella, for his triumph in the
Boston Marathon. The award went to ‘Deek’. Then came the ABC Sportstar of the
Year awards, at which rowing was again to the fore, and the only sport to have two of
its stars interviewed by the compere – Neville Oliver. The eight were again named
Team of the Year, and Peter Antonie was interviewed. However, the overall sportstar
was Greg Norman. 1118

Revival by the ARC of its marketing committee in 1992 signalled that renewed efforts
would be made to generate a greater profile for rowing and, through such efforts,
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greater income. 1119 This included plans to ensure rowing was an improved ‘product’.
Among proposals foreshadowed were separation of the interstate and national
regattas, the creation of sprint regattas 1120 and the development of a national media
network. 1121 Given rowing’s relative lack of national and international profile
opportunities, the committee’s work was made more difficult by the failure of the
Commonwealth Rowing Association to have rowing included in the program at the
1994 Commonwealth Games in Victoria, British Columbia. 1122

In 1994 a national media network was set up for Australian rowing. An Action Plan
was produced 1123 and comprehensive media strategies developed and implemented for
the 1994 Indianapolis 1124 and 1995 Tampere (Finland) world championships 1125 that
were regarded as having obtained unprecedented press, radio and television
coverage. 1126 A paper at the rowing’s national conference alerted the national rowing
community to the dynamics of contemporary sport, particularly given the increasing
influence of television; to the fact that rowing, a comparatively esoteric sport, was
competing against administrations treating their sports as a product and a business,
and set out a five-year marketing development plan based on expansion of the
national rowing program and improved media ‘education’. A metaphor for rowing’s
predicament, it was pointed out, was that the national regatta, the sport’s showpiece,
was almost invariably held on the same weekend as most public school Head of the
River events! 1127 A further National Media and Marketing Plan was produced,1128
likewise a corporate sponsorship proposal, 1129 and the author was reappointed as
honorary National Media Director. 1130 In 1997 the position was abolished, 1131 and no
similar position has since been permanently created. In 2004 a former national
athletics administrator, Brian Roe, bemoaned the fact that Athletics Australia had
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concentrated too much on marketing and not enough on the competitive side of the
sport. 1132 It could be argued that rowing has taken the opposite view.

Neville Oliver encapsulated the argument when bemoaning the lack of attention to
Peter Antonie in particular and rowing per se.
‘It always irritates me that second rate ‘whatevers’ can claim star status. Rugby League
players or Aussie Rules players, as members of a team, aren’t significant individuals, but
Peter Antonie is a significant individual. And it irritates me no end that a man of such
athletic ability, with such a glittering career, could walk down any street in Australia and not
be known. And when you see that ‘Billy Nobody’ playing half back flank for Geelong
doesn’t dare leave his home because he’s going to be flooded by adoring fans, there’s
something wrong in the state of Denmark. And it’s a damn sight harder to win a world
championship than it to play half back flank in one of sixteen sides in Melbourne or Sydney.
So it’s been a source of great aggravation to me that rowers are not more noted and feted. 1133

The veteran broadcaster’s frustrations seem set to continue. A survey conducted early
in 2006 indicated that rowing fell well short of being among the top ten most popular
sports in Australia. 1134

6.4 Elite v ‘grass roots’
By far the greatest tension at the national level of rowing, however, has surrounded
the perceived administrative dichotomy between the high performance and club areas
of rowing: between the elite and the grass roots. The author questioned in 1982
whether the national regatta was truly that – or simply a final national selection trial.
In effect, he asked, by basing virtually the entire national regatta program on the
requirements of the Australian selectors, was the sport not being polarised? Were
those in the lower ranks effectively being barred from competing at the national
regatta? And how was the sport to attract a greater number of spectators to the event if
it catered only for the high performance ranks? An argument was made for including
events for novices through to veterans. This, it was stated, would provide greater
encouragement to those in the lower ranks. 1135 The debate led to an appeal for the
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reintroduction of junior races at the national regatta to enable smaller city clubs and
‘country’ clubs to participate at the ‘nationals’. 1136

In 1989 a newsletter was distributed in Victoria complaining that while the sport
could boast improved performances at the international level and greatly increased
financial support, scant attention or credit was paid to it at the club level. An appeal
was made to ‘the authorities’ to consider the welfare of rowing ‘right down to the
grass roots, not just up in the ivory towered glory of gold medaldom’. 1137 It was
suggested elsewhere that rowing was ‘dying from the roots up’: that (larger) clubs
only want to recruit a limited number of the top rowers from the schools. The
observation was also made that the number of top class rowers at regattas was reduced
because national trial regattas were scheduled on (club) regatta days. 1138 In
recognition of the fact that there were two levels of competition, it was recommended
that clubs should try to attract rowers at different levels of the sport, identified as ‘for
fun, enjoyment and entertainment’ and ‘where competition is almost businesslike and
where the international standard dictates performance’. 1139

At the centre of the ‘elitism’ argument, however, were the national and state institutes
of sport. Concern was raised in 1986 about the effect of the AIS program on clubs, a
letter to Australian Rowing stating that the great majority of rowers were not aiming
to reach AIS standard, and that some clubs were having difficulty boating crews at
local regattas. It was even thought those clubs might not survive. A rhetorical question
was asked: ‘Can rowing continue without the ‘rank and file’ of club rowing?’ The
point was further made, given their respective high performance roles, that the AIS
could even supplant the role of the ARC. 1140 A decade later it was averred that a sport
with the potential to be among Australia’s major medal winners at the Sydney
Olympics was ‘dying’ at the base level, despite unprecedented interest from ‘lifestyle’
and masters rowers. Comparisons were made with the fees charged by rowing and
golf clubs, and the suggestion offered that Rowing Australia carry out a review of fee
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scales for the various participation levels – social, junior, senior, elite and the like. 1141
Another correspondent alleged that the state and national administrations were failing
to recognise the importance of strong clubs to the ongoing success, indeed survival, of
the sport, and inferred that such administrations were interested only in the elite ranks
of the sport. 1142

In response, Rowing Australia’s High Performance Manager Matthew Draper pointed
out that the elite scheme was part of the Olympic Athlete Program, administered by
the Australian Sports Commission and the AIS with the sole aim of winning medals at
the Sydney Olympics. The OAP covered the AIS itself, the ITCs and the
infrastructure that supported this network. Rowing was one of the three highest
funded sports, having been allocated some $4 million to run the OAP; and
government policy dictated that the closer 2000 came the more the money must be
spent only on Olympic-standard athletes. Draper reinforced the fact that the ITCs
network was in place to support the elite end of the rowing spectrum, and while each
ITC would like to assist all levels of the sport, government policy dictated otherwise.
He further stated, in uncompromising terms, that ‘even to get into the pack at world
level, let alone win, athletes must train where they get the best water, facilities and
coaching’, which by inference meant turning their backs on their clubs. Draper
acknowledged, however, that clubs were feeling increasingly isolated, and suggested
they make their priority the social side of the sport, as many European clubs had done.
This incorporated ‘learn to row’ schools, social and family functions – and
fundraising for the club’s high performance rowers. 1143
6.5 Whither Australian rowing?
Brian Richardson has referred to Peter Antonie as an ‘angry ant’. 1144 Based on his
experience as an elite athlete, a coach and a national and club administrator, Antonie
is certainly not averse to expressing his opinion on a variety of national rowing issues
that concern him.
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Given his proletarian outlook, however, he remains relatively unconcerned that
rowing attracts so little corporate support: that it remains among the vast majority of
sports beyond those - the football codes, cricket, tennis and golf - that ‘sell’
newspapers and secure T.V. coverage. 1145 Indeed, it seems to suit Antonie that,
despite being capital intensive, rowing is frequently perceived as one of the last
refuges of authentic amateurism, and that even for a world champion such as him, on
or off the river there is little fortune and not much more fame. 1146 Neither is it a
source of frustration to him that rowing and sculling, which requires huge dedication,
receives relatively low media exposure compared with ‘major’ sports requiring less
dedication.
‘Not at all. I’m content in the knowledge that ‘that’s the way it is’, and while I might have
trained like a professional athlete, at no time was I a professional athlete by way of income
or the way I describe myself. Making a lot of money out of it was never an objective. From
day one you know as a rower that you are probably also going to need a career.’ 1147

To that extent his thoughts mirror those of British Olympic gold medallist Tim Foster:
‘The oarsman must not expect recognition or worldly approval. His work is his recompense.
Only in his own peace of mind and self-esteem will he find solace. The purity of the sporting
achievement in rowing is what makes it beautifully suited to the Olympic ideal. Money and
fame would cheapen it.’ 1148

As Sam Golding has noted, however, rowing is perceived as well connected to
money, and largely as a result of its links to the private school system continues to be
regarded as an ‘upper class’ or ‘silvertail’ sport. A phrase from a 1984 article in The
Age demonstrates what was – and perhaps still is – almost irreversible stereotyping:
‘Rowing has…certain traditional social connotations – Oxford and Cambridge, boaters and
blazers, private schools and girls called Cecily – that strike many as irredeemably elitist’. 1149

Colin Smith accepts rowing’s ‘private school’ connection, but then adds:
‘What is forgotten is that at the start of the Antonie era we didn’t get the funding that
Australian crews get today. To raise money to row for Australia it was not our parents who
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funded us…we actually had to raise the money. It was not organised by the clubs; the
athletes did the fundraising themselves.’

Smith further points out that even today, some athletes – ‘whether they’re silvertail or
not’ – still fund themselves to go on tours.
‘A tour for an under-23 athlete in the Australian team is $7000 to $8000. And the funds we
need to obtain per athlete…to get them to the world championships are $15,000 per athlete.
So this is an expensive sport which fortunately we have the government assisting us with. It
is not a sport funded by silvertails. It is a sport funded by itself, with great help from the
Australian government.’ 1150

As Tim McLaren has noted, Peter Antonie had a good upbringing and was himself a
private school student – but did not fit the ‘silvertail’ mould. ‘It’s almost as if he
would have liked to have seen himself as having grown up on “the wrong side of the
tracks” and succeeded despite adversity.’ 1151 John Boultbee believes Peter’s way of
doing things was ‘attractive to wherever you came from – and an example, too, of
somebody who didn’t have things handed to them on a platter.’ 1152 Peter himself is
content to accept that, yes, there is a ‘global bias’ towards the perception of rowing as
a ‘silvertail’ sport – ‘the private school and university thing’. ‘But people in rowing
are from all walks of life, just as they are in other sports.’ 1153

On that issue, then, there is acceptance from Antonie. On the subject, however, of the
system of national and state institutes, there most definitely is not. He acknowledges
wholeheartedly the contribution made by John Coates, John Boultbee and Reinhold
Batschi, but remains extremely concerned about the effect of high performance
programs on the clubs, describing them as ‘economically unsustainable’.
‘There is huge duplication in terms both of expenditure and resources. In my view the statebased institutes should all be closed down and there should be just a single, national
institute. The funding state institutes receive makes state associations toothless. State
associations have been de-powered by state institutes so are incapable of doing what they are
there to do, which is to be a ‘bureau’ for the clubs in those states, run successful regattas and
provide more events for clubs to participate in. Clubs are the lifeblood of the sport. The
traditional regattas have been basically screwed over by all the elite athletes, who have
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ripped off to do other stuff. There are too many athletes who think they’re elite and aren’t
elite. The state institutes are taking into their programs athletes who will never, ever, ever
get there, and whose performances do not warrant their being in an institute-type program.
So those athletes are badly serviced by being sucked up into something they should not be
in. They should be in a club and state-based program in which they can enjoy themselves
more – and one day, maybe, reach the right level. But how many people are in institutes at
various levels throughout the country? It would probably be five times or more the number
required for the national team – and that’s a joke. This is unsustainable for rowing, which
gets a lot of funding because it produces a lot of medals. And it gets a lot of medals because
there are a lot of medals in (international) rowing (events) and they’re ‘easy’ medals
compared with…other sports.’

A further matter of concern to Antonie is rowing’s national program, and here again
he rails against the institute system:
‘The national championships are not a national club championship, they’re a national
institutes championship, at which self-serving institute coaches ensure their athletes row
with other athletes from another institute…There’s no such thing as a national championship
any more.’

Peter also believes the national regatta – which he describes as ‘that abomination of a
regatta’ and ‘an institute-fest’ – destroys the one-day national interstate regatta,
including the King’s Cup, held at the end of national ‘interclub’ racing. When asked if
the interstate regatta should therefore be held at another time of the year in order to
obtain for rowing an extra ‘profile’ opportunity, he first qualifies his response – ‘I
look at it from a participant’s point of view, not as a product’ – then agrees. But he
then adds, resignedly, ‘I don’t think you’d get anyone to go. It doesn’t mean anything
any more.’

John Coates and John Boultbee are both fully aware of Peter’s views. They also
express some sympathy for them, and for Peter himself. As Boultbee states:
‘In ’77, when Peter started, everyone had to struggle and find money. In ‘86 it was still
happening: it was a struggle. But by the late 80s the money was there, and people like Peter
were better able to do what they needed to do. And we were able to capitalise on our success
by backing our athletes much better with better tours and better equipment and professional
coaching. So the professional system - the systematised selection and then the
professionalism that funding brought - matched Peter’s rise to success, and all the other
successes we had. However, Peter was achieving success before then. The money was not
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there in 1977 and 1978, and in 1986 he was a trailblazer, and that was before we really
started to see the influx of funds.’ 1154

John Coates, too, acknowledges that Peter does not owe his success to the new system
– and that he would not be one to dwell on any initial disadvantage.
‘He knows the sacrifices he made to represent Australia, and he’s not at all bitter about that,
and it is not something I’ve ever seen him dwell on. He accepts that is the case, and I get the
feeling he thinks he was a better person because he made those sacrifices. He has never been
someone who has expected something from the system in terms of financial rewards. And
there’s no bitterness that it hasn’t rewarded him. He’s got on with his life, he’s worked in
banking, there’s an acceptance…’ 1155

Coates and Boultbee nevertheless remain unapologetic about the system they helped
create, be it the selection process or the influx of funding. Indeed Boultbee points out
that the selection system Reinhold Batschi introduced allowed the ‘real athletes’ to
step up – including Peter Antoine.
‘For example the 1980/81 lightweight four of Rusty Robertson’s was just magnificent, and
magnificently coached. But the system allowed it to exist. The system of selection regattas
with people rowing in pairs and singles helped bring out the two pairs that shone out. And
eventually that was the system that threw Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins together.’ 1156

John Coates also maintains faith in the system of national and state institutes of sport,
but does recognise it has the potential to break down the fabric of the club system. He
summarises thus:
‘When we had no financial support to provide to our national teams and develop our rowers
we had to take the opportunity with the AIS to hand pick rowers to participate in the rowing
program…and concentrate support on them…With success in rowing and generally the
institute model was…duplicated across each state, so each state or territory nowadays has an
institute or an academy…They, after their early days, went the same way as the national
institute, and… had their programs at the expense of club rowing. So once the state institutes
happened we had an even bigger divergence from club rowing. But what has happened for
the better is that a number of clubs in each state are starting to get better resourced with the
help of state institutes, and the model now is that the state institutes are really providers of
different support mechanisms for athletes, whether it be allowances, sports science and
sports medicine back up, equipment…And now, with the imprimatur of Australian rowing,
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this support is starting to be directed through the clubs. I’m not critical of how it
happened…I think it was a necessity, and we have had some amazing success. And if we
hadn’t achieved that success internationally we would not still be funded among the top four
federally and similarly in each of the states. Having got the success we have to maintain our
standard, but have got to direct the funding, at a state level, through those clubs which
satisfy Australian rowing that they are capable of and are conducting a proper elite program.
Then the state institute money, in particular, can be delivered through these centres of
excellence…in the clubs, with the state really providing that money and providing a director
to oversee it. I think the way it’s evolving is very, very good.’ 1157

In Barcelona, Peter Antonie helped Australia gain the number two spot in the
world. 1158 In Atlanta it was the top nation. 1159 Sydney saw a slide down the rankings,
while in Athens there was another dip in the medal tally. 1160 What of the future?
‘I think rowing in Australia will always go pretty well. I don’t see there will be a major
reduction in the funding. While I regard the level of funding and the duplication of services
at the institute level…as ridiculous, I don’t think that will change. So we’ll still get pretty
good results. East Germany won a lot of medals, too, because an uneconomic amount of
money was spent on rowing there. Some of the medals are more ‘shiny’ if it’s done in a
slightly different sort of way.’ 1161
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CHAPTER SEVEN
7.0 PERSONAL DIRECTIONS
Although retired from international rowing, Peter continues to compete, both in
Australia and overseas – and to be as competitive as ever. John O’Dowd of
Melbourne’s Powerhouse club, recalls that in 2003, at the start of a sculling time trial
on the Yarra, Peter told his fellow competitors: ‘If any of you get in the way I’m
going to run right over you.’ He won. 1162 He also stroked an MUBC eight to victory
in the Head of the Charles time trial in Boston, USA. 1163 In 2005, aged forty-six, Peter
was in the MUBC eight that won the Victorian championship. 1164 He also went again
to Henley Royal Regatta, this time in an MUBC four, 1165 but they lost in a quarterfinal. 1166

He has, since 2000, been Director of Carnbrae and Co Limited, an investment and
finance company. 1167 But not before almost becoming Australian rowing’s head
coach. Shortly after the Sydney Olympics, Brian Richardson took up the position of
head coach in Canada, 1168 and Peter was asked to consider succeeding him. 1169
Witness, however, to rowing’s political turmoil in 1995, Peter was concerned about
security of tenure and declined. 1170 He has also severed his links with FISA and has
no interest, either, in becoming involved with organisations such as the AOC, IOC or
Rowing Australia. 1171 The abiding interest in Peter’s rowing life is MUBC – the
oldest rowing club in Australia. 1172 – of which he has been president since 1996.

Nick Green says Peter’s involvement is shaped by his personal philosophy:
‘Athletes have come and gone, but he’s an athlete who strives to continue to give back to the
sport at a very ‘grass roots’ local level. He doesn’t have to be seen in senior positions; that’s
not how he operates best. He operates best working right at the grass roots, working with
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really young kids, giving them experience and sharing his knowledge and making them
become better athletes.’ 1173

Another insight is provided by Josie Millard, a rowing international and until recently
a professional administrator at the club:
‘Peter feels strongly that the process of developing an elite rower is about so much more
than winning gold medals: it is about the whole growth of the young people who move
through the club, and the life skills and lifelong friendships they make while rowing. Peter
has been a member of MUBC for approximately thirty years. He knows nearly every person
who has been a member during that time. He has always valued every rower who has come
through the club. There are countless people for whom he has been an invaluable role model.
He simply encourages everyone. 1174

Meanwhile Peter’s family and personal life has mellowed, particularly his relationship
with Mette Hansen. Their son, Tim, has always been regarded as very much part of
the Antonie family. In April 2006 Peter married Fiona Milne, a Canadian Olympic
sculler, and they expect their first child in January 2007. 1175 So there is now more
balance in Peter’s life than ever before. To quote Phil Gardiner: ‘He’s at peace with
himself, he’s got rid of his demons.’ 1176

Peter is also reconciled with his father. Tom Antonie now recognises that his son’s
early lack of dedication to studying was because Peter was on his way to rowing
success and frequently competing overseas. 1177 Peter’s comment on the fact that his
father’s views moderated, and he accepted that Peter’s rowing achievements were
themselves wholly worthy of acclamation, is insightful: ‘He would not have
experienced a previous example of that. My model was pretty unique.’ 1178 To this,
MUBC member Gayle Toogood also lends an insight:
‘I was sitting with Peter on the balcony of Adelaide Rowing after a selection regatta in 1994.
Peter was musing about success, and becoming quite philosophical. “We can’t all be famous
in a suit,” he said. I thought about that for a moment, then realised it was his way of saying
that real success need not come solely through business or academic achievement or
whatever. It was possible to be successful in other ways – and rowing was his way.’ 1179
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CHAPTER EIGHT
8.0 CONCLUSION
8.1 Aims of the research
The objectives in the present study were to examine the life of an Australian oarsman
and sculler, Peter Antonie, regarded by his national and indeed global peers as
exceptional; to also examine his motives in achieving what he did, notably in light of
perceived physical disadvantage; and, in parallel with these enquiries, to analyse his
sport’s development at a time when sport per se in Australia was undergoing a
fundamental transition, notably in the area of professional development.

The study is also a bid to achieve for Peter Antonie the recognition that so many in his
sport, the author included, believe he deserves. Within Australian rowing he is
regarded just as highly as his illustrious contemporaries, the Oarsome Foursome, but
in the broader community his profile is minimal. This study is the author’s attempt to
ensure that Peter Antonie, too, is accorded a tangible record of his achievements.

8.2 Results of the research
It became apparent during the research process that the findings could best be
presented in thematic form (see chapters 4 – 7 above). Those findings are summarised
in similar form as follows:

8.2.1 The career
During his international rowing and sculling career Peter Antonie won two world
championships silver medals and a bronze as a lightweight ‘sweep’ oarsman, and as a
lightweight sculler won both a Commonwealth and a world championships gold
medal. As an ‘open’ or heavyweight sculler he won a world championships bronze
medal and an Olympic gold medal. At the domestic level he won thirty-five national
club or interstate titles, as a lightweight and heavyweight and in all classes of boat. He
is the only sculler and oarsman to have won all three major men’s interstate titles: the
Penrith Cup for lightweight (sweep) fours, the President’s Cup for open sculls, and the
King’s Cup for open eights. (See Peter Antonie – The Record, above). He is
particularly proud of having been in the vanguard of a sculling renaissance in
Australian rowing.
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Antonie has also coached at the school level, and held administrative positions with
rowing’s national and international governing bodies. He has since 1996 been
president of his first and only club, Melbourne University Boat Club.

Antonie’s achievements are remarkable in that for much of his career he overcame
adversity, the major facet of which was related to his size. Essentially, he was too
heavy to be a lightweight – yet won a world championship in that category – and too
light for the open ranks – in which he won an Olympic gold medal.

John Coates says Peter is ‘right up there at the top with Bobby Pearce, Merv Wood
and James Tomkins,’ 1180 a sentiment shared by John Boultbee. ‘Up there with the
legends – with the Woods’, the Pearces, the Tomkins’, the Mackenzies…’ 1181 Roger
Wilson is adamant:‘Pound for pound, kilogram for kilogram, Peter stands head and
shoulders above any rower in the world, ever...’ 1182

James Tomkins, described as either ‘the greatest oarsman ever produced in
Australia’ 1183 or ‘one of the world’s greatest oarsmen’, 1184 is the one person with
whom his associates constantly compare Peter Antonie. Most agree the essential
differences between Peter and James stem from size and inherent athletic ability. As
Richard Powell has stated:
‘Jimmy Tomkins has enormous natural talent. Peter doesn’t have as much natural talent as
Jimmy: it’s more his perseverance, his commitment to training, to perfection and his
dedication that has really seen him do what he has done.’ 1185

In 1993, the Amateur Athletics Foundation of the United States, formerly the Helms
Foundation, selected Tomkins as the outstanding athlete in any sport in Oceania.1186
In 1999, attendees at a FISA Coaches’ Conference coinciding with the St Catharine’s
World Championships at which Tomkins became the first – and still only – oarsman
to win all five sweep events at the world championships, were asked to name the
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greatest oarsman since the Second World War, globally and from Australia. Steven
Redgrave was the global choice, and James Tomkins the Australian. 1187

Tomkins, however, is in total accord with the sentiments expressed about Peter
Antonie, acknowledging that Peter was always ‘physiologically challenged’.
‘He wasn’t six feet five or six, long and rangy, and he didn’t have the lung capacity or the
aerobic capacity. During trials or ergometer tests I would push myself but still be relatively
comfortable, but guys like Peter…guys who are small in stature but who still reach the same
level, would, with every single ergometer (test) or race or whatever have to be ‘flat to the
floor’. And it’s just incredibly tough to do that. It’s not always the case that a good big man
will always beat a good little man.’ 1188

Terry Phillips believes that in the ‘sweep’ category, Tomkins deserves the title ‘the
best’, but as an ‘all-rounder’, including sculling, ‘it has to be Peter. So the greatest
rower is Jimmy – but the greatest oarsman is Peter.’ 1189

Further testimony to the esteem in which Peter is held, nationally and globally, are, of
course, his awards: the OAM and the Keller Medal.

In 2003 Ric Charlesworth, coach of the Australian women’s hockey team, the
Hockeyroos, postulated that sporting success was more about ‘…realising your
potential, not what you achieve. It cannot simply be measured by whether you win or
lose. You always need to look behind the result.’ 1190 It can surely be claimed that
Peter Antonie far exceeded his potential and achieved success that at the start of his
career would have seemed unimaginable.

8.2.2 Career elements
Analysis of Peter’s career revealed four core facets: key performance measures, a
quest for perfection, extraordinary tenacity and a degree of unconventionality.
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8.2.2.1 Performance measures
It has been established that while he did not win as many medals as some, at both the
national and international levels, as both a lightweight and a heavyweight and an
oarsman and sculler, Peter Antonie is in one respect without peer. Statistical analysis
of international performances between 1920 and 2000 indicates he is the most
versatile world championships and Olympic oarsman and sculler ever (5.1). Only if
Steve Redgrave’s win in the open sculls at the Commonwealth Games in 1986 is
factored into the equation is Peter Antonie challenged. But again, there was
speculation that had Antonie contested the open event rather than just the lightweight
he might have beaten Redgrave. 1191 David Palfreyman summarises thus:
‘I…cannot see anybody who has had that amount of success in all those different categories.
No matter what he has turned to, he has won something every time he has been in it. He
would have to be considered in world rowing as…unique…because a lot of people have
gone from lightweight to heavyweight, but…I can’t think of any others (who) have won (an
Olympic) gold medal.’ 1192

It has been further established that Peter Antonie’s career in Australian rowing and
sculling is currently the longest ever – and may even be the longest of any Australian
sportsperson. This is all the more remarkable given rowing is regarded as among the
most testing of all endurance sports. Also remarkable is that Antonie’s record of
longevity might be surpassed by another rower – James Tomkins (5.2).

8.2.2.2 The perfectionist
Peter Antonie is widely regarded as a perfectionist, largely as a result of his constant
quest for a competitive ‘edge’ (5.3). This manifested itself in his use of various forms
of equipment and technology, and his interest in scientific developments. He was
particularly interested – and indeed became engaged in – boat and oar design and
developments, but at one stage also experimented with an artificial boat ‘skin’ which,
it was claimed, would provide more boat speed (5.3.2). As his one time coach David
Yates attests:
‘He was very innovative…always willing to try things: new oars, new ways of rowing or
training. He would never do anything without thinking about it. He was a creative thinker.
The introduction of cleaver oars and sculls are testimony to that. He was continually trying
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new forms of rigging, so was always open to innovation…anything that would make him go
faster. That is what makes champions.’ 1193

As part, during Peter’s time as an international competitor, of seeking greater
international success, Australia adopted a European talent identification scheme.
However, Peter defied the precepts inherent in the scheme, which basically dictated
that ‘big is better’ (5.3.2). The most convincing example of that defiance was, of
course, the win by Peter and Stephen Hawkins at the Barcelona Olympic Games
against much larger opposition.

8.2.2.3 Strength of character
Peter Antonie was confronted by adversity from the outset, in the form of injury,
rejection at school when attempting to enter the rowing program, and throughout his
rowing and sculling career. He lived for years with what he perceived as the ‘stigma’
of having been responsible for his crew losing the gold medal at Amsterdam in 1977,
failed to gain selection in 1980, overtrained in 1985 and more than a decade later
despaired when failing to win a medal at the Atlanta Olympics. He countered these
setbacks by adopting weight training to build up his strength, by taking up single
sculling as a means of demonstrating his abilities, and by constantly redoubling his
efforts He was still trying, at the age of forty-two, to be selected for the Olympic
Games (5.4).

Given Michael McKay and Nick Green of the Oarsome Foursome were also at Xavier
College, it is pertinent to ask how much the school’s culture played in generating the
determination and dedication they and Peter Antonie displayed throughout their
careers. Another of the school’s sporting ‘greats’, Robert de Castella, recalls being
encouraged always to ‘do your best’. ‘Win or lose, I was always content in the
knowledge that I could not have done any better.’ 1194 David England calls it ‘the
Ignatian spirit’. ‘You don’t have to be the best but you always do your best: that’s the
Ignatian tradition.’ England also believes the extraordinary discipline Peter displayed
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probably came from his Jesuit education, while ‘a level of honesty and reliability was
always there with Peter from the early days.’ 1195

Peter himself dismisses any suggestion of Xavier ‘influence’ – ‘They offered rowing
and I took up the sport there’ 1196 But this ignores the fact that his privileged
background provided the opportunity to attend Xavier, and that if he had not attended
the school he might not have taken up rowing at all. It might also indicate that so selfabsorbed, perhaps even obsessive, did Peter later become in his pursuit of rowing
success that he has not been particularly successful in understanding either himself or
the broader influences on his life.

Others, however, have identified a number of such influences. Paul van Veenendaal,
for example, believes that early in his life Peter benefited from ‘the chemistry of the
time’. ‘In Victoria in those days there was a degree of rivalry between Catholics and
Protestants. Suddenly, for example, there were more Catholic doctors and
lawyers.’ 1197 Tim McLaren, too, alludes to Peter’s Irish/Catholic upbringing. ‘They
are normally ‘driven’…and always feel they have to prove themselves and get ahead
in the world, and the hard work ethic is part of them.’ This would almost certainly
explain why Peter was regularly confronted by his father, who was opposed to his
rowing. Charles Bartlett has referred to ‘the extraordinary dynamic between Peter and
his father’.
‘Tom, being a doctor, probably expected that Peter would become a doctor or a lawyer or
some other profession, and that Peter, by continuing to row…was not going to make a
professional success of himself. So…maybe…part of Peter’s tenacity and endeavour was to
prove…that he could be successful and in control of something, and rowing was something
he was bloody good at, and he wasn’t going to let anybody get in his way of that elusive
gold medal.’ 1198

Others have referred to ‘defining moments’. David England believes the Amsterdam
final in 1977 was such an occasion. ‘It swung the pendulum to a point where the
characteristics Peter was already displaying made him almost maniacal about what he
wanted to do, and this allowed him to drive to extreme heights of extreme
1195
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determination.’ 1199 Peter Philp agrees. ‘Peter’s determination from there to succeed
was the motivating desire all the way through: “I’ve got to be able to prove myself.”
His failure to make the Australian lightweight four in 1980 came as a shock…As a
result, he took to sculling; probably he needed to prove to himself that he still had
what it takes.’ 1200

Tim McLaren believes the main source, then, of Peter’s motivation was beating the
heavyweights, despite the obvious lightweight disadvantage.
‘Lightweight rowing suited him perfectly, as there was always something to complain about.
The lightweights’ main source of complaint was generally food – or lack of it – and
heavyweight rowers. Both issues were related in that heavyweights could eat as much as
they wanted, yet despite being better fed and better funded they would often fail to beat the
lightweights or do so only by a small margin. These small margins would only add fuel to
the fire about who was ‘soft’ or ‘wasting their time’, and even the best of heavyweights
would only get an “I reckon he’s all right, you know…” from Peter, and this compliment
only later in his career. So his motivation and determination seemed always based on
hardship – lack of food, size and funding became a regular mantra for the angry lightweights
of the 70s and 80s. Keeping their weight under control was always a challenge but his main
motivation was always the small guy beating the big guy. He always saw himself as the
underdog in the ‘David and Goliath show’. He always fought above his weight,
metaphorically speaking, particularly later in his career when he moved into the
heavyweight ranks. That suited his mentality, because that’s the sort of character he was:
always wanting to prove himself against the odds, getting angry and motivated. Ironically,
despite having gone through Xavier College in Melbourne and his father being a doctor, I
think he typifies the Australian battler.’

As a result, McLaren believes, Peter is ‘up there as one of our greatest ever, without
question in my mind, not only because of his results, but how he achieved them; the
qualities he’s shown when he’s lost, the qualities he’s shown when he’s won. There
may have been more talented and gifted people, and people presented with greater
opportunities, but none was more resilient, determined and humble than Peter
Antonie.’ 1201
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8.2.2.4 An unconventional athlete
The research reveals that Peter Antonie was from an early age quixotic and nonconformist – witness his preference at school for rugby and rowing rather than the
more traditional Melbourne sports, football, cricket and athletics – and that despite a
privileged background and schooling he had a fundamentally proletarian outlook on
life. He chose his own friends while at school, took an extraordinary gamble, not only
when deciding to pursue single sculling – and thus become a figure of some ridicule –
but also when taking on the heavyweights. He also defied preconceptions early in his
life about talent identification criteria, witness John Sheahan’s misjudgements of him
when Peter applied to row at Xavier. Then, having won an Olympic gold medal, Peter
displayed an almost total lack of interest in benefiting commercially from his
successes (5.5). Essentially, he has constantly defied assumptions.

Peter’s disinterest in commercial opportunities was in contrast to that of the Oarsome
Foursome. According to Tim McLaren, however, Peter and each of the members of
the Oarsome Foursome all have a great respect for each other1202 – witness this
extraordinarily modest passage from Nick Green’s reminiscences.

‘I think athletes of our calibre, even though they have been very successful for our sport,
will come and go…what people will remember more are our results. What people will
remember Peter by is his character – and his results. When you say: “Describe Peter
Antonie,” it’s not just that he’s the guy who won the gold medal in ’92 and rowed
lightweight and heavyweight. They’ll say “Oh Peter, he’s a bloody character”...He’s got a
wonderful depth of character. And I think (that among) everyone else in the sport…he would
be considered in my book the greatest legend this sport has ever produced: because of his
tenacity, his diversity, his longevity, his results, the way he has coped with hardship; the
good times and the bad times…But although he’s had wonderful success with the sport he’s
still the same Peter Antonie as I remember back in 1986 when I first rowed at MUBC. The
only thing that probably changed a little bit is that he’s not as angry as he used to be. But
he’s still a very committed, very loyal, very passionate bloke.’ 1203

8.2.3 Administration
That commitment and passion is nowadays expressed through Peter’s presidency of
Melbourne University Boat Club and his strongly held belief in the preservation of the
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club system. Indeed his acceptance of the position reinforces his proletarian outlook.
He has expressed, forcibly and frequently, anti-establishment views about institutes
and academies of sport and their effects on the sport’s ‘grass roots’, and about the
national regatta program.

He nevertheless has great respect for those – John Coates, John Boultbee and
Reinhold Batschi – whose time in the sport mirrors his own and who were responsible
for transforming Australian rowing from a wholly amateur to at least a semiprofessional sport. Batschi also introduced fairer selection processes and improved
coaching and training methods.

Rowing has relied almost entirely, however, on Federal Government funding, largely
because it is an Olympic sport. This funding has resulted, in part, in the establishment
of national and state institutes of sport, in each of which there is a rowing program.
This has in turn resulted in debate in national rowing circles about the perceived
dichotomy between the high performance and club levels of the sport.

Rowing has been relatively unsuccessful in obtaining corporate sponsorship because
its national program of events is minimal compared with ‘major’ sports (wryly
described by Hutchinson as those that are on television, as opposed to those that are
not). 1204 Moreover the annual world championships are almost invariably held
overseas. In addition, rowing is no longer in the Commonwealth Games. The sport
therefore only obtains substantial national media exposure once every four years – in
Olympic years – except when involved in controversy.1205 The media also regard
rowing as ‘elite’, while the sport has made only sporadic attempts to better promote
itself. The current system, moreover, appears unlikely to change (6.5).

It has been claimed that the world of sports in the age of mass media has been
transformed from nineteenth century amateur recreational participation to late
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twentieth century spectator-centred technology and business. 1206 In rowing’s case,
parallels can be drawn between the crowds that flocked to professional sculling events
and the present lack of televised coverage of the sport. A discussion by Rowe of the
political economy of sport 1207 reinforces how much more on the periphery is rowing
nowadays in terms of public consciousness than it was in the apparently halcyon days
of yesteryear. And this despite its being an Olympic sport, and a successful one at that
– hence the profile accorded the Oarsome Foursome. In addition, Rowe declares,
‘media coverage...has had an incalculably large impact on sport, and the sports media
are a key component of the fabric of contemporary culture...each sport has its own
distinctive history, its own way of negotiating how it is represented in the print and
broadcast media’ 1208 In 2003, the World Athletics Championships were held in the
same week as the World Rowing Championships. Australia’s athletes won no medals,
the rowers six, including two gold. 1209 The High Performance Manager for Athletics
Australia, Tudor Bompa, worked out that the column inches devoted to press
reporting of the athletics championships were greater than rowing’s by a ratio of
94.8:1. 1210 Australian rowing, it seems, has some way to go before ‘negotiations’ on
the way it is represented bear fruit.

Andrews has used Fukuyama’s argument about ‘the end of history’ – that
humankind’s ideological evolution has ended, and Western liberal democracy is the
final form of human government 1211 – to illustrate his own contention. Andrews
argues that some sporting (as opposed to political) forms are still ‘in history’ and
others ‘at the end of history’: that there are those that are developing (historical) and
others that are developed (post-historical). Andrews identifies as the major criterion
for a sport being ‘historical’ that it has not succumbed to the perceived threat of
corporate capitalism. 1212 Rowing has not ‘succumbed’ simply because corporate
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capitalism, in this instance in the form of the media, is relatively disinterested.
(McKernan has mused about the likelihood of the King’s Cup becoming the
equivalent of cricket’s Pura Cup, the commercial successor to the Sheffield Shield.1213
If current directions and the media figures cited above are any indication, very little
chance at all). Meanwhile fundamentally post-historical sports such as cricket, tennis,
golf and the major football codes, are paid huge amounts for broadcast rights. Indeed,
a case can be made for the existence of a form of sporting Darwinism: the rich sports
are getting richer and the (low profile) poorer continue to struggle.

Andrews further asserts that among those sporting bodies ‘at the end of history’,
having succumbed to the advances of transnational corporate capitalism, is the
Olympic movement, until relatively recently perceived as a sacrosanct bastion of antcommercialism. 1214 Thus is presented a situation in Australia whereby a ‘posthistorical’ organisation – the AOC – represents several sports, including rowing, that
are still ‘in history’.

8.2.4 Reconciliation
Peter Antonie, finally, continues to row competitively, although not at the
international level. Having been offered the opportunity to be involved in a full-time
professional capacity in Australian rowing he has chosen instead to pursue his
business career. This and his recent marriage represent greater balance in his life. He
is also reconciled with his father (7.0).

8.3 Implications of the research results
If it is accepted that the academic discipline of Australian sports history is relatively
new, 1215 then by extension the discipline of Australian rowing history is even more so.

As mentioned above Australian rowing has experienced three broadly distinct eras:
that between 1876 and 1907, when the professional scullers were predominant; 1216 an
‘amateur’ period during which imperial links helped promote rowing and sculling in
1213
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Australia, 1217 and the most recent era, in which the administration of sport became
increasingly ‘professionalised’ 1218 – the Peter Antonie era. As also indicated above,
however (2.4.1 – 2.4.3), there has been very little academic analysis of Australian
rowing and sculling, and even less biographical knowledge accrued. Within the first
era Bennett’s treatise on Henry Searle 1219 and to a lesser extent Gordon Trickett’s
study of Ned Trickett 1220 appear to be the sole biographical account, while Adair, like
Bennett, has examined the overall development of professional sculling. 1221 Gronn’s
work on public school rowing in Victoria 1222 appears to be the only substantial work
dedicated to the ‘amateur’ era, while the same approbation applies to Adair’s analysis
of all three. 1223

The present study on Peter Antonie is the author’s contribution to both the creation of
new knowledge about the third, ‘semi-professional’ era in Australian rowing and
sculling, and to the almost non-existent ‘serious’ biographical tradition within
Australian rowing history overall. Indeed within the current era it might even be
regarded as unique, while it now joins Bennett’s work in the biographical category.

8.4 Generalisations arising from discussion of the results
As stated above (3.1), it is the biographical method of research and analysis that has
been used in completing the present study, with the principal technique the conducting
of in-depth interviews. The result is narrative analysis with a biographical focus in the
form of a case study: one of the ‘family’ of qualitative research methods that ‘goes
beyond’ the established scientific epistemology that is quantitative research. 1224 Some
seventy interviewees or personal sources assisted, with interviews conducted
throughout south-eastern Australia, and also overseas, over a period of four years. The
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result is the presentation of a ‘picture’ of an individual, 1225 Peter Antonie, as part of
understanding that individual life within its social context: 1226 the development of
Australian rowing and sculling in the final quarter of the twentieth century.

It is accepted that the number of people engaged to assist in the study were but a
fraction of those who would have known the subject during the period under review.
They were selected, however, on the basis of perceived specific relevance to the
subject and the study, and so consistent was the evidence presented 1227 that the author
is convinced of the veracity of the results. As Patricia Edgar wrote in the introduction
to her biography of Janet Holmes a Court, ‘eventually you reach a stage where the
critical mass of information reveals regular and consistent patterns of behaviour; only
the anecdotes vary’. 1228

8.5 Implications of the findings for practice accepted theoretical models/
paradigms, and the overall importance of the research to the field
The way in which the theoretical methods discussed accorded, practically, with the
author’s experiences during the research process has largely been disclosed
throughout (3.0) above. Those results confirm and reinforce the functionality of the
methodologies used in completing the study and exemplify why oral history is a key
methodology in the pursuit of sports history and biography. The ability to speak and
engage in a dialogue with selected interviewees and interpret their views 1229 has
resulted in not only anticipated but also unanticipated findings, largely as a result of
spontaneous and tangential statements or arguments leading to new lines of enquiry.
The interviewees also represent those people whose voices have hitherto been
missing. 1230 Few engaged in the study have been inclined to contribute to official
records – many indeed, were interested only in breaking them! – but in engaging as
they have in this study they have switched from the position of bystanders to centre
stage in the pursuit of historical knowledge. In doing so they have provided a far more
personal account and at the same time placed the research in a far broader social
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context. 1231 This combination of commentary and interpretation has lent credibility
and authority to the understanding of a life hitherto unappreciated. 1232

This is particularly important in the context of Peter Antonie’s total lack of interest in
his place in history and his preference for looking forward rather than back. It is a trait
he shares with Steve Redgrave, who has said:

‘I don’t hark back to past glories much. Of course I have revelled in the glow of satisfaction
from winning…gold medals, but only at the time; once it’s over, that’s it. The feeling died
and all I had in mind was my next challenge.’ 1233

The corroboration by so many of Antonie’s achievements in the face of his
unwillingness to do so reinforces the authenticity of the oral history methodology. 1234

Meanwhile the fact that there is no great archive within Australian rowing and
sculling gives rise to the question: ‘where to from here? The American academic Joan
Chandler has made a plea for sports historians to ‘get much more into the heads of
those about whom we write, while not neglecting the sources we use’, in a ‘coherent,
purposeful focused attempt to find out what players, coaches, officials and fans know
but do not write down’. She notes that ‘historians in other fields have made great
strides in gathering materials from members of society who do not normally keep
diaries, write letters or otherwise leave their thoughts for posterity…but there’s not
much (sports) oral history about’. Chandler believes, like Bale before her, 1235 that an
antidote is needed to the autobiographies of those sportspeople who ‘have always
understood how to project the persona that would bring them the greatest reward’,
and suggests the systematic creation of archives containing the contributions not only
of successful sportspeople but also the witnesses to sports history. 1236 Chandler would
therefore be pleased to know – as indeed would be Bill Mandle 1237 – that Australia
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has gone some way to correcting this imbalance. There have, for example, been scores
of interviews conducted with sportspeople by the Oral History Unit at the National
Library. But only one rower has been interviewed – Merv Wood. 1238

Such activities, of course, have taken place in relatively contemporary times. As
mentioned above (8.3), more scholarly research appears to have been dedicated to
Australian rowing’s first era than to the two subsequent ones. Greater analysis of
these is surely needed – but even more so, perhaps, is a history of Australian rowing
overall. In terms of biographies of outstanding rowers and scullers, none has yet been
written about Bobby Pearce, Merv Wood or James Tomkins.

8.6 Epilogue
In a philosophical moment during the Sydney 2000 national regatta and selection
trials the ever-modest Peter Antonie told journalist Ron Reed:
‘I’m fortunate enough to have a couple of handy medals in the cupboard…(but)…I’ve
realised that after a long career of being involved …what matters is the striving, the
participation, the journey, the people and the experience.’ 1239

Peter Antonie’s striving, his participation, his journey and his experience have
provided a rich chapter in Australian sporting history. It is also, until now, a chapter
largely unrecognised. To that extent it mirrors that of Captain Alfred Shout, whose
Victoria Cross was recently purchased for the Australian War Memorial. The author
of the book Gallipoli, 1240 Les Carlyon, was quoted as saying that:
‘Shout is probably the great unsung hero of Gallipoli…in the sense that (the praises of)
…Simpson and his donkey were sung…but nobody had heard about Shout. And when I was
writing Gallipoli I thought…this is a man everyone has forgotten, and they should not have
forgotten him.’ 1241

Peter Antonie is surely the unsung hero of Australian rowing.
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